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T

he book you hold in your hands, published by by the consortium of museums
known collectively as Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de Lleida i Aran, marks a new
stage in a long journey that began in 2015. It struck us at the time that witchcraft
offered absorbing fodder for historical and ethnographic research, reflection and debate. But
not only that. It was clearly also a social and cultural phenomenon whose deep roots in these
lands remained in the present. The Pyrenees and the Catalan western districts are looked on as
the cradle of European witchcraft. Moreover, the earliest juridical mention of the phenomenon
appears in legal statutes, dated 1424, issued from the Àneu Valley. Both factors render the subject
all the more enticing.
Our scope clearly defined, the next step was to contact historian and Pallars native
Pau Castell, soon to become our trusted and impassioned travel companion. From scientific
coordination for the research groups and curation of the exhibit, to the editing of the present
book, Castell’s efforts were fundamental.
The road began with research. It required intimate knowledge of the expressions of oral
memory which, even today, continue to illuminate witchcraft in the lands of Lleida. Through
coordination with the Xarxa’s member museums, research groups were formed in representation
of distinct territories. For two years, their mission was to gather oral accounts and other reflections
of how the witchcraft phenomenon is perceived socially, both in the Pyrenees and on the Lleida
Plain. As far as heritage and ethnology are concerned, the scientific material that anchors the
researchers’ articles is of great interest.
The exhibition itself—a product of the material that emerged—came second. A potent
vector of knowledge, it offers key reflections about witchcraft in the Pyrenees and western
districts. Emboldened by gripping audiovisual and scenographic material, the display is currently
making its way across the Xarxa’s partner museums to rave reviews. More than just delivering an
extremely well-crafted scientific narrative, the exhibition puts us face to face with many of the
historical and ethnological artifacts currently in our museums’ collections and reserve rooms.
Unfortunately, the conservation of collections and heritage is often one of the little known and
underappreciated functions of museums. Exhibitions like this one help to reclaim it.
And, at last, here it is. More than a mere exhibition catalog, this ambitious publication
stands as work of reference for research on witchcraft in the Pyrenees, western districts and
Catalonia. It is a fine example of how territory-specific and local approaches can give rise to
perspectives that are at once rigorous, worldly-wise and sweeping in terms of their scientific
scope. Among the book’s biggest strengths is its blending of specialist and theory-driven articles
with the territory-specific visions that came as a result of direct ethnographic inquiry.
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These reasoned, high-quality products are a worthy reflection of the remarkable efforts
of individuals and institutions who—in research, documentation, insight, design, conservation,
education, communication, management and so much more—have mobilized towards a
common objective. It is no exaggeration to say that these are among the benefits and advantages
of cooperation. The strategy is not recent; and the muscle, visibility and scale gained by the
museums of Lleida and the Pyrenees are its result. Enjoy this book, and fear not: by the time
you’ve finished reading it, more programming and cultural projects from Xarxa de Museus de les
Terres de Lleida i Aran will almost certainly be just around the corner.

Jordi Abella Pons
President, Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de Lleida i Aran
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Prolog

Across the medieval and modern periods, the hunt for witches in Catalonia was an intense
and enduring phenomenon, particularly in the Pyrenean and western districts. This exhibit—a
production of Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de Lleida i Aran with curation from Dr. Pau Castell—
is a wide-reaching and penetrating tour d’horizon designed to encourage further reflection.
Inquiry into witchcraft persecution is relatively new in Catalan historiography. Jeroni
Pujades’ contemporary account appeared in Crònica universal del Principat de Catalunya
(Universal chronicle of the Principality of Catalonia) in 1609. Historia de Cataluña y de la
Corona de Aragón (History of Catalonia and the Crown of Aragon), Victor Balaguer’s work of
historical Romanticism, arrived two centuries later. And the final decades of the twentieth century
came with valuable academic contributions from Núria Sales and Ricardo Garcia Cárcel (Garcia’s
teacher, Joan Reglà, was an early exponent of research in the field).
Contemporary work on the matter began in earnest in 1974 with Antoni Pladevall’s
Persecució de bruixes a les comarques de Vic a principis del segle xvii (Witch persecution in the
Vic districts of the early seventeenth century). Pladevall didn’t just offer a coherent narrative of
the Osona hunt of the 1620s; by drawing heavily from referenced material, he brought to the fore
its enormous appeal. And the work presented a widely serviceable model for local research that
a multitude of researchers would seek to replicate in ensuing decades.
Unsurprisingly, Catalonia’s witch persecution story has been reconstructed locally, from
municipal, district and parochial archives and the records of noble families and ecclesiastical
institutions. Unlike crimes such as banditry, trials for witchcraft fell squarely under local and
manorial remit, so documentation held at the Arxiu de la Corona d’Aragó—our great national
archive, and a governmental one back then—is quite insignificant, scarcely reflecting the true
magnitude of the phenomenon.
Local case studies have therefore been key to charting a map and timeline of Catalonia’s
search for witches. Both are clear indicators that the phenomenon was not only expansive in
scale, but also exceptional in the Spanish monarchy and Europe at large. Other changes along the
way have been impactful as well, such as the emergence of new paradigms in social and cultural
history, the birth of women’s history and the contributions of cultural anthropology.
Each of these received attention in Per bruixa i metzinera: La cacera de bruixes a Catalunya,
an exhibit I curated with Dr. Josefina Roma at Museu d’Història de Catalunya in 2007. It marked a
considerable leap forward in terms of witch hunting historiography, highlighting national layers of
a phenomenon whose study had traditionally been restricted to more local spheres. Emboldened
by some of the discipline’s leading specialists, the catalog enabled us to pool what we knew at the
time and see how the pieces fit together. The confluence of factors, together with the paradigm
shifts cited above, served to stimulate fresh academic interest.
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Pau Castell’s exploration of the subject—a PhD dissertation titled Orígens i evolució de la
cacera de bruixes a Catalunya—was, in terms of both documentation and the author’s far-reaching
historical vision, especially significant. Defended by Castell at Universitat de Barcelona in 2013,
the unprecedented endeavor allows us to hold the Catalan case against others across Europe,
track the phenomenon’s arc over the medieval and modern centuries, and put anthropology
to work in charting perceptions of witchcraft today. And the originality of Castell’s conclusions
is worth noting. Take, for example, the precociousness of trials in the districts of the Catalan
Pyrenees. Or the legacy of persecution, nearly four centuries old and counting, evident in the
longevity of elements like rumor and stereotypes.
This freshness is on display in the present exhibit, as is, thanks to ethnographic material
amassed by a team of researchers under Castell, a new take on witchcraft, this time grounded in
popular and traditional culture. Here it is especially pertinent. Into the last century, fear of the
witch was a constant in rural culture—the soil upon which major cultural signposts like fables,
amulets, protective measures and healing rituals would be erected. Today, as processes of cultural
homogenization like schooling, mass media and technology gather momentum, that rural popular
culture is in decline. Let it be a reminder of the importance of cataloging and studying the final
expressions of a complex and once hegemonic concept—witchcraft—which would ultimately
leave countless innocent victims in its wake.

Agustí Alcoberro
Universitat de Barcelona
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Introduction
In summer 2008, piecing together what would eventually take shape as a doctoral
dissertation on witch hunts in Catalonia, I had the chance to speak with Mercè, a starry-eyed
girl born in 1917 to the Guem household in the Pyrenean village of Beranui (Vall Fosca). From
our perch in her dining room, Mercè helped me decipher some of the dialectal expressions that
lay scattered across the historical sources I’d been gathering during my archival research in the
region. Part way through our conversation, I ventured a question about witchcraft: “I get the sense
that these days people don’t talk about witches as much as they used to. . .” Mercè’s smile gave
way to an expression I can’t readily describe as she offered up a reply steeped in her enchanting
Pallars accent: “They were talked about . . . and they were out there” [Se’n parlave . . . i n’hi
havie].
Mercè and I would continue to meet in the years I spent working on the dissertation, but that
first conversation was the trailhead of a research project that, ten years on, has found expression
in the present museum exhibit. The witchcraft beliefs and personal experiences of individuals
born at the start of the twentieth century represent a valuable and all-too-fragile legacy today.
Often they are more than just legends or children’s tales, but real situations, witnessed firsthand by rural men and women well into the 1940s. They speak to maleficent magic, destructive
hail and dead children and livestock; to reputations tarring particular women as witches; to
stigma haunting specific houses and families all part of the daily existence of those rural Catalan
communities worried about the evil roots of their misfortunes.
The allure of this oral heritage swells as we hold it against historical records about
witchcraft and the local crusade to purge its agents. A substantial amount of recently uncovered
archival material enables us to grasp the intensity of medieval and early modern hunts in the
Pyrenees—and, by implication, of those in the western districts known collectively as the Terres
de Ponent. In the valley Mercè called home, for example, so pervasive was legal action tied to
witchcraft charges that observers from the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries would tellingly refer
to the area as the “terra dels bruixots,” or land of the witches. In the summer of 1424, the Catalan
Pyrenees also saw the earliest known law against the crime of witchcraft, the first legal whiff of a
phenomenon that would enflame all of Europe. For centuries, the Pyrenean valleys led Catalonia
in terms of witchcraft prosecutions, even as the hunt spread to the plains and the first witchcraft
trials came to pass in cities like Lleida, Cervera and Balaguer, often initiated against women and
men issued from the mountain seigniories.
The social, cultural and gender dynamics that emerge from the witch trials are surprisingly
consistent with the experiences described by modern-day witnesses, not only with respect to
rumor, suspicion and mechanisms of accusation, but in the particular homes and families still
today associated with witchcraft as well. As we attempt to understand the witchcraft phenomenon
through comparative analysis of historical and ethnographic material, the survival of those
dynamics in the Pyrenees and western districts pushes these often overlooked corners of the
Catalan backcountry to the fore.
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And this was the primary objective of the project promoted by the regional museum
consortium Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de Lleida i Aran. Untold historical and ethnographic
research has been conducted in the process, and it serves as the basis of the present exhibit.
From the Pyrenean valleys of Aran, Pallars, Alt Urgell and Andorra to the lands of La Noguera,
El Segrià, La Segarra and El Solsonès, we spoke to scores of elderly sources, gaining insight into
deeply-ingrained notions about witchcraft in these parts, as well as the mechanisms and logic
which shaped the anti-witchcraft phenomenon until recently. Parallel historical and documentary
research has sought to offer a rigorous account of the mechanics and development of medieval
and early modern trials here. The fruits of that labor—objects, documents, images, historical
texts, recordings and video from those interviews—are the backbone of the exhibition.
This catalog serves to complement and expand on the physical display. It begins with
a thorough review of witch hunts in Catalonia, fitting their characteristics into the general
European picture and highlighting the shared turf between historical research and ethnographic
heritage. Next, a diverse fleet of specialists in Catalan folklore—anthropologists and researchers
Josefina Roma, Ramona Violant, Ignasi Ros and Pep Coll—give their takes on themes relating
to the witchcraft imaginary. And lastly, the ethnographic material from across the territories—
now incorporated into the collections of this project’s partner museums—is presented by the
researchers themselves in the papers that form this catalog’s core. The publication concludes with
a selection of images drawn from the exhibit.
Designing, developing and curating a project of this kind has been thoroughly enriching
both personally and professionally. The central aim, and one shared by our partner museums
and institutions, has been to craft a museum-appropriate narrative to support the most recent
work on witchcraft and witch hunts in what was truly ground zero of the Catalan and European
persecutions. In the process, we hope to turn a spotlight on the rich historical and ethnographic
inheritance that emanates from this longstanding phenomenon.
Despite vanishing witchcraft beliefs and the consignment of the wicked witch to the realm
of children’s literature, the reflections that spring from this exhibit are in some ways very topical.
In the twenty-first century, the logic of witch hunting takes new forms, perhaps more perverse still,
through the age-old mechanisms of fear, suspicion and intolerance. These elements challenge us to
reflect more broadly on the contemporary dynamics that lie behind the marginalization, exclusion
and stigmatization faced by certain groups on the basis of popular rumors and accusations. To
study the past, whether recent or distant, is to be confronted once again with one fact: “witches”
are always constructed in the gaze of the Other, when distrust and fear push us to seek scapegoats
upon whom to unload our day-to-day anguish. And so, the present exhibit is also a posthumous
tribute, humble though it may be, to all those stigmatized and persecuted in the years when “they
were talked about . . . and they were out there.”
Pau Castell Granados
Barcelona, February 2018
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Pau Castell Granados
Historian
Universitat de Barcelona
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Witchcraft and witch hunts in Catalonia:
the Pyrenees and western districts
“… few historical enterprises have been
as intensively historiographical and reflexive
in character as the study of witchcraft“
(Barry, Witchcraft in Early Modern Europe, p. 5)
“... the indubitable Pyrenean character
of the term bruja, recorded for the first time,
we should bear in mind, in the Catalonian area“
(Campagne, “Witch or Demon?», p. 398)

In the opening lines of a superb 1996 work on the European witch hunts, British specialist
Jonathan Barry noted “few historical enterprises have been as intensively historiographical and
reflexive in character as the study of witchcraft.”1 The point is significant: over the last century,
scores of historians have set about analyzing witchcraft and its persecution in a process that has
unleashed an enormous volume of critical literature on a troubling phenomenon which stained
the end of the Middle Ages and the start of modernity with tragedy.
Witchcraft and witch hunts have been a focus of historiographical concern since the very
centuries of persecution (1400-1750).The first nineteenth-century bids to excavate source material
and construct a big-picture account of the phenomenon gave way, true to prevailing interpretative
currents, to a diversity of case studies in the twentieth century. The historiographical turning point
came in the 1970s, thanks mainly to the works of British, German and French scholars. In the golden
age of learning that ensued, the closing years of the twentieth century experienced a profusion
of research efforts, a sharp spike in available primary sources and a resurgence in mainstream
interest.2 Today, the fruits of fifty years of research are gathered together in two separate volumes;
the first, published by Richard Golden in 2006, and the second, by Brian Levack in 2013, serve up
the leading-edge work of the world’s foremost scholars.3
Current research makes sense of witch hunting by honing in on two distinct historical
dynamics. The first corresponds to the emergence and strengthening of the belief in the witches’
sect, a phenomenon which took hold in the Late Middle Ages in various regions of southern Europe
(Catalonia among them) helped along by the fusion and reformulation of traditions surrounding
maleficent magic, the crime of poisoning, demonology, anti-heresy literature and popular notions
about nocturnal spirits. The second piece of the historiographical puzzle involves how that belief
1 Jonathan Barry (ed.), Witchcraft in Early Modern Europe, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, p. 5.
2 See Jonathan Barry & Owen Davies (eds.), Palgrave Advances in Witchcraft Historiography. Basingstoke: PalgraveMacmillan, 2007.
3 Richard M. Golden (ed.), Encyclopedia of Witchcraft: The Western Tradition, Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, 2006; Brian
P. Levack (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Witchcraft in Early Modern Europe and Colonial America, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013.
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was translated in the secular and ecclesiastical courtrooms of fifteenth- to seventeenth-century
Europe, and the mechanisms, motives, reach and chronology such persecution would entail.
It is here that the Catalan territories—and, in particular, the Pyrenees and western districts
known as the Terres de Ponent—come forward as compelling objects of study. Today, bountiful
documentary records allow us to penetrate the dynamic of persecution and place it in its Catalan
and European contexts. The survival of witchcraft beliefs in these parts means we can also
contemplate the topic from the standpoints of anthropology and ethnographic studies—both
crucial complements to grappling with this engrossing historical phenomenon.

Studying the Catalan witch-craze
Historiographical attention to witch persecution in Catalonia has tread a singular path
keeping pace with broad European trends. Victor Balaguer and Josep Masferrer piloted the premier
historiographical reckonings with the matter, devoting several pages in the mid-nineteenth century
to prosecutions that occurred in Roussillon and on the Vic plain two hundred years prior.4 Up to
the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939), assorted Catalan authors put forth accounts
of persecution based on the archives of the Principality; still others examined witchcraft’s place
in popular Catalan culture through the lens of folklore.5 Meanwhile, noted foreign scholars like
Henry Charles Lea tackled the witch hunts in early modern Catalonia by tapping into material
from the Holy Office of the Inquisition, one of the tribunals charged with prosecuting the supposed
crime “against God and society.”6 Amid a lull in research during the post-war period, inquisitorial
records were dusted off by Danish historian Gustav Henningsen and colleague Jaime Contreras
in the late sixties as the two embarked on their own innovative and systematic probes into the
Holy Office’s role in the affair.7
The final third of the twentieth century brought a dramatic shift in the attention that
4 Víctor Balaguer, Historia de Cataluña y de la Corona de Aragón, vol. iv, Barcelona: Salvador Manero, 1863, pp. 267-268;
Josep Masferrer, “Una bruixa en la cambra del torment,” La Renaixensa, vol. II, no. 4 (August 1878), p. 189-193.
5 Cels Gomis, La bruixa catalana. Aplec de casos de bruixeria, creences i supersticions recollits a Catalunya a l’entorn dels
anys 1864 a 1915, Barcelona: Altafulla, 1987; Francesc Maspons i Llabrós, “Las bruxas,” Lo Gay Saber. Periódich Literari
Quinzenal, nos. 22-24 (November-December 1880), pp. 235-274; Francesc Carreras Candi, “Lo bandoler del Montserrat:
Aplech de notes del segle xvi,” Catalunya: Revista Literària Quinzenal, no. 1 (1903), pp. 241-247; “Brujas y maleficios en
las tempestades” and “Ligeras indicaciones sobre lo que fue el culto al demonio en Cataluña,” Las Noticias (AugustSeptember 1920); Josep M. Batista i Roca, Fitxes d’estudiant d’Antropologia i Folklore, unpublished, 1915-1924; Francesc
Bergadà, “L’era de les bruixes,” Arxiu de Tradicions Populars, no. 2 (1928), pp. 115-117; Apel·les Mestres, “Les bruixes
d’Altafulla,” Arxiu de Tradicions Populars, núm. 3 (1929), p. 183; Gabriel Castellà i Raich, “La creença en bruixes,” Arxiu
de Tradicions Populars, no. 6 (1932), pp. 371-372; Joan Amades, Bruixes i bruixots, Barcelona: La Neotípia, 1934; Siegfried
Bosch, “Literatura i història: Iniciació a la bruixeria,” La Publicitat (February 23, 1936), p. 2; Ramon Violant i Simorra,
“De bruixeria pallaresa,” in Etnologia pallaresa: Homenatge a Ramon Violant i Simorra, La Pobla de Segur: Escudella-2,
1981, pp. 91-126 (lecture at CEC, April 1936).
6 Henry Charles Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, vol. iv, London and New York: Macmillan, 1908, pp. 211-224;
Agustín González de Amezúa (ed.), ‘El casamiento engañoso’ y ‘El coloquio de los perros’: Novelas ejemplares de Miguel
de Cervantes Saavedra, Madrid: Bailly-Baillierre, 1912, pp. 182 and 192-194.
7 Both specialists published findings on numerous occasions beginning in the 1970s; the last came from Gustav Henningsen,
“The Database of the Spanish Inquisition: The relaciones de causas project revisited,” in Heinz Mohnhaupt and Dieter
Simon (eds.), Vorträge zur Justizforschung, Geschichte und Theorie, Frankfurt: Klostermann, 1993, pp. 43-85.
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Page one of the Francesc Maspons i Llabrós article “Las bruxas” (The witches), Lo
Gay Saber, no. 21 (November 1880), Biblioteca de Catalunya.
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Catalan historians paid to witch trials. Uncovered archival material shaped waves of local case
studies, while Catalan and foreign historians took the first stabs at more overarching appraisals
of the phenomenon. Seminal in this regard was a 1974 work by Antoni Pladevall which made
pioneering use of transcription, contextualization and analysis of primary sources in sorting
through witchcraft cases in the districts of Vic.8 Many Catalan authors sought in succeeding years
to replicate the Pladevall model. The results were uneven, but the process unlocked material
from the prime movers of the Catalan hunts: local and manorial courts.9 Meanwhile, prominent
Hispanists like Ricardo García Cárcel, William Monter and Henry Kamen plumbed the Inquisition
archives of Castile as they too set aside chapters to tracing the course of persecution in Catalonia.10
Such was the backdrop in 2007 when the Museu d’Història de Catalunya pulled back the
curtain on an exhibition devoted to the Catalan hunts. Specialists Agustí Alcoberro and Josefina
Roma’s display was original in its attempt to present an ensemble vision of this chapter of history
and its very real repercussions from a national perspective. It also placed the Catalan experience into
the wider European context of the day. The exhibit produced a team publication of diverse historical
papers, as well as a web site with a virtual exhibit and an interactive map of trials and sentences.11
The researchers’ efforts underscored not just the paucity of previous Catalan inquiry into
the affair, but the frequently local scope of such inquiry, as well. Indeed, the better part of it had
sat on the sidelines of Europe’s highly charged debates of the late twentieth century. Theoretical
reflections on the appearance of the witchcraft crime in the Late Middle Ages, or its retooling
in early modern times, were conspicuously lacking. Especially in the western regions of the
Principality, pre-seventeenth-century primary sources were similarly sparse. The lack of records
obviously hindered big-picture analysis of the motivations, mechanics and rise of persecution in
Catalonia over its more than two-hundred-year trajectory, with the notable exception of work by
Agustí Alcoberro and Gunnar W. Knutsen.12
8 Antoni Pladevall, “Persecució de bruixes a les comarques de Vic a principis del segle xvii,” Monografies del Montseny,
no. 1 (1986), pp. 93-165 (1st ed. 1974). For a precursor to monographs of this kind, see Nolasc de Molar, Procés d’un
bruixot, Olot: Imp. Aubert, 1968, and Frederic Sena’s article “Un proceso de brujas de 1620,” Ausa, no. 6 (1968), pp. 58-59.
9 Albert Benet, Joana la Negra, una bruixa sallentina i altres episodis d’història sallentina, Sallent: Institut d’Arqueologia
i Ciències Naturals, 1983; Raimundo García Carrera, Les bruixes de Caldes de Montbui, Caldes de Montbui: Cal·lígraf,
1985; Raimundo García Carrera, Caça de bruixes al Vallès, Terrassa: Ègara, 1987; Núria Sales, “El bisbe d’Alet i les
bruixes del Capcir,” Recerques, no. 19 (1987), pp. 133-143; Lluís Orriols, Les bruixes segrestades, Barcelona: Rafael
Dalmau, 1994; Carmen Espada and Jaume Oliver, Les bruixes al Pallars, Tremp: Garsineu, 1999; Mercè Gras, Bruixes
a Sant Feliu de Llobregat: El procés a Blanca Bardiera (1578), Sant Feliu de Llobregat: Ajuntament de Sant Feliu de
Llobregat, 2000; Robert Pastor i Castillo, Aquí les penjaven, Andorra la Vella: Consell General d’Andorra, 2004; Rafael
Ginebra (ed.), Condemnades per bruixes: processos judicials al Vallès i al Moianès a principis del segle xvii, Barcelona:
Museu d’Història de Catalunya, 2007; Pau Castell, “La persecució senyorial de la bruixeria al Pallars: un procés contra
bruixes i bruixots a la Vall Fosca (1548),” Estudis Històrics i Documents dels Arxius de Protocols, no. 27 (2010), pp. 121-249.
10 Ricardo García Cárcel (dir.), “Dossier: La bruixeria a Catalunya,” L’Avenç, no. 61 (June 1983), pp. 49-64; Ricardo
García Cárcel (dir.), Historia de Cataluña, siglos xvi-xvii, vol. i, Barcelona: Ariel, 1985, pp. 407-421; William Monter,
Frontiers of heresy: the Spanish Inquisition from the Basque lands to Sicily, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990; Henry Kamen, The Phoenix and the Flame: Catalonia and the Counter Reformation, New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1993, pp. 239-243; Doris Moreno Martínez, Representación y realidad de la Inquisición en Cataluña: el
conflicto de 1568, unpublished PhD diss., Bellaterra: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 2002, p. 393-417 and 665-672.
11 Agustí Alcoberro and Josefina Roma (dirs.), Per bruixa i metzinera: la cacera de bruixes a Catalunya, Barcelona:
Museu d’Història de Catalunya, 2007.
12 Agustí Alcoberro, “Cacera de bruixes, justícia local i Inquisició a Catalunya, 1487-1643: alguns criteris metodològics,”
Pedralbes, no. 28 (2008), pp. 485-504; Agustí Alcoberro, “Los otros abogados de las brujas: El debate sobre la caza de
brujas en Cataluña,” Revista Internacional de Estudios Vascos: Cuadernos, no. 9 (2012), p. 92-115; Gunnar W. Knutsen,
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Map of witch persecution in 16th- and 17th-century Catalonia. Museu d’Història de Catalunya.
Per bruixa i metzinera exhibition, 2007.

In that context, the study of witch hunting was the subject of a doctoral dissertation I
defended at the Universitat de Barcelona in 2013. It laid out the first exhaustive regrouping
of published and unpublished accounts from 1400 to 1600, and used comparative analysis to
fit Catalonia’s experience into the larger situation in Europe.13 Expanded upon in subsequent
probes, the research shed light on a great deal of local and foreign archival material, and helped
shape a solid documentary corpus on witchcraft persecution in these lands. The new material was
crucial in making the case for the precociousness of witch trials in Catalonia and their intensity in
Servants of Satan and Masters of Demons: The Spanish Inquisition’s Trials for Superpstition, Valencia and Barcelona (14781700), Turnhout: Brepols, 2009.
13 Pau Castell, Orígens i evolució de la cacera de bruixes a Catalunya, Barcelona: Fundació Noguera, in press (PhD
dissertation defended December 2013, recipient of Institut d’Estudis Catalans’ Joan Reglà Prize, the Fundació Nogera’s
Notari Raimon Noguera grant, second-place Premi Claustre de Doctors de la UB for best PhD dissertation, second-place
Premi Cum Laude in the Joan Lluís Vives partner universities network).
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the early modern era, as well as the primacy of the Pyrenees and western districts.14 As a result,
leading foreign specialists have started to point to the Principality as one of Europe’s “cradles of
witch persecution.” They have also begun to acknowledge Catalonia’s singular status within the
Spanish monarchy during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when the territory became one
of the major fulcrums of witchcraft prosecutions in southern Europe.15
We now have access to an enormous body of information on the emergence of the witchcraft
crime and the rise of witch hunts in the Principality during medieval and early modern times.
Unknown to most non-specialists even today, the insight is shared in the following pages in an
effort to cultivate new levels of understanding and further illuminate the subject’s significance.

Witch hunts in Catalonia within the European context
In the early fifteenth century, the first trials and convictions in connection with the new crime
of witchcraft took shape in scattered secular and ecclesiastical courts of southern Europe. The
crime had been formulated amid the deep crisis of the Western Schism (1378-1417), when belief
spread among certain Dominican and Franciscan intellectual circles in a diabolical conspiracy
of evil individuals who were bent on destabilizing Christianity and subverting the established
order. The idea played on familiar tropes like apostasy, nocturnal gatherings, rejection of Church
sacraments, worship of an animal-shaped devil and ritual orgies, and was at least partly traceable
to the medieval tradition of prosecuting heresy. The tradition of criminally prosecuting poisoning
and maleficent magic had left remnants that would be influential in shaping the notion as well,
though this time, the behavior in question would be spun as conspiratorial and anti-social. And
still other features of the supposed plot were rooted in a reinterpretation and diabolization of
popular beliefs about female spirits who traveled by night and entered homes to attack their
sleeping occupants, especially nursing infants.16
This diversity of converging traditions is evident in terminology used during the starting
decades of persecution. Suspected witches were called “streghe e maliariae” in Italian regions;
“sorciers,” “valdenses” and “nouveaux vaudois” in the French-speaking Alps; “hexen” and
“zauberer” in German lands; “sorcières et poisonières” in Languedoc; “bruxas e xorguinas” in
Basque and Navarrese regions, and “*bruxes i metzineres” in Catalonia (*see glossary). If some
of the terms constituted patent references to maleficium and the crime of poisoning, others were
redolent of anti-heresy language. In Italian and Catalan, the most common names for purported
members of the new sect drew stock from child-killing nocturnal spirits of popular mythology:
14 See Pau castell, “La caza de brujas en Cataluña. Un estado de la cuestión.” Índice Histórico Español, 131 (2018), pp.
81-114.
15 See, for example, Franck Mercier and Martine Ostorero, L’énigme de la Vauderie de Lyon: Enquête sur l’essor de la
chasse aux sorcières entre France et Empire (1430-1480), Florence: Sismel-Edizioni del Galluzzo, 2015, pp. 111-136; Ronald
Hutton, The witch: A History of Fear, from Ancient Times to the Present, New Haven & London: Yale University Press,
2018, pp.171 and 195.
16 For an account on the emergence of the crime of witchcraft in Catalonia see Pau Castell, “De crimine heresis
maxime de bruxa: L’aparició del crim de bruixeria a Catalunya en el context baixmedieval europeu,” in Karen Stoeber
(ed.), Ortodòxia i heretgia: Actes de les VI Jornades d’Història del Monestir de les Avellanes, Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2018.
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the “strix” or “strega” found in classical texts, and the “bruxa” or “dimoni del malson” (nightmare
demon) present in medieval Catalan sources.
The etymology of the Catalan word bruixa [witch] is telling. It derives from the IndoEuropean *breush-, signifying “to bruise, crush, oppress, break.” Similar to the Italian strega (from
the Latin stringere, literally “the one who squeezes”), the medieval Catalan witch was originally
“the one who crushes”—that is, the female spirit that entered homes at night to suffocate her
victims. Hence, in early fifteenth-century Catalonia, suspected members of the new satanic sect
were initially accused of “going by night with witches”; in short order, though, the charge was
revised to “being witches” and to authoring the same infanticidal acts once ascribed to nightflying spirits. The centrality of the Pyrenees in the semantic evolution of the word bruixa—a
term that would also be absorbed by both Castilian and Portuguese—is worth noting. After indepth analysis of the mythological origins of the Iberian witch (a figure related to the nightmare
demon and child-murdering female spirits), American specialist Fabian A. Campagne touts “the
indubitable Pyrenean character of the term bruja, recorded for the first time, we should bear in
mind, in the Catalonian area. […] the archaic mythical complex, which is found at the heart of
the figure of the Iberian witch, has its origin in the furthest northern part of the Peninsula, from
where it spread to the rest of the region, even reaching, as we have seen, Portugal, the Canary
Islands and Iberoamerica.”17
In Catalonia, as in other southern parts of the continent where many witchcraft
accusations in those early decades involved infanticide and nocturnal attacks, actual deaths
very often lay at the source of popular charges against certain women for having entered a
home to squeeze, smother or rub poisons on children asleep within. Such trials helped spread
the general belief in the witch conspiracy among ordinary Catalans during the central years
of the fifteenth century.18
Hence, the latest research on the appearance of the witchcraft crime currently works with
concepts like the “witch stereotype,” “witchcraft mythologies” and the “imaginative world of
the Sabbat” (from the French imaginaire du sabbat).19 The task is essentially to look at how this
new notion took shape among certain medieval elites and how, fueled by an array of mendicant
preachers, it caught on among ordinary people of the day.20
Key to the story in Catalonia is Vicent Ferrer (1350-1419). The Dominican preacher was
decisive in popularizing the belief in the supposed diabolical plot of evil sorcerers and poisoners—
individuals whose expulsion or immolation would be key to escaping God’s wrath in the imminent
17 Fabian A. Campagne, “Witch or demon? Fairies, vampires and nightmares in Early Modern Spain,” Acta Ethnographica
Hungarica, no. 53 (2008), p. 398.
18 Pau Castell, “‘Wine vat witches suffocate children’: The Mythical Components of the Iberian Witch,” eHumanista:
Journal of Iberian Studies, no. 25 (2014), pp. 170-195.
19 Martine Ostorero et al. (eds.), L’imaginaire du sabbat: Édition critique des textes les plus anciens (1430 c.-1440 c.),
Lausanne: Université de Lausanne, 1999; Richard Kiekchefer, “Mythologies of Witchcraft in the Fifteenth Century,”
Magic, Ritual, and Witchcraft, 1 (2006), pp. 79-108.
20 Franco Cardini, “La predicazione popolare alle origini della caccia alle streghe,” in Maurizio Cuccu and Paola Aldo
Rosso (eds.), La strega, il teologo, lo scienziato: Atti del convegno ‘Magia, stregoneria e superstizioni in Europa e nella
zona alpine’; Borgosesia, 1983, Genoa: ECIG, 1986, pp. 277-293; cf. Marina Montesano, ‘Supra acqua et supra ad vento’:
Superstizioni, maleficia e incantamenta nei predicatori francescani osservanti (Italia, sec. xv), Rome: Istituto Storico Italiano,
1999.
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Final Judgment. Ferrer’s popular sermons were the catalyst for local Catalan authorities’ first
judicial action in connection with the new crime, including the 1420s promulgation—then
unprecedented in Europe—of the first known law against it.21
Catalonia’s moment as one of the
European epicenters of the assault on
witchcraft had begun. By the hundreds,
women were branded “witches and
poisoners” and either hanged at the
gallows or burned at the stake during late
medieval and early modern centuries,
while debate raged among lay and clerical
intellectuals across Europe about the
reality of the new crime. Rafts of treatises
wrestled with its novel criminal blend
of maleficium and heresy, gauging not
just the underlying veracity of the crime,
but also the need for the authorities to
prosecute it and purge its perpetrators.
Surviving materials trace the genesis of
most legal action in Europe, Catalonia
included, straight back to the communities
themselves; trials were usually prompted
by neighbors’ accusations, which could
often be traced to the death of children
or livestock, or to outbreaks of disease or
destructive hail. Professional witch finders
often made matters worse. The local and
manorial courts that typically heard the
cases were insulated from the order of
law and given to excessive use of judicial
torture in their pursuit of self-incriminating
testimony. The cookie-cutter format of
most confessions can be readily explained
by pressure from courts to tailor them to
fit the mold of the anti-witch treatises and
existing case law.22

Miniature of Johannes Tinctoris’s Traité du crisme de vauderie
(Treatise on the crime of witchcraft) (ca. 1460), among the earliest
representations on record of the witches’ Sabbat. Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, Département des Manuscrits, Français
961, fol. 1r, among the earliest representations on record of the
witches’ Sabbat. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Département
des Manuscrits, Français 961, fol. 1r.

The abundant Catalan material—and the detailed picture it provides of how trials unfolded
and the mechanics that drove them—confirms the overall dynamic at play in Europe. Most
scholars stress the crucial role that local elites played in anti-witchcraft episodes, along with
central authorities’ efforts to limit or stop hunts altogether. Hence, prosecutions were more
21 Pau Castell, “Sortilegas, divinatrices et fetilleres: Les origines de la sorcellerie en Catalogne,” Cahiers de Recherches
Médiévales et Humanistes, no. 22 (2011), pp. 217-241; Pau Castell, “De crimine heresis…,” passim.
22 Robin Briggs, Witches and neighbours, London: Harper Collins, 1996; cfr. Pau Castell, Orígens i evolució…, pp. 189261.
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modest or non-existent in territories—Castile, England, France—that were subject to a strong
central power and a centralized judicial system, and conversely, larger in places where local
elites enjoyed greater autonomy and judicial torture was prevalent. “Exceptional” justice and
summary procedures provided the necessary framework; the tribunals that applied them were
in close contact with the communities where conflict sprouted, and authorities felt pressure to
capture and execute the presumed perpetrators of the people’s misfortune.23
This dynamic was particularly conspicuous in Catalonia. Witchcraft cases here were
almost always handled by local autonomous tribunals which were sealed off from the centralized
judicial framework of the royal supreme court or the Holy Office of the Inquisition. Contrary to
the prevailing view among the non-specialist public, royal and inquisitorial justice in Catalonia
tried in vain to intervene in the hunts, but seldom did any part of them—gestation, eruption
or resolution—stray beyond the bounds of the local communities themselves. Local authorities
insisted on full control, often modeling summary procedures on the familiar formula “simpliciter
et de plano, sine strepitu et sine figura iudicii.” The supreme inquisitorial council—la Suprema—
had its doubts about the crime, and those rare women who managed to bring their cases before
Barcelona’s Inquisition tribunal were, with few exceptions, let off or given more lenient sentences.24
As for the profile of accused women, one-size-fits-all models are untenable in any extended
historical episode whose records exceed a given volume and variety. Early on, however, victims
of persecution were mostly women with ties to healing, divination and magical-medicinal
practices—activities that were demonized in the Late Middle Ages just as the blossoming, maledominated field of medical science gathered force and theology and inquisitorial methods
underwent upheaval. By the fifteenth century, this conjunction of factors rendered females
associated with the aforementioned practices prime candidates for the “witch stereotype,” and
neighbors increasingly began to peg them as members of the evil caste who masterminded the
disease and death of children and livestock.25 Persecution grew entrenched and extensive in the
early modern period, and with it, witchcraft accusations became potential weapons in conflicts
with family and neighbors—catalysts for acutely gendered social tensions. All this made for an
environment in which anyone could be accused of witchcraft, even, in 10 % to 20% of cases,
men. The real question was whether a suspected witch could withstand the infamy and rumors
making the rounds among neighbors and liable to touch off court charges the moment misfortune
struck.
In this context, and coinciding with a series of epidemic outbreaks and climatic disasters
linked to the so-called Little Ice Age, persecution in Catalonia peaked at the start of the seventeenth
century. Countless accused women would be arraigned in local and manorial tribunals in the
Principality despite objections from the royal and inquisitorial administrations, which were
23 Brian P. Levack, “State-building and witch hunting in early modern Europe,” in Jonathan Barry (ed.), Witchcraft in
Early Modern Europe, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 96-115.
24 Pau Castell, “Con toda templança y moderación: El Santo Oficio ante la caza de brujas en Cataluña (siglos xvi y
xvii),” in M. Jesús Zamora (ed.), ‘Mulieres inquisitionis’: La mujer frente a la Inquisición en España, Vigo: Academia del
Hispanismo, 2017, pp. 51-104.
25 Pau Castell, “E cert te molt gran fama de bruixa. E se fa metgessa e fa medecines: La demonización de las prácticas
mágico-medicinales femeninas (siglos xiv-xvi),” Studia Historica, no. 31 (2013), pp. 233-244; Pau Castell, “Feminine
magical-medicinal practices in Catalan trials for sorcery and witchcraft: changing perceptions between the Late Middle
Ages and the Early Modern Times,” in Alessandra Cioppi (dir.), Donne e lavoro: attività, ruoli e complementarietà (secc.
xiv-xix), Naples: ISSM-CNR 2019, pp.173-192.
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Early action to check the witchcraft crime in Europe, c. 1420-1450. Pau Castell.

simply unequipped to cope with a tragedy of such magnitude. Viceroyal authorities would in
time intervene, anxious as they were to take control of trials and proceed, as certain intellectuals
and veteran inquisitors advocated, to the immediate wholesale release of the accused.26
After a flood of trials, and an outpouring of treatises alternately accepting and rejecting the
reality of witchcraft, by the eighteenth century, Europe’s intellectual elites had reached definitive
consensus: the witches’ sect did not exist and never had. The accused witches’ alleged crimes
were but figments of medieval superstition, and their confessions were the result of irregularities
in trials and the fanaticism of persecutors. Hastened by the courts’ repudiation of the reality of
witchcraft, the decline of prosecutions did not in itself mean that ordinary people’s beliefs about
witches and their maleficia vanished into thin air; related notions held up among the populace
in the centuries that followed. Meanwhile, the first scholarly takes on the phenomenon emerged
from academic circles, and the matter underwent a retooling and repopularization in the books
and films of mass culture.
If most specialist publications in the international arena have relegated the Catalan Pyrenees
and western districts to the sidelines, the regions’ place on the European map of witchcraft
persecution is central. From the emergence of the witchcraft crime, through the centuries of trials
and into contemporary times, the area has presented a number of characteristics that are key to
understanding the emergence and gradual development of the Europe-wide phenomenon and its
persistence in certain rural communities until surprisingly recent times.
26 Henry Kamen, The Phoenix…, pp. 239-243; Agustí Alcoberro, “The Catalan Church and the Witch Hunt: the Royal
Survey of 1621,” eHumanista: Journal of Iberian Studies, no. 26 (2014), pp. 153-169.
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Witch hunts in the
Pyrenees and western
districts
In 1424, notables of the Àneu
Valley met at the València d’Àneu castle
with their lord—the count of Pallars—and
the county ordinary judge. They wanted
to carve out legal statutes to address the
“very enormous crimes against God and
the valley”—men and women gathering
by night to renounce the Christian faith,
worship the devil (often in his he-goat
form, the *boc de Biterna), murder
children and sicken and kill neighbors
with maleficia and poisons. The statutes
they produced gave authorities the power
to seize the guilty’s property and send
them to the stake, and carried changes in
judicial procedure—for instance, torture
would now be permitted on the basis of
rumor or reputation, trial costs were to be
met by the accused, the new crime was
excluded from ecclesiastical jurisdiction
and appeals outside the valley were
banned.27

Torture of a mother and daughter during a witchcraft trial in
Mellingen, 1577. Wick, Johann Jakob: [Sammlung von Nachrichten
zur Zeitgeschichte aus den Jahren 1560-87 (mit älteren Stücken)].
[Zürich], [1577]. Zentralbibliothek Zürich, Ms F 26, http://doi.
org/10.7891/e-manuscripta-13842 / Public Domain Mark.

The Àneu Valley ordinances constitute one of the first known pieces of legislation in Europe
involving the new crime of witchcraft. Similar legal definitions popped up across the western
Mediterranean during that same period. The ordinances therefore establish Catalonia as one of
the fountainheads of the hunt for witches and situate the Pyrenees at the center of a dynamic
which swiftly overtook the continent.
Attested some years later in several Catalan and Languedocian towns, the first court cases
were almost exclusively concerned with women whom neighbors had accused of witchcraft and
infanticide. A case in point is that of Sancha, tried by the municipal court of Lleida in 1453 after
neighbors claimed she’d killed a local boy. Witnesses testified that “the dead child was all blue
and his feet and hands twisted [. . .] other women said they figured witches had done it [. . .]
27 ACA, Diversos, Vària 30, vol. ix, fols. 1r-42v (37r-37v). An early transcription of the manuscript was made by Ferran
Valls i Taberner, Privilegis i ordinacions de les valls pirinenques: vall d’Àneu, Vallferrera i vall de Querol, Barcelona:
Impremta de la Casa de la Caritat, 1917. The same year, seventeen chapters concerning the crime of witchcraft were
published by Jean-Joseph Saroïhandy, “El bosque de Biterna en los fueros catalanes del Valle de Aneu,” Revista de
Filología Española, no. 4 (1917), pp. 26-49. A new edition exists in José Ignacio Padilla (dir.), L’esperit d’Àneu: llibre dels
costums i ordinacions de les valls d’Àneu, Esterri d’Àneu and Lleida: Consell Cultural de les Valls d’Àneu, 1999, p. 97-163,
which benefits from the comparison with a second manuscript found at Arxiu Diocesà d’Urgell by Benigne Marqués,
“Ordinacions i privilegis de les valls d’Àneu i d’Espot en un manuscrit del segle xv,” Urgellia, no. 4 (1981), pp.349-368.
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and that it must have been her.”28 The infanticidal edge of the “witch stereotype” reinforced the
popular belief that marks on children’s bodies were evidence of nocturnal witch attacks, and
simultaneously served as the spearhead for numerous allegations in the early years of prosecutions.
Valencian poet and physician Jaume Roig recalled the phenomenon in his 1460 Spill o Llibre de
les dones (Book of Women). In it, he mocks midwives who ignore doctors’ advice and administer
curative remedies to children, quipping that the women “see bruises on the chest or thighs as
signs of witches’ work.”29 Many women called to the stand during witchcraft trials defended their
suspicions precisely on the basis of their dead child’s appearance. One remembered a child “all
bruised, squeezed and blue”; another spoke of a young one “found with several bruises.” Such
considerations were even incorporated into inquests in the valleys of Andorra, where witnesses
were asked whether they “knew of or had heard about children left sleeping by their mother’s
side who were later found dead or handled roughly” or “if they had themselves lost a child that
had been twisted or squeezed.”30 In trials where respect for judicial process was often lacking,
hordes of women ultimately confessed to entering their neighbors’ homes at night to smother,
crush or poison children. These confessions further propelled the strengthening and spread of the
popular belief in the reality of the witches’ misdeeds, as cases of their capture and execution by
local authorities continued to increase in kind.

A well-known passage in Roig’s mid-fifteenth-century work also points up the intensity of
persecution in the Catalan lands:
Ab çert greix fus,
com diu la gent,
se fan hungüent
he bruxes tornen.
En la nit bornen,
moltes s’apleguen,
de Déu reneguen,
hun boch adoren,
totes honoren
la llur caverna
qui·s diu Biterna.
Mengen e beven,
aprés se lleven,
per l’ayre volen,
entren hon volen
sens obrir portes.

With a certain melted fat,
as people say,
they make an ointment
and become bruxes.
They rush in the night,		
many of them gather,
they abjure God,
adore a he-goat,
they all honor
his cavern
called Biterna.
They eat and drink,
then they take off
flying through the air,
they enter wherever they want to
without opening doors.

28 Manuel Camps Clemente and Manel Camps Surroca, “Las denuncias contra los terapeutas y su valoración por los
tribunales de Justicia (siglos xiv-xv),” VII Jornadas de la Sociedad Española de Medicina Legal y Forense, vol. ii (1995),
pp. 250-253.
29 Jaume Roig, Spill, book 2, part 4, vv. 3300-3317.
30 Pau Castell, Orígens i evolució…, pp. 138-144.
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Moltes n·an mortes,
en foch cremades,
sentençiades
ab bons proçessos,
per tals exçessos
en Catallunya.

Many of them have been killed,
burned in the fire,
sentenced
by good trials
for those excesses,
in Catalonia.31

Potent as persecution was, complete trial series before the second half of the fifteenth
century are elusive. Nearly all of them—notably from the seigniories of Erill and Toralla, the
county of Pallars and the Andorra valleys—come from Pyrenean manorial courts. By and large,
cases followed on misfortune. Confessions of nighttime gatherings, apostasy, rejection of faith
or causing sickness and death to people, animals and crops, meanwhile, could largely be tied
to the routine deployment of judicial torture. Reputation and rumor loomed large in witness
questioning; they were traditionally used to justify interlocutory sentences of torture so the court
could clarify evidence and force the truth from the very lips of the accused. Departure from
established trial procedure and the near total absence of defense counsel inevitably paved the
way for sentences of execution at the gallows, at the stake, or, occasionally, dismembering.
Surviving court cases increase as the sixteenth century begins, and most occurred in the
mountain territories. In them, we see how the gravity of the witchcraft crime and the challenges to
proving it in court soon prompted recourse to summary procedures. These were enshrined in the
so-called desaforaments that were implemented in a host of Pyrenean seigniories. Conceived in
the name of expediting the justice-seeking enterprise, the legal maneuver required the go-ahead
of the lord and all heads of household in a particular domain, and entailed wholesale suspension
of legal guarantees.
The seignior of Estac, the baron Francesc Sorita, opted for that very approach on February
3, 1534. Faced with a large group of vassals who demanded something be done about local
witches, and concerned for the fate of his own soul, the res publica, his lands and people, the
baron promised action. In return, the assembled men agreed to relinquish, for a period of one year,
any and all freedoms, immunities, exceptions and privileges, plus protection under common law,
municipal bylaws, the Constitutions of Catalonia and the Usages of Barcelona, along with any other
legal recourse whatsoever, submitting fully and exclusively to the judicial scrutiny of their lord.
Trial costs were to be met in three days and, subject to a thousand-pound fine, inhabitants were
to accept rulings and forswear appeals entirely. As a guarantee of compliance with the temporary
arrangement, heads of household put up both land and movable property as collateral.32
The people of Toralla repeatedly took the same route. In a series of cases from 1574,
a sweeping desaforament was signed the day before witness questioning was due to start.
Inhabitants of the seigniory cited the “near impossibility of proving maleficia, which are
performed with the art of witchcraft and poisons and hence go unpunished for lack of proof
and the burden of other legal stipulations” and agreed with their lord that officers of the court
should use their own judgment and need not be constrained in their actions by the rule of law.
31 Jaume Roig, Spill, book 3, part 1, vv. 3354-3375. (Translated by the author.)
32 Pau Castell, Orígens i evolució…, p. 198.
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Llibre de privilegis de la vall d’Àneu (Book of Àneu Valley privileges), Arxiu
de la Corona d’Aragó, Diversos, Vària 30, vol. IX, fols. 35v and 36r.
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The judicial officers could
. . . proceed on feast days, by night
or by day, without notifying suspects
and even in the event of their absence;
issue sentences of death, mutilation,
lashings, perpetual or temporary
banishment, torture or other corporal
or pecuniary punishments based on
any evidence or pieces of evidence,
presumption or witness testimony;
and [could] enter protected sites to
apprehend the accused, who forfeit all
rights and constitutional safeguards to
the contrary . . .

Heads of household pledged,
moreover, to pay for court proceedings—
prosecutors received 3 daily sous and
notaries received 12—regardless of
whether or not the accused was proven
guilty. The same held true if the accused
absconded, and for false accusations.
Payment of manorial officials’ wages
and defense costs was also demanded
when applicable.33
Intense persecution in the
mountains occasionally drove suspects Scribe’s drawing on the last page of the record concerning the
to flee, which effectively dispersed the 1471 witchcraft trial of Joana Call of Engordany. Arxiu Nacional
d’Andorra, TC, doc. 5948, fol. 14v.
hunt into other towns on the plain. In
1512, Lleida’s municipal court indicted
a group of men and women from the Toralla seigniory who had come to the city trying to escape
witch reputations. One among them claimed he “had come to this land because members of his
family encouraged him to leave, for others claimed he was a witch [. . .] and they burned whoever
they got their hands on.”34 Numerous cases of such “fleeing witches” tie the Catalan Pyrenees to
the western districts. Valentina Guarner was convicted of witchcraft by the Lleida court in 1485
after surviving proceedings the previous year in the seigniory of Erill. Pallars native Margarida
Rugall was jailed some decades later in Lleida following her escape from the town of Mont-ros. A
woman from Vall d’Àssua was charged with witchcraft in 1545 by the authorities in Cervera. And
identical charges were brought in Balaguer against Antònia Balaguera, of the Ribagorça town of
Cornudella, five years later.35
33 Carmen Espada and Jaume Oliver, Les bruixes al Pallars, pp. 165-166.
34 M. Dolors Farreny i Sistach, La llengua dels processos de crims a la Lleida del segle xvi, Barcelona: Institut d’Estudis
Catalans, 2004, pp. 34-45.
35 M. Dolors Farreny i Sistach, Processos de crims del segle xv a Lleida: transcripció i estudi lingüístic, Lleida: Institut
d’Estudis Ilerdencs, 1986, pp. 95-105; Josep M. Llobet Portella, “Els cerverins, els diables i les bruixes (segles xv-xix),”
in V Jornades d’Estudis d’Història, Religiositat Popular a Catalunya i als Pirineus, Cervera: UNED, 1998, pp. 258-259; Pau
Castell, “La persecució senyorial…,” pp. 210-214; Francesc Carreras Candi, “Lo bandoler…,” pp. 241-247.
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Inquisition records give credence to the claim that the Pyrenees were at the epicenter of
the hunts. When the first Castilian inquisitors set up at the Barcelona tribunal in the late fifteenth
century, secular authorities in Catalonia, particularly the Pyrenees, had been indicting individuals
and handing down death sentences for the crime of witchcraft for over half a century. This meant
that, from day one, the Holy Office would face an entrenched dynamic of persecution and scarce
margin to intervene.36
The first witchcraft-related action by the Holy Office’s Barcelona tribunal came in spring
1517, when the Suprema authorized the Principality’s inquisitor general to “go to the mountains
to publish the edicts against the witches [. . .] since you claim it is so paramount.” The inquisitor
would attempt to intervene in cases in the mountain regions of the Urgell diocese which were
being heard by misser Damià Simón, the chief magistrate and criminal judge for the valleys of
Andorra and other territories under the temporal domain of the Urgell chapter.37 A letter delivered
to the Suprema some months later by Simón himself shows the secular Pyrenean authorities had
clearly chafed at the inquisitorial interference:
. . . Damián Simón has written that witches in Urgell claim countless victims daily. Acting as the
criminal judge in the area, he captured a handful and punished them as justice required, he says,
to widespread approval. He said that he later caught others and presented them in court, and
that as he sought to bring them to justice you impeded this, and so now individuals implicated
in multiple deaths enjoy impunity . . .38

The Holy Office’s modus operandi was already evident in this opening exercise: sporadic
intervention in, and resolution of, existing secular trials through acquittal or minor sentences like
lashings, penitence or exile. The decisions that issued from a well-known gathering of Inquisition
jurists in Granada, 1526, reflect how, right out of the gate, the Inquisition’s highest governing
body had greeted witchcraft accusations with prudence, if not outright skepticism.
The Junta de Granada had set out to address the issue that had come to sweep up the tribunals
of the Aragonese and Navarrese Inquisitions. In a 6-4 vote, participants of the meeting decided it
was possible that witches had truly committed their confessed crimes. Nevertheless, when apostasy
could not be proven, confessed and penitent witches would face neither property seizure nor
referral to a secular court to be tried for homicide, since charges may well have been grounded
in illusory facts or self-confession alone. In the absence of additional evidence, such admissions
of guilt would only carry minor sentences like exile, public repentance and lashings. Even in the
case of brujas relapsas (recidivists), the inquisitors could not turn them over to civil authorities
for execution before having consulted with the Suprema. Lastly, statements which implicated
accomplices were deemed inadmissible and further investigation was required in the event that
secular judges had used torture to obtain them. The view of the committee—obviously leery and
36 For an overview of the Barcelona Inquisition tribunal’s actions on witchcraft, see Pau Castell, “Con toda templança
y moderación…,” pp. 51-104.
37 Surviving evidence indicates that the chief magistrate of the Andorra valleys and the chapter of Urgell examined
over twenty women in connection with at least nine cases of alleged witchcraft between 1514 and 1522: Arxiu Nacional
d’Andorra (ANA), Tribunal de Corts, doc. 1890, 2098 and 6014; Arxiu Capitular d’Urgell (ACU), Processos, doc. 320;
Correspondència rebuda, 1529, box 2, unnumbered document.
38 Archivo Histórico Nacional (AHN), Inquisición, book 316, vol. i, fols. 51v-52v and 120r.
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The turment del polze was among the most commonly employed methods of torture in Catalan witchcraft
trials. Engraving by Jean Luyken, 1685. Rijksmuseum, ref.: RP-P-OB-44.301.

hungry for hard facts on what was judged a prickly affair—was vindicated in 1530. That year, the
Suprema dispatched a series of instructions to various tribunals, urging caution in witch cases and
encouraging increased pastoral work as a means to root out the superstition among the people.39
The Suprema’s cautiousness offers key clues as to why trials were absent from most corners
of the Spanish kingdoms. The Principality of Catalonia remains a telling exception to this; so do, to
a lesser extent, the kingdoms of Aragon and Navarre. Manorial authorities’ expansive autonomy
in those kingdoms meant that witchcraft prosecutions and executions would continue on an
epic scale into the early modern period, particularly in the remote and judicially-independent
seigniories of the Pyrenees.
Even contemporaries recognized the role of location in persecution. When the first sizable hunt convulsed Catalonia’s central and southern reaches in 1548, Barcelona’s inquisitor
39 The junta’s deliberations are preserved today at Archivo Histórico Nacional, Inquisición, book 1231, fols. 634r-637r,
and at Bodleian Library, MS arch. 130. Various copies of the instructions issued by the Junta are kept at AHN, Inquisición,
book 319, fols. 348r-349v; AHN, Inquisición, book 741, fols. 294r-295v; British Library, Egerton 1507, fols. 265r-270r; vid.
Henry Charles Lea, A History of the Inquisition…, vol. IV, pp. 212-217; Henry Kamen, La Inquisición Española, reissued,
revised and expanded, Barcelona: Crítica, 1985, pp. 275-276.
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was compelled to call a high-level
meeting. Presided over by the viceroy,
the encounter saw the attendance of
royal council members, some of the
more prestigious jurists of the royal
court, Dominican and Augustine priors, the Montserrat abbot and various
masters of theology. Participants were
to debate and adopt a resolution on
witchcraft. But despite outside pressure to act, the inquisitor was dubious. “Since arriving I have never cared
to hear cases involving this business
of witches,” he wrote in a letter to the
Suprema, “for they are such perilously
entangled affairs that even sensible
judges are quite susceptible to error.”
Still, rather than abide “the atrocious
treatment of lay judges who hang the
women unjustly,” the inquisitor eventually decided to take action.40 As for
those at the meeting, their conclusions were clear:
. . . the Inquisition’s involvement—
and exemplary punishments—have
become absolutely necessary. Death
Couplets about the death of the diviner, or witch finder, Joan Malet
and destruction are rampant, and it is
(Barcelona, 1549). Biblioteca de Catalunya.
crucial we proceed with rigor. When
in the past the Inquisition dealt with
witches, the plague was scattered and
confined to the mountains. Now, left
unchecked, they have trickled down
to the plain and cities . . . 41

The reading was obviously as incomplete as it was self-serving; more than anything else, it
reflected participants’ appetite for inquisitorial intervention during the 1548 panic. Nevertheless,
sources seem to confirm that witch hunting outbreaks were part of a geographic trend independent
of the Holy Office’s involvement. Recent studies have shown persecution in the Principality’s
mountainous zones was endemic from the early fifteenth century, while in the plains and on the
coast, prosecutions invariably came on in epidemic flare-ups traceable to periodic deaths and
bad harvests, the work of professional witch finders, and the ripple effect of accused witches
fleeing from the Pyrenean seigniories.42 Barcelona’s inquisitor noted that one of the Montblanc
40 AHN, Inquisición, book 741, fol. 297r; Biblioteca Nacional (BN), MS. 2440, fol. 98r.
41 AHN, Inquisición, book 741, fols. 295v-297r (“Conclusión de los votos cerca de las dudas de las bruxas”); BN, MS. 2440,
fols. 97r-98v (“Consulta fecha en materia de brujas en la Inquisición de Barcelona en 20 de junio de 1548”).
42 Pau Castell, Orígens i evolució…, pp. 45-57.
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women who appeared in court in connection with the 1548 episode had learned the ropes as
a witch in the city of Àger. The town, of course, was “close to the mountains of Pallars, where
witches have traditionally been prevalent.”43
At that time, in January 1549, six women were ultimately burned in Barcelona as part of an
auto de fe ordered by the Principality’s acting inquisitor. It amounted to a direct contradiction of
the Suprema’s orders and, a few months later, would cost the inquisitor his post. The convictions
were the last, and very nearly only, to result in death sentences for witchcraft under the Holy
Office’s Catalan tribunal, before the final adoption of the conclusions emanated from the Junta de
Granada. The ledger of Barcelona’s municipal council describes how, on that occasion, “a large
crowd formed, attracted by the newfound business of witches and keen to see the women pay
with their lives for their wicked deeds.”44 The novelty of witchcraft executions in the Principality’s
capital city makes for stark contrast with the fact that, in the Pyrenean valleys, deaths of women
by hanging and burning (by then in the hundreds) went back generations.
After the 1548-49 episode, persecution became a permanent feature of the Catalan
landscape. Crests in the sixteenth and especially seventeenth centuries tracked with deaths and
epidemics, and were compounded by rabble-rousing professional witch finders—some of whom
just so happened to be from the Pyrenees and western districts. Cosme Soler, alias Tarragó, was a
native of the Rialb barony in La Noguera. In custody of the Inquisition tribunal in 1617, Tarragó
admitted to using one witch-detection technique in particular: scrubbing suspects’ backs with
holy water to reveal a mark akin to a crow’s foot. In this way, Tarragó had played a part in the arrest
of roughly twenty women in Castelló de Farfanya, Montclar d’Urgell, Torregrossa and Bellpuig
d’Urgell, many of whom were hanged. Once Tarragó was freed, he reneged on assurances he
would abandon the profession, and resumed his sinister creep towards the Principality’s central
and eastern reaches, helping to secure the convictions of hundreds of women in what would
become of one of the largest witch panics in the history of Catalonia.45
During those same years, a young girl from Bellver de Cerdanya caused quite a stir. Her
name was Aldonça Rossa, though more people knew her as la Bruixeta [the Little Witch] of
Bellver. People claimed Rossa could diagnose and in some cases cure ailments wrought by
witches, notably the harrowing goiter that was common in the mountains. Some thought she
was even able to spot witches by the presence of a demon on their left shoulder. The Bruixeta’s
services were retained in many Cerdanya and Alt Urgell towns until summer 1620, when she was
arrested and tried by the Holy Office’s commissary in Puigcerdà. Set free on account of her young
age—she was not yet fourteen—Rossa didn’t escape admonitions and threats of more severe
punishments should she backslide.46
The contrast between fitful inquisitorial action and potent secular repression was especially
stark in the early seventeenth century. The Holy Office’s prosecutor in Barcelona at the time

43 AHN, Inquisición, book 736, fol. 35v.
44 Francesc Carreras Candi (ed.), Manual de Novells Ardits, vulgarment appellat Dietari del Antich Consell Barceloní,
vol. iv, Barcelona: Imp. Henrich, 1895, p. 197.
45 AHN, Inquisición, book 732, fols. 426r-429r.
46 AHN, Inquisición, book 732, fols. 508r-509v; cf. ACU, Secció Justícia, “Enquestes,” § 627, fols. 140v-143r.
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lamented that “hardly a corner in this Principality has been spared [witch] trials.”47 A 1619 letter
to the Suprema lays bare the fiscal’s powerlessness to remedy the situation there:
In two or three years lay judges in the Principality have sent more than three hundred to the
gallows for witchcraft, and a large number are in custody for the same. These individuals are
put to trial—trials which result in charges of criminal heresy and apostasy, but the courts do not
refer them to us. Instead they proceed, as is customary in the land, mounting accusations and
sentencing defendants to death based on a crime that falls within the jurisdiction of this Holy
Office.48

This dynamic of persecution was nothing new in Catalonia; local and manorial courts had
already been hearing trials and ordering executions based on neighbors’ accusations for two
hundred years. Freedom or more lenient punishments did generally await the few women who
succeeded in bringing their cases before the inquisitorial tribunal. Banishment orders, meanwhile,
which the Holy Office dealt to certain women who had already stood trial in lay tribunals, were
often intended to be dissuasive. Individuals disregarded them at their own peril, since to return
to one’s place of origin was to expose oneself anew to townspeople and local authorities. Events
in Àger, 1627, are representative. Ahead of the arrival of an Inquisition commissary who was due
to take the reins on the cases of several women from La Règola, Àger and Tragó de Noguera, the
local bailiff instructed his official to haul away two condemned women for speedy execution; one
would be beaten to death in a meadow. When the Inquisition eventually did succeed in bringing
most trials under its control, it ordered the accused to leave their places of origin for several years
and gave strongly worded orders that they not be referred back to secular courts.49
Inquisitors weren’t the only skeptics; so, too, could they be found among Catalan church
figures and jurists. Pere Abella was a doctor of laws and judge of the chapter of Urgell, and heard
multiple trials in the mid-sixteenth century that had stemmed from neighbors’ accusations in
towns like Bescaran and Biscarri. Unlike many colleagues, Abella followed the rule of law to the
letter. He also sought to provide the accused every due guarantee and insisted on strict compliance
with established Catalan legal procedure, which often meant that cases were resolved through
dismissal, absolution or defamation sentences imposed on the accusers. The judge’s actions at
times stirred up controversy among contemporaries; one accuser felt moved to lobby for Abella’s
recusal, charging he was acting as both judge and advocate for the accused. Outside the Urgell
tribunal, the judge penned an interesting legal report that has survived in records. Concerning the
1551 trial of a Tarter woman before the local magistrate of the Andorran valleys, Abella blasted the
court for impropriety and disputed the credibility of the accused’s self-incriminating confession,
calling it “erroneous, improbable, implausible and in some cases impossible.” Enlisting civil and
canon law texts and citing work from classical authors such as Pliny the Elder and Juvenal, Abella
imputed the woman’s confession to torture and to the promises and insinuations of the court, and
ultimately recommended her banishment to avoid graver scandals.50
Francesc Ferrer i Nogués was another intellectual whose respect for law and criticism of
secular courts set him apart. In his 1629 Commentarius analyticus (Analytical commentary), the
47
48
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AHN, Inquisición, book 732, fols. 426r-429r.
BN, MS. 2440, fols. 139r-144v.
AHN, Inquisición, book 733, fols. 226v-244v.
ANA, Tribunal de Corts, doc. 6052, fols. 19r-20v.
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Cover of the trial record of Francina Redorta of Menàrguens, hanged as a witch in 1616. Arxiu
del Monestir de Poblet, cabinet II, box 9, doc. 19
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Lleida jurist and intellectual claimed familiarity with roughly sixty witchcraft trials, twenty as
a lawyer or ordinary judge. None of them, he charged, had any legal basis. He also described
members of the local and manorial courts as out and out “judicial murderers.”51
Contemporary clerical figures joined jurists in disputing local authorities’ tack on witchcraft.
The bishop of Solsona, Juan Álvaro, a Cistercian originally from Aragon, summed up his view in
a 1620 letter to the Principality’s viceroy:
The matter of witches is extremely difficult, and so say all who have written about it. One
inquisitor dealt with a woman who had already confessed to being a witch, and much of the
story proved false. Lies and deceit carry the day, part of the devil’s bid to claim more souls for
hell. For that he preys mostly upon the weak: women, and usually old ones. Lay judges often
delude themselves in their zeal for legal resolution, for the only thing established by confessions
is the accused’s fear of torture. Many die blameless. [. . .] People here cast about slander and
witchcraft accusations maliciously, and in a land already full of bias and malice, they do but
proliferate . . .52

The views of jurists and clergymen like Abella, Álvaro and Ferrer wound up catching
on among a considerable slice of seventeenth-century Catalan elites, and, in sync with the
phenomenon’s arc across Europe, Catalonia saw a gradual decline in persecution. The judicial
treatment of witchcraft was finally abandoned and new trials ceased, leaving adrift the rural
communities where belief in witches and their maleficia lived on despite the absence of legal
channels to level accusations. The upshot was that, in many communities of the Pyrenees and
western districts, violence continued to simmer beneath the surface. Now and again it erupted
as community action against women, with varying degrees of collaboration and confrontation
between townspeople and local authorities. The mob murder that roiled Biosca in 1806 was
one example. The victim’s accusers claimed she had sickened and killed a boy in town, and
they beat her brutally. The elderly woman sought refuge at the home of the local priest, and was
ultimately burned alive on the outskirts of town by a group of townspeople.53 A similar case from
1892 involved two Navarrese artisans commissioned to cast bells in Esterri d’Àneu. The project’s
unraveling touched off an uproar among townsfolk, who chalked the situation up to the malign
influences of a local woman widely held to be a witch. Military engineer Juan Avilés watched
the scene in horror. He surmised that the diplomatic skills of the town’s mayor had played a
key part in taming the spirits of several men who had been ready to “burn a witch alive (and a
poor, elderly invalid at that!) who had likely deployed her malefic wiles to foil the enterprise.”54
Pallars was the scene of two of the last such occurrences known to us. In the 1920s, a suspected
male witch from the town of Gurp was murdered in his home, his throat sliced in the night by
a neighbor determined to put a stop to the deaths in his wife’s family. Unmasking the culprit
proved difficult because townspeople were so tightlipped, but a breakthrough came when the
police chief managed to trick some of the local children into identifying the beret left by the
killer on the crime scene. Similarly, in the 1940s, an Espui man appeared at the barracks of local
51 Francesc Ferrer, Commentarius analyticus ad Constitutionem [. . .] Hac Nostra, Lleida: Imp. Vídua Margarida Anglada
& Andreu Llorenç, 1629, pp. 121-140.
52 Arxiu de la Corona d’Aragó (ACA), Consell d’Aragó, bundle 368, year 1620.
53 See Núria Morelló’s article in this catalog.
54 Juan Avilés, El Pallars, Aran y Andorra: Notas e impresiones de un viaje, Tremp: Garsineu, 1993, p. 40. See Oriol Riart
and Jordi Abella’s article in this catalog.
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law enforcement to denounce his neighbor as a witch. He blamed the supposed evildoer for the
deaths of cattle that the accuser kept in the mountains. The suspect was interrogated and the case
ultimately dismissed.
Individuals born at the start of the twentieth century are likely the last witnesses to a vision
of witchcraft—today virtually extinct—that contemporary reinterpretations have not yet tarnished.
Research conducted between 2008 and 2011 in assorted towns of Vall Fosca has enabled us to
pin down some of the component parts; they are presented as follows to highlight the importance
of preserving and studying such material alongside historical documentation, thus opening the
door to fresh multidisciplinary work on this lasting phenomenon.

Surviving traces: accounts of witchcraft
in Vall Fosca (2008-2011)
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, authorities in the territory today known as Vall Fosca
pursued varying action against witches, notably in the seigniories of Toralla and Mont-ros. In
1548, the latter became the site of a series of witchcraft trials, over the course of which, numerous
witnesses identified a woman from the Rugall home in Mont-ros as a witch and poisoner. The
same year, Margarida Rugall was detained —together with four other individuals— and tried
as a witch by the local bailiff before the case was handed over to the governor of the Pallars
marquisate. Not even the subsequent execution of “la Rugalla” was enough to dispel neighbors’
suspicions; a fresh case, initiated in 1577, saw the arrest of another woman from the same home,
probably the daughter or granddaughter of the original accused.55
Family ties are vital to understanding how witch reputations were shaped during the years
of the hunts: that an individual had been charged with or found guilty of witchcraft increased the
chances that that same ignominy would haunt her family or home for generations to come—a
key piece of context for many of the allegations which were leveled at men. At the root of this
phenomenon was the vision of witchcraft as an “art,” capable of being learned and passed on.
Trying Maria Tomassa of Encamp as a witch in 1499, the court pressed her to reveal “who had
taught her the art, and if it had been her mother, who was executed for similar such arts.” Witnesses
in an Andorran trial in 1521 held up the reputations of two young women from the Areny family,
citing “common knowledge that the two women are witches. After all, the grandmother and
mother were sent to the stake too.”56
This reality has, in part, been shrouded by the fact that sources are fragmentary and
complete document series are often not available. But the surviving examples indicate some
recurrence with specific homes or families over considerably lengthy spans of time. And so,
the women of the Conilo home in Erinyà are linked to the crime of witchcraft in court cases in
1489, 1534, 1548 and 1574. The same goes for the women of the Call household in Engordany,
55 Pau Castell, Un judici a la terra dels bruixots: La cacera de bruixes a la Vall Fosca, Tremp: Garsineu, 2011.
56 ANA, Tribunal de Corts, doc. 5973, fol. 29r; ANA, Tribunal de Corts, doc. 6014, fol. 1v.
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Interview with Modesto Sabarich of Mont-ros, 2009. Photo: Pau Castell.

the Tomàs family in Encamp and the Martís, in Tarter, all prosecuted for witchcraft between
1471 and 1621.57
Turning again to Vall Fosca, we have every reason to believe the Rugall family in Mont-ros
would have been among those perennially subject to stigma during the years of persecution.
More surprising still is the durability of this stigma into the twentieth century. Between 2008
and 2011, two research projects financed by the Catalan government and the town of Torre de
Capdella offered us the chance to connect with a number of elderly residents of towns of the
valley.58 Questioned on witchcraft, and specifically a reputed witch in Mont-ros, respondents
offered the following answers:
Q: In some old papers, I came across the name of a woman said to be a witch, Rugalla . . .
A: The Rugall witch! I’d sure heard about her. She was wife of the Mont-ros town secretary [in the
1920s and ’30s]. [. . .] People would go see her. “Go see the Rugall witch,” they’d say. And she’d
tell them things: “It could be this, it could be that”; “Could be your bad luck with livestock is
because of so-and-so”; “Could be so-and-so put poison on the land and that’s why your animals
are dying.” We went when someone we knew was ailing. The doctor wouldn’t help for that kind
57 Pau Castell, Orígens i evolució…, passim.
58 “Aproximació al fenomen de la bruixeria al Pallars: fonts documentals i testimonis orals” (2009 ACOM 00053) and “La
bruixeria al Pallars a través del testimoni oral: Difusió dels resultats i projecte de film etnogràfic” (2010 ACOM 00062).
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of thing, you see. He only came out to do undertaking work. [. . .] “But don’t let Rugalla touch
you,” they told me. “If you let her touch you, you’re done for!”
(Interview with Mercè of the Guem household in Beranui, 2008)

That this interviewee singled out a woman from the Rugall home, while professing ignorance
of centuries-old legal action against the same woman’s ancestors, suggests that witch reputations
were passed on in the community even after trials ended. However, the Rugalls in Mont-ros aren’t
the only ones whom stigma continued to hound until recent times. Interviewees in the area spoke
of two elderly Paüls de Flamisell women—of the Colom and Violant families—who were believed
to be witches in the early twentieth century:
Q: Had you ever heard people talk about witches?
A: Yes. There used to be one at the Violant house. The Violant witch. An old woman. She used to
wear a handkerchief with a black bow, just so. It was the style among older women. One day I
had to go to Paüls, to the Guerra home, I don’t remember why. There was this long staircase with
a banister. I come in the doorway just as the woman’s making her way down the stairs. Damn
her! Some say all it takes to cast a spell is one touch. That witch touches you and . . . I made sure
she didn’t touch me as I went up! I still haven’t forgotten that. Lord, do I ever remember. And
whenever we’d go to Paüls, we’d be scared, frightened of those witches.
(Interview with Gravat of Mont-ros, 2009)

Q: Had you ever heard people talk about witches?
A: Have I ever! Here in Paüls we had a real humdinger. At the Violant house. Yes.
Q: She was a witch?
A: The real deal!
Q: . . .
A: Time was, we kept [an ailing mare] in the pen so the flies would stay off her. The pen stretched
all the way up to the Violant plot, and they’d let us enclose the mare there. And one day, the
mare’s wounds all healed up, our father says, “It’s time to get her back up the mountain.” He tells
me, “When you take the cows out to pasture, take the mare, too.” I take the mare out and the
colt follows behind her. Then, when I go to put her back in her pen, I’ll be damned if that witch
isn’t there too. And by golly, she’s just touching away at the colt with her cane. I told them about
it when I got home. When we went looking for the mare and her colt to get them out to pasture,
the colt was lying there dead.
Q: . . .
A: One time our father, may he rest in peace, found the woman in that same pen at one or two
in the morning, claiming she was after a hen. And a mare that we had, a white one, had foaled.
She’d mothered a mule. Which is why my father was there, to see if that colt would nurse. And
there she is again, touching that little foal. And I’ll be damned but what after two hours that little
foal wasn’t dead already. That was just one of a thousand she’d done to us.
Q: Were there other [witches] here in town?
A: Coloma was a witch, too.
Q: What did people say about Coloma?
A: I really don’t remember. But everybody said it. Everybody said it.
(Interview with the Batalla brothers of Paüls, 2009)
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View of Mont-ros, 1891. Photograph by Lluís Marià Vidal i Carreras for Geografia general de Catalunya, published by
Francesc Carreras i Candi, 1908-1918. Arxiu Fotogràfic del Centre Excursionista de Catalunya.

Q: Were there cases of dead livestock at the Baró home?
A: There sure were. And it happened to us, too. My father used to come here all the way from
Gramenet so the sheep could graze. He’d pen them in here, which is where they did that bit of
work recently. Off to the side, at the Violant home, there was an old woman. A witch, or at least
that’s what they said: the Violant witch. And nearly every morning my father would find a new
lamb dead out there in the field. He’d always be finding dead lambs. “Shoot, what happened to
the lamb? It was doing alright yesterday. And now today . . .” And he said the witch did it. Later
on we got the lambs out of there and took them up to a property overlooking the town, the Lluc
house, and not a single one ever died. Back there though, every day there’d be a new dead lamb
or sheep. He said that lady did it. True or not, I sure can’t say . . .
Q: Were people afraid of that lady?
A: Everybody! The *bruixa, they called her. Later on, there was another one at the Colom
home. Folks said she was a witch, too. Now I never did see the Colom ones, but you’d hear the
rumors. I’ll tell you what though, I sure do remember the lambs and, when we had sheep here,
I remember that, plenty. We’d come out in the morning and you’d find a dead lamb or sheep.
“What happened to her? Last night when we shut her in she was doing pretty good.” Dead. And
rumor has it that lady was doing it. So we got them out of there and never had another death.
What was going on with that bunch was anybody’s guess . . .
(Interview with Pepe de Sort of Paüls, 2010)

Elderly Vall Fosca residents’ experiences match up perfectly with the narratives in trials
from that same region involving maleficent contact or harmful magic on livestock. Perhaps even
more surprising is that when Margarida Rugall was arraigned as a witch in 1548, she named
two accomplices, “the wife of Colom of Paüls and her neighbor at the Violant home.” Another
individual who stood accused at the time made a similar claim. He maintained that “Pere Colom
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and his wife Catharina of Paüls keep company with witches or are learned in the craft. [The
deponent] saw them at the Serraspina plain going to visit the devil.” Mont-ros and Paüls residents
corroborated that reputation during depositions in 1548, in which they pointed the finger at the
accused women for the deaths or illnesses of their children and livestock.59
Enduring stigma isn’t the only thing that corroborates the historical record; so do ethnographic
accounts from Vall Fosca. These confirm not just the families and homes with perceived ties to
witchcraft, but also the precise wicked deeds—willing disease and death on children; sickening
or killing livestock; summoning destructive hail—that some stigmatized women were made
to take the blame for. Many interviewees associate those women with conflict, imprecations
and rough language, and insist calamity befell the households targeted by their hostility. What’s
unmistakeable is that reputation and rumor—typically encapsulated as “everyone said it”—were
central to driving suspicion.
And, as previously mentioned, the narrative model used by witch attack victims also
matches the historical record. The following witness testimony from the 1516 trial of Guitarda of
Llagunes and another from a 1577 inquest in Mont-ros seigniory, for example, are near-replicas
of stories told by the Batalla brothers and Pepe de Sort of Paüls, reproduced above:
On two or three occasions the witness saw the said Margarida rap at the door of the witness’s
stable. The wife of the witness affirms having seen her do the same on other occasions. As many
head of livestock are lost in the witness’s pen, he believes [Margarida] has concocted some sort
of maleficia to cause this.
(1516 trial of Margarida Guitarda of Llagunes)
And I saw and heard Gostansa of Francí say that Margarida Rugalla had killed one of his calves
just by entering the animal’s stable. [. . .] One day, after Rugalla left the pen where the witness’s
calf was kept, the said Gostansa found the calf dead precisely in the place Rugalla had been,
though she had not once seen any ailment afflicting it. And so, Gostansa, whom I, the witness,
heard very well, said Rugalla was a witch and poisoner and had killed the calf.
(Witness inquest dated 1577, Mont-ros)

As valuable as such ethnographic material is from a research standpoint, an inevitable
fact of informants’ age is that it is also extremely fragile. And hesitation is palpable among many
interviewees when prompted on these topics. Perhaps fear of shaming explains this. Maybe
it is a belief in the effectiveness of witches’ maleficia. In many ways, little about the logic of
witchcraft persecution and the dynamics of suspicion and accusation has changed . . . but the
legal action. It would seem as though the prosecutor of medieval and early modern trials has
today been replaced by the researcher, who often raises questions identical to the ones asked
of witnesses centuries ago: “Were there reputed witches in the area?”, “Where did they live?”,
“What practices did they supposedly engage in?”, “Did you lose any livestock or children under
mysterious circumstances?”, etc.

59 Pau Castell, Un judici…, pp. 85-94.
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Demonology is conspicuously absent from the ethnographic data. Here again, not much
has changed since the centuries of persecution, when witness questioning focused almost
exclusively on reputation, maleficia and poisoning. In surviving trial records, the devil usually
makes his appearance, emerging from the mouth of the accused, at the first tug of the torture
rope, but never before. In a validation of the ethnographic data gathered by nineteenth- and
twentieth-century folklorists, the only demonological feature that endures in orally-transmitted
culture is the Sabbat. In Vall Fosca, those accused during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
typically described such gatherings as taking place on the Serraspina plain. This elevated stretch
of land preserves its function as the boundary between the nearby towns of Coma de Mont-ros,
Envall and Gramenet. Some of today’s informants still remember the admonishing refrains of their
mother or grandmother: “Finish your supper or the witches will come down from Serraspina and
get you!” And yet, of all the respondents, only one made the connection between that site and
alleged witches’ Sabbats. The recent passing of this last informant is the perfect illustration of the
fragility mentioned earlier and the importance of gathering and showcasing this heritage before
it disappears forever:
Q: Had you ever heard about witches gathering by night?
A: There’s a pillar near Gramenet, a stone pillar. I don’t remember what people called it. Because
that’s another place the witches apparently got together. Where Envall meets Gramenet. Up
above that woods—I’ve seen it plenty of times. That’s where people said the witches were always
going. Where they had their meetings. Beats me if it really ever happened, though.
Q: At the top of the mountain range?
R: That’s right. Right where the townships touch up against each other.
Q: What do people call that place?
A: The little saint of Serraspina.
(Interview with Pepe de Sort of Paüls, 2010)
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Josep M. Batista i Roca (Barcelona, 1895-1978) took courses in law, philosophy, and arts at
Universitat de Barcelona. He studied under Tomàs Carreras i Artau, with whom he later founded
the Arxiu d’Etnografia i Folklore. At Oxford, he became the first Catalan anthropologist to obtain
a university education. Batista i Roca’s mosaic of interests juxtaposed anthropological theory,
world cultures and Catalan popular culture—an admixture that was further enriched by folklore
and schooling at Batista’s long-time second campus: the Centre Excursionista de Catalunya.
The working files and notes of Josep M. Batista i Roca constitute an immense wellspring
of knowledge. Gleaned from the extensive literature at his command (Batista’s personal library
accommodated an estimated fourteen-hundred volumes now kept at the Biblioteca de Catalunya),
the material also issued from his fieldwork in El Vallès (he vacationed nearby at Can Bot farm in
Samalús). Some entries contain questions which Batista had for his peers, and his travels were
the source of a great many more. From a cultural standpoint, the ensemble is all-encompassing.
Finally, Batista also directed scholarly attention at broader areas of interest, like communication
routes between distinct trades—reapers and muleteers dealing in corn and wine, for example—as
well as the cultural barriers separating speakers of the eastern and western variants of Catalan;
harvest celebrations (James Frazer was a reference); end-of-winter feasts, etc. Though Batista
seldom aspired to exhaustively cover entire districts, let alone of all of Catalonia, even today, the
ordered files offer up a wealth of answers whatever one’s chosen avenue of investigation.
One area with a tight hold on Batista i Roca’s interest was witchcraft. Batista’s work
in the area is important, in terms of both his theoretical musings on witchcraft, sorcery and
historical material and his approach to popular witchcraft through fieldwork. As skillfully
documented as it is, the Batista material has the limitation of being open ended—a reflection of
its ad hoc assemblage. Compelling ethnographic and
descriptive insight emerges all the same. Through
occasional hints of analysis and commentary, Batista
the anthropologist shines through as enthusiastic,
respectful and painstakingly methodical. Conclusions
are elusive, but this is secondary; we mustn’t forget
these are Batista’s personal work notes. In the 326
witchcraft-related entries, which include substantial
excerpts from source material, subject headings alone
represent a vast system of classification, and one that
affords glimpses of genuine beliefs and practices.
What emerges is a common thread running from the
popular concept of witches’ existence, the process of
learning the craft and the possibility of renouncing it,
Working files kept by
to witches’ deeds and powers, safeguards to protect
Batista i Roca.
against them and the punishments that were meted
Photo: Joan Santana
out to them.
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Reading the stories, it is easy to see the witchcraft views of ordinary nineteenth- and twentiethcentury people as products of the breakdown of local social relations, mistrust of the unknown
and the conviction that calamity is tied to the will of specific individuals. When misfortune strikes
a society in which hunger, poverty, sickness and death are familiar and accepted, suspicion
falls on causation and mal donat [maleficent magic], and the misfortune itself escapes scrutiny.
Mistrust even infiltrates families, and any friction at all can be construed as proof of mysterious
intervention. Diseases that everyday methods fail to diagnose, that doctors cannot cure or that
break with expected logical sequence; repeated misfortune involving livestock, harvests or the
weather—these things are automatically slotted into an explanatory rubric whereby a guilty party
must be found for the wrong to be set right. And likewise, through catharsis which is collective,
social and family-based tension—between parents-in-law and youth, parents and children,
neighbors—comes to a head as mysterious afflictions that are visible in the public sphere; this
cannot be private, for it is society that is ailing, and a social remedy is required. Application of
the witchcraft label is a systematization of this collective act.
At the close of the nineteenth century, the popular belief in witchcraft and witches was
looked on as a construct of ignorance and superstition that could be explained by everyday
concerns like envy, hate and revenge between quarreling families. Priests and educated, powerful
individuals treated it as a drag on progress: “superstitious” was a label people took pains to avoid;
witchcraft beliefs belonged to the unpopular groups, they insisted. Only rarely did well-to-do
classes openly admit to putting stock in witchcraft or employing the expertise and services of
those close to it. And men, no matter their standing, as the de facto ruling class, preferred to avoid
being grouped in with believers of such tales. Men are the ones in Batista’s stories who turn to
male witches and wise men to settle family problems, but women—painted as “simple-minded
and ignorant,” alongside the elderly, servants and the poor—were disproportionately made to
foot the bill for the belief. Folklorists, too, struggled to present their own research as scientific, and
those who escaped branding as heretical were labeled by intellectuals on the left as sympathizers
of superstition. Batista bemoaned precisely this lack of understanding when he quoted Father
Francesc Viver’s words in Emporion.1
The district of El Vallès is overrepresented among Batista’s files, and this is surely a statement
about his time in Samalús. His findings seem to suggest, as Maspons i Labrós and even Cels
Gomis had begun to claim in earlier work, that turn-of-the-century witchcraft had grown more
concerned with spreading disease than raising storms and stunting harvests. And the files contain
scant mention of Lleida’s mountain districts. But, the subjects that Batista surveys and his range
of considerations, from social concerns to the tedium of witchcraft beliefs, are exhaustive. So
exhaustive, in fact, that in setting out to explore popular witchcraft in the Lleida mountains, I
have used his accounts as points of departure for comparisons with other local material, such as
the magnificent works of Pep Coll and Joan Obiols. For every aspect covered by Batista, I will
put forward examples from the other authors, so we can chart the survival and spread of related
patterns and world views.

1 “On Folklore. As the section’s title indicates, I shall catalog, recount and cite popular superstitions, beliefs and customs...
fussy appreciations of what does or doesn’t align with faith and rectitude are outside the folklorist’s remit” (Viver 1915:
3, quoted in Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 151).
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Witches and fairies
The terms for “witch” and “fairy” [bruixa, and fata or *encantària] coexist in place names
on both sides of the Turbón mountain massif. Often in popular narratives the terms are used
indistinctively, like in Pep Coll’s telling of a story from Els Carantos—an area of fissured rock
in a wood near Vilaller. In these cracks lived women who were referred to variously as witches
and fairies. Witnesses knew them to be skilled and spirited dancers (albeit skittish ones) and the
women were remembered for their elaborate skirts and hair halfway down their back. In Viatge
al Pirineu fantàstic, Coll registers the doubt as to whether the women of Els Carantos were fairies
or witches, finally settling on the latter in Muntanyes maleïdes. One thing is certain: in desperate
times, townspeople were known to seek their counsel (Coll 1991: 121-122).
One textbook case—*mal donat placed on a home’s threshold—becomes evident as a
newborn baby is taken to be baptized ostensibly when children are vulnerable to imprecations
and witchery. Coll recounts how, having already lost three baptized children, a family in Vilaller
turn to the women of Els Carantos for guidance. The women advise the family to carry their next
child out through their home’s window, and to be on the lookout for a lock of hair beneath the
stones of their staircase. In an act which will expunge the spell that grips the family’s home, the
hair is burned—a logic which has roots in the custom of painting window frames with lime or
bluing. The hair under a stepping stone gives the bewitchment added texture, but the story’s larger
import lies in the fact that people look to the ladies of Els Carantos for guidance, for they are held
as authorities on magic, and can act in the service of good or evil.
Many stories about witches are also told as stories about fairies. The bruixes of Poboleda
(Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 200) hold out one such example. In the tale, a hunchback spots the
women dancing on one of their weekly Saturday gatherings. Halfway through a song—“Lunes,
martes, miércoles, tres”—the women stop, suddenly at a loss. The hunchback chimes in—“Jueves,
viernes, sábado, seis”—and the women thank him by removing his hunch. Another hunchback,
envious of the first, sets out to do the same, but since his interpolation—“Y domingo, siete”—
lacks a rhyme, the angry witches give him the hunch they dislodged from the man’s colleague.
The same tale is told, fairies replacing witches, in many other places. [...]
Joan Obiols tells of three hundred fairies in the vicinity of Taüll who, together with four
hundred more from the neighboring valleys, were taken to Montanyana and burned (Obiols 1987:
90). Such tallies may have swelled in the collective imagination over the years—though if we can
trust execution records discovered on the side of the Paüls bell tower and traced to the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, they might just be true—but the anecdote in itself is a sign that fairies
and witches are placed in the same basket.
Fairies and witches also share a fondness for dance. The women of Els Carantos, for one,
were supposedly helpless to resist. Coll recounts the spectacle of a mule-skinner at the Ares
refuge near the mountain Turbón who sees fairies dancing. The man is asked by one of the fairies
to join, and learns only later that his dance partner was the fairy queen herself (Coll 1991: 111112). The same conventicles also feature dancing witches who join hands and face outward.
Very often the protagonist in stories is a shoemaker or a vendor who stumbles on just such
a dance circle, a male witch or devil at the center, and has no choice but to join in. Refusing
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to kiss the leader’s buttocks, the shoemaker will instead jab him with his profession’s trademark
needle. Coll records it and I myself logged the same tale in Nerín (Sobrarbe), the one difference
being that in the case I recorded, the devil, pricked by the needle, spits at the shoemaker, “How
about a shave, filthy woman!”
The gathering place is a hallmark of the cumulative concept of witchcraft. Cels Gomis
describes the mountain Canigó as a meeting point for the witches of Llers (popular belief held
that the women of Llers were witches and oftentimes, old-timers in Figueres would go see what
hairstyles the women wore as they set out for the mountain). Batista speaks about a rendezvous
point in Ulldemolins known as coveta de l’Amor, and writes of a male witch who returns from a
Paris conventicle with orders to whip up a storm in Catalonia, though Batista’s otherwise extensive
entries fail to mention the exact location. For their part, both Coll and Obiols refer to many places
where witches met, danced and performed rituals. Coll registers talk of witches from Baridà who,
on the eve of the feast of St. Sylvester, made music and danced on the road from Llers to Músser.
A cross and a stone slab were among the landmarks where witches in Cabó were said to gather.
Witches from Pallars, Vall del Segre and even Andorra could be found on the eve of St. Sylvester’s
Day near a small pond in Sant Joan de l’Erm. Santa Paula de Turbiné refuge in Paüls was a way
station en route to Sabbats at the mountain Turbón. Witches from the entire district showed up
at Hortoneda, near Collegats. The witches of Cardós, Vall Ferrera and Coma de Burg met and
danced on the Pla de Nègua for the feasts of St. John and St. Columba, near the solstices. The
witches of Àneu, Aran, and France congregated at a well-known plateau known as Pla de Beret.
Elsewhere, perhaps in Isil, older townsfolk dress up on New Year’s (also celebrated as the feast
days of St. Sylvester and St. Columba) and ride their broomsticks to a dance at the same plateau.
Engolasters reportedly had a meeting place of its own. The common thread in these stories—and
what gives the journeys their veneer of magic—is that no matter the destination, whether starting
up a chimney with the help of ointment rubbed under their arms or flying off astride broomsticks
of heather, witches must travel considerable distances, and in extremely short order, to get there.

Fairies dance near the Ares hermitage in Aragonese
Ribagorza. One man came upon the scene and
later joined in, dancing with the fairy queen herself.
Drawing: Waldesca Santana.
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Pla de Nègua, located between the towns of Esterri de Cardós, Alins and Vall de Cardós, in Pallars Sobirà.
Photo: Felipe Valladares

Incantations, poisons and mal donat
Batista presents witchcraft as an activity requiring powers and specialization, but the
informant accounts seem to portray witches’ actions and expertise as merely the culmination of
practices that were commonplace; envy or revenge are available to everyone, and destruction
and injury could be conjured by many, with or without supernatural powers. Sometimes the only
trick to a working magical formula was knowing the right steps to the ritual. Even wolves could
be compelled, by means of yet another learnable technique, to obey a master and attack livestock
on command. According to one woman, a shepherd eager to gain such knowledge must “go to
a church and, as the holy Host is elevated, place a piece of wheat bread under his foot, stomping
on it three times as he speaks an incantation” (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 210; source: Maria
Pibernat, 75, Dosrius, July 25, 1915). Related sites may often be common knowledge, but it isn’t
witchcraft until a determined mind actually puts them into practice. In a similar vein, following
a story about one malicious spell that proves fatal, another of Batista’s sources divulges that not
twenty-four hours after the attack, the spellbinder lay dead as well. The indivudual insisted that
mischief intended only to cause suffering is one thing, but to kill someone is another, and to do
it, the killer must die too.
Such witchcraft is plainly the result of social pathology. It is the manifestation of tensions
between neighbors who are wary of fruit being stolen, who greet gifts with suspicion, who live
in a world where the path to adulthood is fraught with challenges, and thus feel uneasy when
a newborn is touched by a stranger. In Coll and Obiols’ twentieth-century collections from the
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Pyrenean districts, the ability to harness witchcraft has lost its air of broad accessibility. Instead,
emphasis is on the powers of the practitioner, whether innate, received, or learned in magical
books. The afflicted pin their plight on individuals who wish them harm, and part of the challenge
in finding a remedy lies in unmasking these culprits.
Seeming to proceed almost naturally from witches’ ability to change into animals and pass
through small openings, is the surprise revelation that the mother, mother-in-law, wife, husband,
father or neighbor is a witch. Such tales are cited by Cels Gomis as well as Batista, and their
legacy endures in popular memory. Batista tells of a Dosrius man who notices that one of his bulls
dies every year before the town feast. Determined to the bottom of things, he takes hold of a rifle
and keeps watch. When a massive bird comes into the stable, the man fires a shot that pierces the
bird’s wing. Later, he goes upstairs, where he finds his mother in bed with a broken arm. “What
happened here?” he asks. “You know perfectly well!” she retorts (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 168;
source: Maria Pibernat, 75, Dosrius, July 12, 1915).
Similar tales are found all over. Coll tells of the eldest son of the Cabaler home in Roní, who
returns home from working on the road to find his wife and children petrified by a mischievous
black cat. One day he decides to find out what’s going on. With a stone he blocks the cat’s way
into the house, and waits in the entryway armed with an oar. When the man hears his family
shout that the animal is in the kitchen, and seeing it make for the door, he brings the oar down
on the scruff of the cat’s neck. Summoning strength, the cat dislodges the stone and makes his
getaway. The next day, the elder woman of the Ros family is found nursing a broken shoulder
(Coll 1991: 122-123).
Other tales depict a witch’s transforming into an animal so she can go wreak havoc on a
family. Making regular appearances in sources from the nineteenth century through to today,
one particular storyline involves a man who stumbles onto a hidden pile of clothes—often in
the woods—and suspecting the owner is a witch, either hides them or places rosary beads over
the pile. Then, he waits. Before long, the witch appears and transforms from animal to naked
woman, at which point the man forces her to tell him where she’s been off causing trouble.
The answer is frequently a house, where, she admits, she has inflicted harm on a newborn or
poisoned a basket of eggs. The man refuses to return the woman’s clothes until she lifts the
spell—and, of course, as with fairies, these women can only resume their human form when
their clothing is recovered.
Batista has countless stories of this kind. In one, a woman takes off her clothes at the base
of a tree and, performing three somersaults, turns into a cat and takes flight. A man that had been
trailing not far behind grabs hold of the clothing and hides it. When the witch returns and begins
frantically searching for her clothing, the man confronts her: “I’ve got your clothes, but if you
want them back, you’ll have to tell me where you were.” She is ultimately forced to reverse her
spell, and the man hands over her clothes when she does (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 172; source:
Teresa Vinyas, Centelles, July 8, 1915).
Coll has tales that are similar. One is about a shepherd in Peranera who comes across
clothing that a witch has left beside a fountain. He places a rosary atop the pile and waits for the
witch to come back. Unclothed when she returns, the woman confesses, at the man’s urging, that
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she was in Malpàs, bewitching a basketful of eggs. The shepherd refuses to remove the beads until
the witch goes to lift the spell (Coll 1996: 48).
When mal donat is directed at newborns, Batista notes the belief that infants must be
baptized and signed with the cross in the morning and at night before bed. He mentions that holy
water was used as well—children’s faces were even washed with it, and it was incorporated into
specific prayers. One which he recorded in Biscarri appeals to saints Paul, Peter, Mark and Luke
for protection from enemies and from the gnashing fangs of dogs and wolves (Batista i Roca 19151924: 155; source: Rosa Aubets, Biscarri, July 6, 1915).
All kinds of afflictions were supposedly endured by children and young women who’d
accepted food from a stranger, so one measure of prudence consisted in declining gifts from
all but the most trusted sources. And, whether one had already suffered a witch’s attack, or as
a basic precaution, many individuals chose to wear amulets. According to Agustí M. Gibert,
of the Fonts de les Muntanyes farm in Prades, charms went beyond your typical consecrated
palm frond; he’d even known people to use a bird leg (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 148; source:
Agustí M. Gibert, August 1, 1915). A more active measure was the “*figa,” which involved
speaking the words “La figa et faig” [I do the fig to you] while making a specific hand gesture
whenever one crossed paths with a suspicious-looking character. Other techniques required
specific prayers to be recited when the susipicious person was near, or for the individual wary
of maleficia to keep rue on her person. The list goes on. The most dangerous moment was when
a witch slapped you on the back, above all if she said “Per tot et deixo” [You’ve got it all over].
The victim must then quickly answer “Aquí te’l torno” [I return it to you] and the spell would
be broken (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 214; Sant Feliu de Codines). Dolors Oliva’s grandmother,
a native of Taús, became bloated and ached all over after a witch approached her and touched
her back. Another woman told her to crisscross
nine endive leaves over the affected area and
say a number of prayers, whereupon the witch,
leery of having word get out that someone else
had intervened, came back and restored the
victim to good health with another touch of the
hand. (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 138; source:
Dolors Oliva, Taús, November 1914).
Batista also logged stories of parish priests
who try to undo mal donat on others, at times
enlisting more experienced clergy for help:
sometimes the churchmen give advice about
how to counteract a witch’s spell, sometimes the
witchcraft is performed right there in the church,
though the deeds of the cleric himself remain
above suspicion. Tips for averting witchcraft
come in one account from La Garriga, where an
aspiring male witch arranges to meet with one
who is already learned in the arts. The would-be
witch gets cold feet, and instead goes to see the
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Scapulars and religious material from a home in Àssua
Valley, in Pallars Sobirà.

priest, who advises him to keep his original appointment. At the meeting place, several men
present the newcomer with a book resembling a missal. In it they write his given and family
names and tell him to place his hand on it. The man slips the priest’s booklet in its place and
suddenly everything goes dark. When not long after he comes to, he finds himself atop a rock
near the village of Tagamanent; the slightest movement would have sent him tumbling. With no
small amount of effort, the man finds his way back home (Batista i Roca 1915-1924: 104; source:
Daniel Passarell, 30, Samalús, September 9, 1919).
In one story out of Sant Feliu de Guíxols (Gassiot 1919: 68, quoted in Batista i Roca 19151924: 183), a parish priest has two sisters who are notoriously slow getting to bed. One day, the
choirboy hides and spies on them. The pair place two pots over a fire—one red, one blue; broth
in one, poison in the other—and make a quick escape through the chimney. The boy switches the
contents of the pots. The women return with a newborn in tow and give it what they believe to be
poison. The baby drinks it down, and the witches drink the actual poison, which does its work in
short order. The choirboy relates the story to the priest, who is shocked. The priest hurries off to
return the baby to its family of farmers.

* * *

Copper and iron cauldron. Museu del Blat i la Pagesia de Cervera. Museu de Cervera, inv. no. 828.
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Surfacing in sync with the vicissitudes of social pathology, accusations are the explosive
expression of envy and social strain. When such anguish subsides, however, we fall back on more
longstanding lore, and mal donat assumes a place on the periphery. Comparative analysis across
generations—of material compiled by Cels Gomis in the late nineteenth century, Batista i Roca’s
early twentieth-century work and the orally-transmitted lore still around for Coll and Obiols at
that century’s close attests to popular concerns and beliefs in upheaval. Bewitched newborns,
mysterious illnesses and evildoing witches that transform into animals continue to appear in stories,
but by the nineteenth century there is a ubiquitous preoccupation with harvest-disrupting storms.
This, too, gradually gives way in turn to anxiety about mal donat, and to the idea of consulting
specialists—cue the rural priests, who, though often skeptics and rationalists, inhabit the same
moral universe as parishioners. By the close of the twentieth century, stories of malicious capers
have grown scarce, save for those, in Coll and Obiols, relating to newborn babies. Surviving
tales reflect a marked shift towards fairies and *moros, and very often the magic that occurs
is portrayed as the handiwork of
rural priests—presumed repositories
of extraordinary power, expertise,
and indeed, books about magic.
Clergy’s proximity to the holy, and
possession of a power greater than
that of witches, made them guides
in generations past. But ambivalence
has set in amid that proximity and the
power to wield it for good or for evil.
And as the twentieth century drew
to a close, lore was still thick with
suspicion that that power might serve
the latter.

Verdadera Oración de los Gloriosos Mártires San Cipriano y Santa
Justina. Acompañada de la SS. Cruz de Caravaca. (True Prayer of the
Glorious Martyrs St. Cyprian and St. Justine: With the Holy Cross of
Caravaca)
Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu, inv. no. 10794.
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2. 2

Ramona Violant and Ignasi Ros

Witchcraft and oral history
in the early twentieth century:
Ramon Violant’s “De bruixeria
pallaresa”
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Ignasi Ros i Fontana
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Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu

Opposite:
Ramon Violant i Simorra in the truck that carried
passengers from Biescas to Torla and Boltanya,
September 12, 1942. Photo: Claudi Gómez-Grau. Arxiu
RVS-Ecomuseu.
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On March 11, 1936, Ramon Violant i Simorra (Sarroca de Bellera, 1903-Barcelona, 1956)
stood before the folklore section of the Centre Excursionista de Catalunya and presented a
lecture on witchcraft in Pallars.1 The inclusion here of Violant’s words is both a reflection of their
substance and appeal and a rectification: “De bruixeria pallaresa” (On witchcraft in Pallars) had
been the subject of an extremely limited publication, and was no longer in print. Introductory and
theory-based parts of the original are absent, while portions more specifically concerned with
ethnography, researched in Pallars by Violant i Simorra himself, remain.2
An introduction comes from the anthropologist Ramona Violant i Ribera, Violant’s daughter
and the worthy successor to his work. The new edition is also preceded by a study from historian
Ignasi Ros i Fontana.

Witch legends: between history and legend
by Ramona Violant i Ribera
In setting out to analyze our collective legends one point must be clear. Legends and
traditions have elements that are unusual, extraordinary, magical and almost supernatural, yes.
But the protagonists—those with paranormal faculties or “powers,” the men and the women
considered witches—are absolutely human.
So the legends remain tethered to the universe of human history, even if the narrated
events and the paranormal abilities which the protagonists are said to possess put these humans
in league with the supernatural. This apparent duality makes the characters peculiar: on the
one hand, witches have always been real beings; they are human beings, and members of the
communities where the stories take place. On the other, the witches’ own neighbors imagine
them to have abilities that are unusual, supernatural and magical. Accordingly, they are looked
on with suspicion, and fear.
Short and straightforward, episodes are described with the help of witness accounts, or
information that’s come “from a trusted source.” Belief and fear loom large, which explains the
abundance of protective measures, sacred and profane. Indeed, legends form part of the smallbore history of their place of origin—part of the repertory of traditional culture that is passed
down orally across time. Seldom is the witch actually described in these episodes, though such
figures are by and large believed to have always existed and, in any reverse of fortune, are
fingered as the cause.
Traces of witchcraft’s criminal prosecution seem to have vanished from popular tradition.
Rare are the legends that make allusions to it. True, nocturnal gatherings and Sabbats hold their
place in popular memory—Pla de Beret, the fields near Adons, Pla de Nègua, Matabous Plateau,
1 We are informed as much by a Centre Excursionista de Catalunya activities log from 1936. It notes plans, following
the lecture, “for a number of popular tracts including figures and scenes of witches.”
2 Reproduced in Etnologia pallaresa . . . (1981: 91-126).
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an area close to Sant Joan de l’Erm, Pedraforca Mountain and Lake Engolasters are all reputed
sites—but nary a legend endures to mention them or the rituals that were performed there. When
these nighttime revels do come up in legends they are depicted as collective and fraternal—a
collectivism which perhaps serves to offset witches’ marginalization where they live, usually on
the edges or even outskirts of town. Still, in other legends, witches are integrated members of a
family unit. They are spouses, mothers, grandmothers, mothers-in-law.
Legends generally involve either metamorphosis into an animal or presumed powers.
Transformations into a black cat or a dog are the most prevalent, although we occasionally see
figures assuming the shape of a goat, fox or eagle. Such shapeshifting provided cover, or so goes
the logic, for an individual to work maleficent magic undetected. The odd legend describes a male
witch who takes the form of a cat, but this is uncommon. Witches’ alleged powers, meanwhile,
were popularly held up as the cause of calamity: the “evil eye” or “mal donat,” sudden deaths
of children, strange illnesses, dead livestock, hail, bad harvests—these unholy occurrences were
mostly thought to be caused by the dark arts or the purported magical powers of a witch.
The legends with stricken or dying children are distinctly harrowing. Sudden and often
unexplainable, newborn deaths surely lay behind more than one such tale; they certainly make
routine appearances in the traditional repertory. Every legend exists to account for an incident
that is unusual or otherwise inexplicable, and in one uniquely absorbing variety, mysterious
occurrences—fires, strange noises in homes, moving furniture and other objects—are attributed
to witches’ magical powers. Legends that tie the cause of incidents to a priest-witch figure are also
notable and numerous, while a different (though no less gripping) subset involves folk healers,
midwives and male witch healers.
In the body of traditional folk customs, protective measures abound. Throughout history,
rituals both sacred and profane have been used to prevent or even counteract witches’ wiles.
Born of beliefs or mere superstition, such rituals were immensely popular until recently. With the
modern-day resurgence of tarot card readers, fortune tellers and the full range of practitioners of
the esoteric arts, one could almost conclude that belief in witches continues to thrive today.
Aspirations; invocations; prayers; blessings; holy water; sprigs of laurel, palm leaves and
whitened palm fronds used at Palm Sunday; the *salpàs blessing rite on homes and animal pens
at Easter; heaving spoons of consecrated salt on chinks in doors or cracks in walls; children’s
medallions and scapulars; and, above all else, the name of God and the sign of the Cross—all
these sacred rituals are essentially Christian.
More diverse are the profane ones. Salt is a predominant feature, keeping company at
times with holy water and bells. Shots are fired at ominous weather using bullets consecrated
with holy water or supplemented with salt. To ward off witches’ maleficium, clothing can be
worn backwards; certain objects can be used as talismans or amulets (chestnuts, rabbits’ feet,
horseshoes, flints); rue can be grown and kept near doors and windows, or a basket of eggs can
be put under one’s bed.
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Exercici del cristià per a encomanar-se a Déu (Exercise for the
Christian who gives himself to God) [Cervera, 1804]. Used to
perform exorcisms. Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu.

Such practices are generally described as belonging to our catalog of folk customs, although
often they’ve also spawned minor legends, reframing discrete ritual elements as compact, highlysymbolic stories. When Violant recorded these legends, some sources said that the occurrences
had taken place as early as 1935, just fifteen years prior to research. It gives weight to the claim
that beliefs and ideas about witches—indeed, the mere assumption that they exist—endure in the
popular imagination today.
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Ramon Violant and “De bruixeria pallaresa”
by Ignasi Ros i Fontana

When in 1936 the Centre Excursionista de Catalunya hosted the lecture “De bruixeria
pallaresa,” Ramon Violant was thirty-three, still working as a tailor (he didn’t stop until 1940) and
in the midst of one of the first talks he is known to have delivered. He had spoken at the 1933
opening of an exhibit on couplets and popular imagery—an interest he shared with many of the
CEC folklore section’s sitting members. Among them was the section’s chair, archeologist Josep
Colominas i Roca, who years later would play a pivotal role in Violant’s career as a researcher
and exhibition designer, as well as its deputy chair and speaker, Josep Roig i Punyet and Joan
Amades. In fact, the speaking invitation had come from CEC chairman Pau Vila, who had already
reviewed much of Violant’s published work on the material culture and cottage industries of
Pallars.1 Those pieces had not only had the effect of distancing Violant from folklorists attuned
to orally-transmitted literature, they also brought him closer to the microstudies popular among
geographers like Vila.
Violant came from extremely modest origins and had only rarely attended school. He
accumulated his expertise reading, and that is how he developed a passion for his country’s popular
culture. Emigrating to Barcelona at the start of the nineteen-twenties, he logged brief stints as a
folk dancer and as an informant for ethnomusicological research projects.2 In 1924, Violant began
contributing work to cultural reviews—short folklore pieces that were invariably based on the
popular tales Violant had himself gathered during visits to his native Pallars.3 The talk on witchcraft
in that area signaled at least a qualified return to the subject of witches, which he had already
adressed in some small contributions about popular tales and beliefs, published between 1924 and
1934.
An article which Siegfried Bosch published two weeks prior in La Publicitat (Bosch, 1936)
was singularly influential in shaping the lecture.4 Violant used it as a starting-off point, tacking
on and interpreting the oral accounts he had painstakingly collected from his sources. The
handwriting and ink give it away: a number of the witch stories were repurposed from his first
folklore collections in the twenties. Violant had even recorded, in 1924, the account of Marca—a
woman whom some in Sarroca figured for a witch.5 Violant’s own childhood memories, from his
years in Sarroca de Bellera and Espui, were an additional source of material. But the bulk of the
witchcraft-related information at the talk had been recorded between 1932 and 1935. Violant’s
1 On June 5, 1934, intent on restoring the CEC section to its former relevance, Pau Vila drafted a letter to Ramon Violant
and invited him to attend the section’s general assembly.
2 Under Father Francesc Baldelló and Joan Amades. The projects were often commissioned by Obra del Cançoner
Popular de Catalunya.
3 See the publications compiled and studied by Ramon Miró in Violant i Simorra (2013).
4 In the article, Bosch (Barcelona, 1916-1940), a student of law and enthusiast of history and literature, discusses the
significance of witch descriptions in Roig’s Spill o Llibre de les dones (Book of Women), the Àneu Valley ordinances and
witch trials.
5 In the lecture we are told the woman was extremely well-versed in medicinal herbs, while in another work Violant
describes her as “an immensely charming old woman, a repository of popular wisdom, a native of Les Iglésies, a fellow
Sarroca resident and, in August 1924, a regular feature of my early work on folklore” (Violant i Simorra, 1953: 120).
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sources were often his own family members and friends: his parents, uncles and aunts (Carme
Cierco, Dolors Vidal [Cierco’s mother], Josep Simorra) and neighbors in Sarroca (Pere Vidal,
Nativitat Gravalós, Ramona Sirvent, Palmireta and Victorina Durany). Informants most likely
shared tales on winter evenings or nights spent by the fire. Two other sources, elderly Pyrenees
residents Casimir Torrobella (of Sarroca) and Agustí Lledós (of Farrera), lived in Barcelona when
Violant interviewed them over numerous occasions and on a wide range of subjects.
A scan of Violant’s assorted work files turns up a handful of witchcraft-related annotations
from 1939. Others are from a long stay in Sarroca, winter 1934-1935, where Violant had traveled
for health reasons. It appears that the subject required trust and tranquility; confidences might
come more or less spontaneously as Violant and his informants sat perched by the fire. That’s how
it happened in Espot, 1946. Violant had amassed a breadth of information and accounts about
witches, all of it from the Roia family who’d put him up on his three-month sojourn. A range of
related topics were also explored with some of his chief sources in long questionnaires. Lastly,
and to a lesser degree, a tiny slice of the material is made up of information related to Violant
off-the-cuff in more informal contexts. It happened thus with Marcelina Mateu, the proprietress
of a pub in Alòs. Mateu was the source of a particular quip to justify belief in witches—“Si hi
ha benediccions, és que també existeix la maledicció” [You can’t have benedictions without
maledictions]—that Violant would frequently repeat to daughters Caterina and Ramona.
Violant incorporated a portion of the post-1935 material into the “Brujas y brujos” section
of Violant i Simorra (1949: 530-538). The chapter is based on the 1936 lecture and has a similar
structure, plus it includes Jaume Roig’s Spill and the Àneu Valley ordinances. It is thus a worthy
addendum to Violant’s 1936 text, much of which is reproduced in the pages that follow.
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Ramon Violant’s bibliographic records and fieldwork on witchcraft.
Arxiu RVS-Ecomuseu.
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De bruixeria pallaresa
by Ramon Violant i Simorra
Partial reproduction of Ramon Violant i Simorra’s
talk at the Centre Excursionista de Catalunya on March 11, 1936

THE WITCHES OF PALLARS
To hear the people of Pallars tell it, witches are ugly, poorly dressed and bleary-eyed
individuals. To hear my mother tell it, they conjure up destruction and injury by making a
few magical hand movements and touching the food which their victims must later eat. Both
anecdotes are as clear a statement as any about simple folk’s deep-seated belief in the imaginary
powers of magic.
In the eyes of simple, uneducated people, these fantastical beings—called *bruixots if they
are men and *bruixes if women—are the causal element behind every setback and sickness
that occurs in the immediate vicinity or wider community. To cause harm, or to whip up an evil
spell, the women strip down to nothing, stash their clothes under a stone (“a can d’una pedra,”
as they’d say in Pallars) and flee from all that is holy.
Very few towns didn’t have reputed witches,
and this remains true today. In my youth, there was
a woman in Sarroca de Bellera whom people called
la Vella de Ramonet. People figured “Old Lady”
Ramonet for a witch. By her own admission, she
had also occasionally seen and heard evil spirits
(more than once, on the eve of St. John’s Day). Not
many years ago, townsfolk said there was another
woman—Marca—who was a witch, too. The woman
had extensive knowledge of medicinal herbs and
heaped remedies on whomever came asking for
them. She also had the habit (and in this she was
completely unique) of performing an insinuating
gesture and crossing herself whenever she walked in
front of the church. As a result, people looked at her
sideways and with some measure of suspicion. And it
was thus not unusual if more than one person, when
preparing to cross Marca’s path, clasped both hands
together, thumbs overlapped in a cross. People in the
district used this tactic to ward off maleficia. And so
certain were townsfolk that Marca was a witch that,
according to Torrobella, one day some years ago, the
father of a local girl who had become terribly ill set off
fuming to find Marca, claiming that unless she cured
his stricken daughter, he’d kill the woman himself.
(Taken aback, she apparently replied that she didn’t
yet possess the ability to heal the sick and, as such,
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Room-sized fireplaces typical in the Pyrenees, focs
de rogle were made large enough to accomodate
benches and people. This one was found at the Gassol
home in Sarroca de Bellera, where Violant collected
stories about witches at winter colleccions—lengthy
nighttime gatherings. Photo: Claudi Gómez-Grau.
Arxiu RVS-Ecomuseu.

could be of no help.) Marca’s mother also had a reputation as a witch. Early one morning, a
man making his way down from Manyanet came upon her stark naked and stretched out in the
middle of the road. She pleaded with him not to mention it to anyone. The townspeople believed
she’d been out plying her unholy trade.6 Not many years ago, a midwife from Sarroca de Bellera
was there as another woman gave birth. Things went disastrously, and from that day forward the
people of the house spread the word that the midwife was a witch and had put a curse on the
newborn. So it is safe to say that there are still people out there who are labeled witches. Even
today in Les Iglésies there is an elderly woman with just such a reputation.

THE WITCHES’ GATHERING
[. . .]
Many sites across Catalonia are popularly believed to be meeting places for witches.
Conventional wisdom also holds that they often traveled to larger *aquelarres far from our land.
Perhaps the most talked about of the sixteenth century—attended by witches from Aragon,
Navarre, Vasconia, Bearn and Gascony—was in Berroscoberro.7 Women from the Àneu Valleys
of Pallars converged on Pla de Beret; the women of Vall Ferrera met on a plateau, Pla Fubestré,
near Sant Joan de l’Erm; and women from Vall del Bòsia assembled at Prats d’Adons and Viu de
Llevata. A few who had gone to nose around this last site spoke of the glorious ethereal melodies
that drifted from it. In other aquelarres in Catalonia, music at gatherings and dances came
from a rather piercing flageolet; a drum or tambour did the trick in Vasconia and Navarre, and,
according to Cabal, participants of other revels on the Iberian Peninsula danced to the reportedly
unpleasant-sounding beat of a tambourine. There, in unbridled orgies, attendees plotted their
revenge—torment and calamity—on all those who had incurred their wrath. Witches’ gatherings
and misdeeds in medieval times apparently played such an important role in the district that they
even appear mentioned as punishable in the Àneu Valley ordinances. [. . .] In Borén, a vestige of
the *boc de Biterna survives in popular parlance, in the words Boc de Viterbo or Viterba, perhaps
a reminder of the valley’s aquelarres of yore.8
Probably the most common mode of transport for your average Sabbat-bound witch
is flight. In Vall Ferrera, however, some maintain that the flickering firebrands spotted on the
roads were none other than witches traveling by land (source: Lledós). Not only did they come
together at district-wide assignations; according to tradition, witches would also occasionally
attend aquelarres some distance from Pallars. Lore tells of a man whose search for wine took him
outdoors and down to the street, where his ears were greeted by a pleasant, ethereal melody.
Getting closer and closer, he follows it around a corner and, all of a sudden, finds himself sailing
across the sky on the shoulders of a witch, who advises him to be still. Farther and farther they fly,
over land thick with orange trees where they feel the fruit brush their heads as they pass. At last,
they come to a crowd of people dancing madly to the sound of sweet, beautiful music (source:
Torrobella). People speak of a hunchback who one night hears a ruckus and wild laughter, but
6 Pere Vidal of Sarroca de Bellera recounted the tale one night in winter 1935.
7 Carreras i Candi (1911: 26). (Original note #10.)
8 Griera, El Boc, p. 103. (Original note #13.)
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Bottles of unguents made of young rats and scorpions (mid-20th c). Castelló
de Farfanya (La Noguera). Museu de la Noguera, inv. nos. MN-3071 and MN3072.

also the sound of voices singing, “Lunes, martes, miércoles, tres. Jueves, viernes, sábado, seis.”
[Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, three. Thursday, Friday, Saturday, six.] He looks up to the sky.
Without realizing the sound he’d heard was a coven of witches, he answers, “I diumenge, set!”
[And Sunday, seven!] Hearing the hunchback has reserved for them the unspeakable day—
Sunday, the Lord’s day—they swoop down, snatch him up and carry him to their rendezvous.
They wonder aloud about his fate: “Què li farem, què li deixarem de fer?” [What shall we do to
him, what shan’t we do?]. Finally, it is agreed that they will all at once deal his hunch a blow.
When they do, it disappears, and the man is allowed to go free. He tells the tale to a hunchback
friend, who keeps an eye out in hopes of catching another group on its way to the Sabbat. Finally,
one night, the friend hears the promised sound: “Lunes, martes, miércoles, tres. Jueves, viernes,
sábado, seis.” He looks skyward and, just as his friend had done, answers, “¡Y domingo, siete!”
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Furious, they rush down and spirit him away. Ultimately, they decide to give him a wallop on
the chest; it sends another bump out his back, leaving him with two. This popular legend and its
many variants can be heard across most of the Iberian Peninsula and Europe.9 It’s recorded here
exactly as I heard it told by the people of Pallars (source: Torrobella).
A lodger in Adons sat down at the fireplace one night and spotted a little pot on the
hearthstone that somehow doesn’t quite sit well with him. By and by, the housemaid appears, and
the man cozies up and pretends to doze off there on the fireside bench. At this point, the servant
asks the lady of the house, “Shall we eat first or leave now?” The man hears this and decides to
keep up the charade. “Let’s be off. We’ll eat when we return,” the woman answers. From under
a slab in the hearth they produce a few ointments and smear them on their navels. The women
return the container to its place and then disappear as if by magic. The man leaps to his feet, grabs
the mixture from beneath the slab, and rushes to put some in the pot of stew on the fire. He too
dabs his bellybutton and, in a flash, finds himself in a tangle of crowded parlors. What comes
next is one of the main features of witchcraft initiations: dignified-looking individuals come thrust
a large book upon the man, and tell him to write his name inside. Rather than accept, he traces a
cross across the book’s cover. In an instant, the man finds himself on the edge of a precipice atop
a bed of rocks and thorns, grasping the book upon which he’d drawn the cross. The man returns
to his village, still in possession of the book containing the names of the Sabbat participants, and
tells the other townspeople, “Don’t let your guard down around what’s-his-name and so-and-so:
they’re in the book.” As for the two women, when they return home, they eat the stew from the
pot and die, poisoned by the ointment the man had put in it. Later, the master of the house calls
on the man, who explains what happened. Looking in the book, they find both women’s names
listed. People say the town priest went to great lengths to get his hands on the fabled book, to no
avail (source: C. Cierco).
Unlike other Catalan and Iberian witches, who speak a formula while slathering ointment
on their staff, broomstick or feet, the witches of Pallars only needed unguent—with just a bit on
their bellybuttons, or in some cases, their legs, they were transported to their rendezvous.10

9 Amades (1934: 77) registers two variants in Catalonia; Cabal (1931: 266-267) notes three; Giese (1929: 2), in a study
about this popular hunchback legend, cites three versions entirely different from my own and notes variants across
Europe. (Original note #14.)
10 One formula used in Catalonia is “Alta fulla xemeneia amunt. En l’aire, fulla” [High leaf up through the chimney]. Or
in northern Iberia: “Sin Dios y sin Santa María / por la ximeneia arriva.” In Portugal: “Ven, ven / por encima de toda felha.”
And in High Brittany: “Par sur haies et buchons, / font que jo troube les autres ou qu’ils sont” (Cabal, 1931: 264). [Original
note #15].
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WITCHES’ POWERS
Metamorphosis
Witches’ ability to change form as events required is common knowledge. So, too, is the
fact that such shapeshifting enabled them to become whatever animal they chose. While I may
not be familiar with any magical formulas specific to Pallars, I do know of a handful of legends.
Some time ago, my sister Remei and a cousin of ours were swimming in the river Bòsia, not
far from the Xerallo bridge, when they realized someone was throwing stones at them. The pair
cry out in fear and, climbing up from the river, glimpse three witches with long black robes like a
priest’s running away towards Sarroca, only to disappear before reaching the village. Walking back
one night from the charcoal clamp near Castell, a young man from Ferrer de la Plana spied an
elderly woman, hair down and wearing only her nightgown, standing beside the road. Despite his
best efforts to avoid her, she plants herself in his path, throwing her arms around him and knocking
him into a bramble patch. He makes it home scared half to death. The next day, a group of men
go see for themselves and, sure enough, there in the thorns is an indentation left by the man’s rear
(source: Vidal). Some mischief was likely more about spooking people than causing any real harm.
There were once a mother- and daughter-in-law who didn’t much get along. The daughterin-law had the custom of sitting at the fire after dinner, and this never failed to intrigue her
mother-in-law, who for her part would always leave as soon as she’d finished eating. Every day a
black cat would appear at the daughter-in-law’s fireside perch to keep her company, looking at
her fixedly as it did. Eventually growing suspicious of the cat, the young wife pours a dollop of oil
into the pan and sets it over the fire. The cat watches intently. Once the oil comes to a boil, the
daughter-in-law takes hold of the pan and tips its contents onto the cat. When the mother-in-law
is slow to leave her bed next day, her daughter-in-law goes and asks her what the matter is.
—Why aren’t you getting up today? What’s wrong?
—Ugh . . . No use pretending you don’t know, it was you who dumped that oil on me.
—You mean the cat last night was you?
—That’s right (source: Torrobella).

In La Mola de Castell, a shaggy dog appears just as an evening gathering is about to start,
and the eldest son breaks the animal’s leg by whacking it with a branch. The next day, the motherin-law’s arm is wrapped in bandages, and she insists she hurt herself in a fall (source: Vidal). At
a similar get-together in a large Pallars home, a tiny young black goat appears as if by magic just
as banter among guests is at its peak. They go about their business at first, but watch intrigued as
the animal hunkers down before the fire. A shepherd takes hold of a cane and draws it back to
give the goat a thump, but the cane falls and comes to rest behind him. Additional attempts meet
with exactly the same result. The scene repeats until the eldest shepherd approaches the fireplace.
Without a word, he pulls rosary beads from his pocket and rubs them on the mischievous goat’s
back. Feeling the beads touch its back, the goat leaps into the flames and disappears. The goat—a
witch—had been unable to withstand the holy object.11
11 As a child I heard this story told by a young boy from the Serra home in Sarroca de Bellera (he had heard it from a
shepherd of his). (Original note #16.)
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Mal donat
When townspeople mistrusted a particular individual suspected of being a witch, they kept
a watchful eye out for fear that
person might cast spells on children, livestock or crops.
Convinced that witches
could effect misfortune with a
mere gaze, specially prepared
meal or drink, or even the touch
of a hand or other physical
contact, people made an effort to
refuse food and drink from such
individuals. Inhabitants of Sarroca
de Bellera believe newborns
kissed by individuals outside the
family are especially vulnerable
(source: my mother).
An individual’s name is an
integral part of his being, and
witches can use it against him to
conjure *mal donat without so
much us seeing him. Hence, the
common boor will hide his given
name because he fears others
might discover it and use it to
Conducting research in Pallars, Ramon Violant i Simorra points to the talons
cast harmful spells on him. Teeth,
of a bird of prey that serve to protect the threshold of the Pere household in
saliva,
finger- and toenails and
Santa Coloma d’Erdo, 1942. Arxiu RVS-Ecomuseu.
hair are, apart from the body, also
indispensable parts of a person’s
spirit and being. This is why most uncivilized folk, when they cut their hair, will hide it away
in the shed afterwards. A similar bygone custom involved burning hair in the belief that, in the
wrong hands, it could be used against its owner. In Iberian parts, when a child’s tooth fell out it
would typically be thrown to the roof of the house and a short formula would be recited. During
my childhood, youngsters in Pallars who had lost a tooth naturally or had baby ones pulled to
make room for permanent replacements were careful to either smash them with a stone or throw
them into a fire. Adults convinced children that a carelessly left tooth could be eaten by a dog,
cat, rat or other animal and its replacement would grow in identical to a tooth of whichever
animal had eaten it. Secrecy wasn’t just for people’s names; the practice was extended to animals
as well. A relic of this can be found in Vilella on the river Bòsia. When a boy came across a bird’s
nest with eggs in it and wanted to tell his friends about it, he would not say, “I’ve found a nest
with eggs [ous] in it,” but, “I’ve found a nest with nails [ferrets] in it.” And when there were young
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featherless birds [pelatxets], he’d call them rags [cassigalls]. If he uttered the word for bird or egg,
the snake would hear it and make them his next meal. Snakes are very partial to small birds, but
not to nails or rags.
Traveling in summer 1935 through the pastoral valley of the river Bòsia on the hunt for
folklore-related material, I asked at large livestock-rearing homes if they would show me the seal
they employed to brand their animals. In Sentís, I asked the elder woman of the Tonic home,
but neither pleading, conversation nor her friendship with my father was enough to sway her.
Nor did she see fit to say why not. “Look, we hear so many bad things about this... No, no, no, I
cannot risk it!” was all she said. Later, a man in the village maintained that the woman preferred
her livestock over her family members. She didn’t show me the mark, in the gentleman’s opinion,
because she believed that if some people were to see it or use it in some way, they would have
been able to bewitch the herds up in the mountains. There is no question about the deep-rooted
nature of this belief. If an Asturian shepherd or cowherd is asked how many head of livestock he
has in his care, an answer should not be expected, for he is absolutely convinced that to answer
would spell death for some in the herd.12
Not only did people believe that livestock could be cursed or otherwise tormented
(presumedly a witch’s favorite pastime); seeds were commonly thought to be vulnerable to
maleficia, as well. In Llessui, one man had taken to pestering a woman rumored among folk
in town to be a witch. To get revenge, every year she put a hex on the manure heap beside the
man’s plot, causing thistle to sprout where he’d sown wheat. It went on for seven years, until one
day, remembering the wrong he’d done the woman, he went to see her. Sure enough, the woman
confessed that every year, at planting time, she stripped down naked in the middle of the man’s
manure pile and placed a hex on it [embruixar]. As the manure was spread out across the field,
the curse spread with it, which explains how the wheat became thistle and other weeds.13
These stories are clear evidence that the magical and superstitious practices and beliefs of
our distant pagan past remain ingrained in our humble people’s spirit—belief in a world where
any individual had the ability to inflict mal donat. When people in towns near the river Bòsia had
lost a head of poultry and suspected someone took it, they would burn a candle upside down
for nine consecutive days while pronouncing the responsory of St. Anthony and then saying the
Lord’s Prayer backwards. The steps were repeated daily. If the missing item had been stolen, it
was said that the thief would melt too, like the candle, unless it was returned before the ninth day
was up. If the item had merely been misplaced, it would reappear. The practice was at one time
widespread in Sarroca de Bellera; I’m told it was used, not too long ago, by a woman whose hen
had been snatched.

12 Cabal (1931: 285). (Original note #17.)
13 As a child in 1913 I heard this story told in Espui by some boys whose mother was from Llessui. (Original note #18.)
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Thunder and hailstorms
Shepherds in this district see storms as the handiwork of a meddlesome devil. And so, it is
believed that to extricate the devil from a storm, it will become inoffensive to animals and plants.
This can be done by saying a prayer and entrusting the care of herds to St. Anthony. Popular belief
also holds that one, two or more witches take the form of eagles and guide thunder- or hailstorms
on their path, determining where they hit. Many claim to have seen this for themselves (source:
Torrobella). As my father told me: “People here believe that at the front of ugly clouds and storms
there’s always a witch in the form of a harrier, which is the carrier of the thunderstorm’s evil”
(1935). There is also the popular idea that a strand of goat hair lies at the center of every falling
hailstone. People insist that entire herds of the animals have been found shaven on the eve of
particularly fierce *bruixonades [hailstorms].
Women in the Alta Ribagorça town of Malpàs never discard loose hair after brushing
without first making the sign of the cross over it. To skip this step, they believe, would mean
witches could snatch up the hair and place it in hail pellets before setting a hailstorm in motion
(source: Gravalós).
There are still those who hold witches to blame for hailstorms today. I’ve heard that in
August 1935, three fierce ones hit Les Iglésies and neighboring towns in upper Bòsia River valley.
People say that during the storm, a rumored witch in La Mola d’Amunt was at home reading
some sort of book. One of the woman’s tenant farmers soon told anyone who would listen that
it was his landlady’s reading the book that had caused it (source: Sirvent). Another example of
these ancestral magical beliefs is provided by the aphorism: “Trona, trona, Banut, que a la vall
de Cabdella mai hi ha plogut!” [Rumble, rumble oh Horned one, since in the Cabdella valley
it has never rained]. That’s what the inhabitants of the Coma de Mont-ros say to their northern
neighbors of Cabdella every time they hear rumbling thunder. The plea is intended ironically,
since the nearby Cabdella valley is hit by thunderstorms only too often. Might this sort of topical
aphorism refer to a thunder and lightning divinity personified as an evil spirit, as tradition often
tells us? The one who is asked to make thunder and guide the storm is Banut, that is, the devil, or
the witches as his agents.
Abducted children
As evil spirits, witches scorn procreation, casting spells to make men sterile and disrupt
childbirth for women in labor.
One day a man happened upon a bundle of women’s clothing beneath a stone. Figuring
witches to be somehow involved, he pulls a rosary from his pocket and places it atop the pile.
Before long, a woman appears, stark naked. She motions at the beads: “Get those off of there.”
The man says he will do as the woman asks if she tells him where she was. At first the woman
protests, but she soon understands that her only choice is to confess: “I was at Joaquim de la
Bastida’s house bewitching his pregnant wife, but the spell was absorbed by a basket of eggs they
had under the bed.” The man goes to alert the occupants of the home. Sure enough, when the
eggs are cracked open, tiny wisps of smoke float from their empty shells (source: my aunt). The
basket of eggs under the bed is a custom observed in certain towns of Pallars; eggs that smell off
or rotten are chalked up to witches.
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In these parts, the ones who get credit for snatching children are neither *fades nor
*encantades nor the *Xana, as in Asturias and other Iberian territories; rather, they’re *bruxes. At
the turn of the century, the midnight disappearance of a newborn baby from the Gras farm on the
border of Pallars and Ribagorça pitched the vicinity into a state of turmoil.14 Not long before, in
Sarroca de Bellera, the Ton dels Masovers came home from Mass to find their diaper-clad infant
had vanished. Only after turning the house upside down did they finally find the baby girl up in
the attic. The family quickly concluded that witches were to blame, and more specifically the
earlier mentioned Marca of Sarroca. She was thought to be the one who took the baby to the attic
to snatch her, since it was impossible that the six-month-old girl, who could not yet walk, had got
there on her own (source: my mother).
During the town festival of Mont-ros, the Xiquet family left a baby asleep in the cradle as
they went out to the square to see the ball. Although they had locked the door and taken the key
with them, when they returned home, the child was nowhere to be found. The family finally goes
to speak with the priest, who sets out in procession, together with a group of villagers, to bless
the town’s four cardinal points. Outside town, they catch sight of three eagles carrying the young
child. When the priest concludes the blessing rite, the eagles let loose of the baby, who comes
to rest on a bush of brambles (source: Vidal). The villagers swear it was three witches who had
transformed into eagles.

BRUIXOTS
Likely more than any of their counterparts, male witches have seen their early association
with priests survive intact. Indeed, rarely does popular lore cast them as perpetrators of misdeeds,
rather as individuals enlisted to put wrongs right. In Pallars at least, female witches have historically
been the ones blamed for sinister curses and wide-ranging mischief, while even today male
witches, endevinaires [diviners] and curanderos [folk healers or cunning men] are consulted by
townsfolk precisely when there are devilry and disease that require remedy. Only the encortador
de llops [“wolf charmer”] bears some resemblance to a female witch, while soothsayers, wise
men and other male witches who heal magically have, for their part, always been listened to
even more than doctors, treating a breadth of maladies with special brews, poultices, prayers and
other techniques seethed in magic and superstition and sharing lineage with the pagan traditions
of our past.
Apart from an extensive gift of prophecy, diviners possess the ability to detect and cure mal
donat without any need to see or even be acquainted with the patient. Male and female witches
may pinpoint and neutralize evil forces, but are unique in that, if they suspect another witch to
be responsible, they will be unable to reveal the cause of those forces. It is said that when Jesus
was led to the cross and made to strip down, a nearby witch took pity on him and threw him a
cloth to cover himself. As repayment, Jesus saw to it that witches could never betray one of their
own (source: Torrobella).

14 As a child I recall hearing my aunt C. Cierco tell my mother this story in 1910, adding that a close eye must be kept on
children, for witches had snatched a child from the Gras farm. (Original note #19.)
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As a young boy, the eldest member of the Tito family used to tell his classmates in Sarroca
de Bellera that everyone back at home the family lived in Xerallo was always sick. One day the
family goes to visit the diviner and explains to him the situation. He instructs them to go to their
pigpen and carefully inspect the area under the trough. There they will find a tangle of hair—the
cause of the trouble. Every last strand of it must be collected and burned if the family is to recover.
Back at home they make straight for the fodder rack, where, just as the bruixot predicted, they find
the hair. As it roasts, they hear horrible screams and moans of evil spirits, and the entire family
regains good health (source: Torrobella). To this day there is not a single demon, witch or power
that the source doesn’t believe in.
Many years ago in the Camarasa Mountains of La Noguera, a shepherd named Agustí
Lledós found clumps of hair in the stomachs of lambs that had mysteriously taken sick and died.
He consults a fortuneteller from Os de Balaguer who asks him for some wool from the afflicted
animals. Sensing mal donat afoot as he fingers the wool, the diviner tells the shepherd that to
counteract the spell he must ingest a mixture of snake skins and other ingredients. Lledós no
longer remembers its exact composition, but the blend does the job and the animals are cured.
Not long ago, a man in Vilella was at a loss about what to do for his mentally unstable wife,
so he visited a male witch in the Talarn Hills of the Tremp Basin. The witch prescribes a decoction
of nine different herbs, and pledges to heal the man’s wife with rituals and prayer. “And hide your
rifle when you get home,” the witch tells him, “It’ll be your own life if you don’t.” Once back at
home, the man empties the gun of its cartridges. He directs his wife to drink the decoction and,
its effects at once apparent, she’s restored to perfect health. The man never tires of proclaiming it
was the bruixot that cured her. Well reputed in those parts, the diviner makes everyone who visits
him drink the same nine-herb solution for nine straight days (source: Torrobella).
When my mother was a young girl, a wise man came through her hometown of Paüls
claiming to magically cure all sorts of afflictions; his only request was a plate of sausage, and
he insisted on licking the unclothed patient from top to bottom. The man claimed to have the
mark of a cross on his tongue because he was born at the stroke of twelve on Christmas Eve. He
performed his licking exercise on many, but didn’t heal a one. My father recalls another man,
freighted with medals and crosses, telling people he could heal any ailment by licking it in the
form of a cross. He claimed his healing gift and the cross on his own tongue were the result of
his being born Christmas Eve.
Years ago, when wolves were more widespread, some men claimed to possess the ability to
impede the beasts from doing harm to livestock. Dressed in rags, these “wolf charmers” inspired
disgust and disquiet everywhere they went. Herdsmen turned over money, wool and cheese as
payment for this “charming.” The charmers would frequently come to collect their due in autumn,
and insisted that their influence over wolves owed its magic to a mixture of Our Father’s and other
prayers. Those who coughed up the yearly sum were told that their animals would remain safe
from attack; failure to pay meant risking a wolf sicced on one’s herd. Naturally, some believed the
tale and some didn’t, but everyone paid. And until quite recently, the Perucho family in Pinyana
still paid dues to the *encortador. An idiom, “Sembles un encortador de llops” [You look like
a wolf charmer], endures as a reminder of such bruixots. It is heard by children who run about
unclean and unkempt.
[. . .]
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INCANTATIONS TO LIFT SPELLS
For the home and body
As mentioned earlier, one of the most effective tactics for deflecting a bewitchment is to
clasp hands together so the thumbs form a cross. This trick is employed when a person suspects
his interlocutor to be a witch, and similarly, whenever witches are mentioned. In the absence of
this measure, witches, who are able to hear everything, could conjure forth a spell or deal damage
in some other way. Obviously, ordinary people regard witches as divinities or semi divinities who,
like immortal beings, have the power to hear all and see all. People in Borén (Àneu Valleys) speak
the words “Déu mos valga el dia d’avui” [Lord, protect us today] in the morning light to steel
themselves against malevolent words, phrases and gazes. The *figa, for instance, is an apotropaic
gesture used to repel spells elsewhere in Catalonia. The technique involves uttering “La figa et faig
i al dimoni la dono” [I do the fig to you and give it to the devil] while clasping fingers together, so
the thumb protrudes between the index and middle fingers. It must be done out of sight, beneath
one’s apron or in one’s pocket.15 For protection against witches, people in the district swear by
the Llibret de sant Ciprià (Booklet of St. Cyprian). The book contains the prayer of St. Cyprian and
Justina—both defenders against the dark arts, spells, ligatures and other witchery. To ensure its
potency, the prayer should be read nine times a year for nine consecutive days, or across nine
Sundays starting with the first Sunday in May, until finished. The same effect can be achieved by
beginning the first of May and continuing through to the end of *novena, eight days later.16 The
book must not be taken outdoors at night, since to do so would leave it vulnerable to witches,
who are want to harness diabolical power against keepers of such amulets. In the past, when few
people could read and most had to rely on someone to do the task for them, whomever it fell to
would read the book and return it quickly.17 If a particular person was thought to have been the
victim of a witch’s spell, another read the same prayer, and the sufferer repeated along. This was
done nine straight days, whereupon relief would come (source: Torrobella). Until not long ago,
two households in Sarroca de Bellera still held copies of the famous book, which they kept like
a treasure.
After finishing dinner and before turning in for bed, people used to trace a cross in the
ashes (the ones covering the embers in the hearth), to keep witches away at night. This pile of
ashes [colgó] was thought to be one of witches’ favorite places, ostensibly where they hid their
little jar of ointments (source: my mother). We can see here how folk unconsciously confound
the witches with the old household deities, the Roman manes and lares, that is, the spirits of
ancestors. People also attempt to ward off witches by placing behind their door a branch cut from
an olive tree and blessed on Palm Sunday. When a woman was pregnant, a basket of eggs would
be positioned under her bed to keep witches and evil spirits at bay. Symbols of fertility, the eggs
ensnared the curse and left the woman and her child free from danger (source: my aunt). After
15 Amades (1934: 87). (Original note #21.)
16 In Germany on the first night in May, witches and other initiates in diabolical arts would gather on a mountaintop
to hail the arrival of spring. The rite came to be termed the Germanic Night or Walpurgis night, and came to occupy an
important role in the sixteenth century (Carreras i Candi, 1911: 25). (Original note #22.)
17 As a child my dear friend Casimir Torrobella was made to read it many times for the Ton dels Masovers and Aloi
families in Sarroca de Bellera. They typically repaid him with a dozen eggs. (Original note #23.)
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childbirth, scapulars or medallions were usually hung around the newborns’ necks to drive off
evil spells and other bad omens (source: my mother). When parents or grandparents put children
to bed, they made them say the following prayer, a similar line of defense:
		En aquest llit m’hi poso,		

Now I lay me in this bed,

		set àngels hi trobo,			

the angels here are seven:

		tres als peus,			

three at my feet,

		quatre al cap,			

four at my head,

		i la Verge Maria al costat,		

and the Virgin Mary by my side.

		que em diu:			

To me she says:

		dorm i reposa,			

take sleep and rest,

		no tinguis por			

fear not the threat

		de cap mala cosa,			of evil;
		que si cap mala cosa hi ha,		

should wickedness await,

		la Mare de Déu te’n guardarà.
			

the Mother of God will keep you safe.

So convinced was Ton d’Anpena that witches were real that, in an effort to repel them, the
beggar from Abella d’Adons draped scraps of fabric and ripped sheets around an upright cane
and hoisted it, just like a flag, at the highest part of his roof. Seeing as his house was next to the
church, from the belfry he would also string a rope to which he tied a multi-colored assortment of
rags. Onlookers were told the maneuver kept witches from entering the home (source: Torrobella).
Any discord in the home is invariably blamed on witches, and people in the past would attempt
to defuse such bewitchments with a ritual involving a sprig of rosemary and holy water collected
from the church. Armed with these items as the clock struck twelve on the eve of St. John’s Day,
individuals climbed to their rafters, dipped the rosemary in the holy water and sprinkled it into
the rooms below. According to Torrobella, this was repeated at the home’s entrance and in the
street, while uttering the following formula:
		

Romer sant,			Holy Rosemary,

		per les virtuts que Déu t’ha dat,

may your God-given virtue

		que surti el mal			

drive the evil

		d’aquesta casa			

from this house

		i entri el bé.			

and let the good come in.

Victims of evil invocations could reverse their condition by tossing a handful of salt in a hot
bread-baking oven and taking off running. So long as the sound of the crackling salt didn’t reach
the ears of the afflicted individual, the curse would go into retreat (source: Torrobella).
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Bell from the Convent de Sant Domènec, Balaguer (19th-20th c).
Museu de la Noguera.

Repelling thunderstorms
To fend off clouds announcing a nasty storm, the most common practice was to ring bells—
or, to employ a regionalism, *tocar a trons. The practice stemmed from the belief that the sound of
tolling bells warded off any ominous clouds. Faith in the power of bells was once unwavering and
the same custom could be found across Europe. In some countries the practice was even prohibited
by the authorities.18 In others it gave rise to such problems as to ultimately fall out of use. It hasn’t
been observed in Sarroca de Bellera since one day many years ago when two or three lost their
lives toning the bells in Vilella. From that point on, people all throughout the area abandoned
18 In 1809 the government of Bavaria outlawed the custom, though it was so entrenched among townsfolk that this
became one of the most compelling catalysts for the Tyrol insurrection (Gomis, 1884: 68). (Original note #24.)
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the practice. […] J. Simorra, an
uncle of mine who earned his living
as a builder, was at work setting
tiles on the Abella church roof when
all at once a ferocious storm swept
in from La Bedoga. (According to
locals, thunderstorms from that
direction always bring hail.) The bellringer raced up to the belfry and
commenced to performing his task,
and carried on undeterred even as
my uncle threatened to pellet him
with stones unless he stopped. To
Storm-repelling comunidor in Unarre, 1941.
make matters worse, womenfolk in
Photo: Ramon Violant i Simorra. Arxiu RVS-Ecomuseu.
the square below began shouting up
words of encouragement at the bellringer. They had begun to hear the rumbling too, likely thinking its source was the witch who
guided the violent storm on its path.19
One day many years ago in Almenar (El Segrià), the carillonneur climbed to the belfry to
perform the same countermeasure. Seeing, from up above in the bell chamber, a woman who
rushed about making baskets, he grew frightened. He asked the woman what she intended to do
with the baskets, to which she replied that she planned to use them to gather grapes in the coming
harvest. Grabbing hold of the clapper, the man toned the bell, and in an instant, the woman took
off running with her baskets in tow. The man kept it up, and in the end, a mighty hailstorm swept
through town (source: Torrobella). Folk often tried to ward off ill-omened clouds, and near the
church in Esterri d’Àneu, there sits a small *comunidor that serves this very purpose. When a
foreboding cloud rolled into the village of Castellnou in the Bòsia River valley, the entire village
congregated at the church to pray, thereafter setting out with the priest on a solemn procession
that concluded at the comunidor’s entrance. The priest, for his part, would carry with him the True
Cross, waving it in the direction of the storm. The last year this was done, in summer 1935, a bolt
of lightning struck the priest dead as he performed the act.
Not far from the Bòsia River, the Casós de Montiberri family keep in the master bedroom
a crucifix that has been handed down over generations. When hailstorms approach, whichever
family member is fastest hauls the item outside and hoists it skyward in the direction of threatening
clouds — a stratagem which, together an accompanying prayer, is said to break up the storm
instantly. The family insist it has never hailed hard, but if it did, they didn’t even loose half the
seed20 (source: C. Torrobella). At households everywhere, both the wax left by the candles of the
Holy Week monument and the small candles distributed for Candlemas were held on to in the
event of unholy storms. When I was a child, people would light the candles and say a prayer to
avert approaching bad weather.
19 In Pallars, the word bunit describes the buzzing or fluttering sound made by bees and birds in flight. [The root verb]
bunir describes the humming in one’s ears that is said to occur when that individual is being talked about by another. The
intense rumble of a fierce storm, meanwhile, is a bunidera.(Original note #25.)
20 Half of all the wheat sown. (Original note #26.)
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Before sunrise on the morning of St. John’s Day, people went to gather St. John’s wort and
lavender, which were set aside and burned on storm days to ward off sinister-looking clouds
(source: my aunt). Young men in Aguiró and other towns in the Flamisell and Bòsia River valleys
would set about gathering St. John’s wort on the eve of the same holiday, after shuttling the
flaming *faies around town. Bunches of the herbs were then left at the threshold of every home.
People traditionally started the search before daybreak. Firm believers in the herbs’ virtues, they
packed the herbs away, to be taken out and burned on storm days and for the gravely ill.21 Burning
St. John’s wort to chase away hail or a menacing storm would seem to have pagan origins, given
the purifying plant’s place in this summer solstice celebration, a tradition later complemented by
the practice of burning consecrated wax to conjure the storm-bearing witches.
Wild rose—blessed at Mass on the feast day of St. Peter the Martyr and left over from when
homes used them to make crosses—was put into bouquets that were then placed in hayloft vents
and building windows as an anti-thunderstorm measure. The crosses safeguarded crops from
hailstorms. According to tradition, the wild rose gave the Holy Family cover as they fled to Egypt
escaping the wrath of King Herod, offering them protection from hailstorms (source: my uncle J.
Simorra). Ever since, the plant is considered blessed and a single sprout can stave off lightning
and hailstorms. In Val d’Aran, on St. John’s Day, women arrived at church with bunches gathered
fresh the same day. The flowers were blessed by the priest, and afterwards they were placed on
balconies on stormy days.
Individuals whom Ramon Violant i Simorra consulted:
- Carme Cierco, of Sarroca de Bellera (my aunt), 49 years old.
- Palmireta Duranys, of Sarroca de Bellera.
- Nativitat Gravalós, of Sarroca de Bellera, schoolteacher.
- Agustí Lledós, of Farrera, shepherd in his youth, currently cowherd in Barcelona.
- Antoni Martí, of Les Iglésies, married in Manyanet, 63, shepherd.
- Filomena Simorra i Bosch, of Paüls (my mother), 56.
- Josep Simorra i Bosch, of Paüls (my uncle), married in Sarroca de Bellera, 50, builder.
- Ramona Sirvent, of Sarroca de Bellera.
- Casimir Torrobella, of Sarroca de Bellera, 57, baker, resident of Barcelona.
- Dolors Vidal, of Plana de Mont-ros, 69.
- Pere Vidal, of Sarroca de Bellera, 65, livestock trader.
- Ramon Violant i Carlà, of Sarroca de Bellera (my father), 57, merchant.

21 Violant i Simorra (1934: 16). (Original note #27.)
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My written witches
Buried stories
In 1986, I published Quan Judes era fadrí i sa mare festejava, a collection of Pallars legends
based chiefly on stories I recalled from my childhood and on assignments submitted by pupils
of various schools in the district. It was then I had the idea to research traditional legends and
tales in the valleys of the western Catalan Pyrenees, from Alt Urgell and the valleys of Andorra in
the east, to the Benasque Valley in the west. The first fruit of this research appeared in 1993 with
Muntanyes maleïdes.
I traveled from town to town interviewing elderly women and men born during the
early decades of the twentieth century. Most had never shared legends with their children or
grandchildren. They reasoned that such stories were better suited for ignorant folk. Though by
then they’d caught the eye of ahead-of-the-curve city slickers, legends had yet to make their
appearance in classrooms—not the rural ones anyway. “Stories that haven’t seen the light of
day in years,” was how one elderly woman put it to me. Stashed in the attic like relics that
weren’t just no longer useful, but so antiquated that they’d become a source of embarrassment.
The men feigned ignorance, dismissed the tales as the old-fashioned claptrap. The women,
typically more indulgent, usually opened up with a bit of prodding. Occasionally, an hour
deep into a conversation about the miseries of the war of ’36, there emerged, with a little luck,
the odd detail—an expression, or a fragment of the kind of traditional story I was after. My tape
recorder sat unused. When once I tested it out, a look of discomfort immediately spread across
the interviewee’s face, and all spontaneity in her words was lost. I jotted down notes as I went,
and when a story caught my ear, I made an effort to capture particular details and sayings word
for word. Seldom did I come across legends that were wholly intact. In the collection of Aranese
legends El rei de la Val d’Aran (2003), I compare my efforts with those of a potter who, rather than
kneading clay and making pottery that is new, dedicates himself to restoring traditional pieces.
The following extract, illustrative of my work, highlights the contrast between literary motivations
and the purely scientific aims of the ethnologist:
The potter had first to make arrangements for the archeological portion of the search: he
meandered around towns, on the make for sites where traditional pottery might lay buried.
Almost always, the information was to be found in the recollections of the elderly. By dint of
conversational digging, he’d uncover minuscule fragments—perhaps a soup dish, a chamber pot,
or, occasionally, a shard recalling the original form of a water pitcher. The days the archeologist
unearthed an unbroken piece were the lucky ones. He’ll never forget his emotional reaction
one day in Bausen when he witnessed L’hada Periquinela fall in all its glory from the lips of
Joan Pujol. Or one morning in Porcingles, when rainclouds menaced overhead and Beatrís was
busy uprooting potatoes with her husband. She sank a prong hoe into the same ground she’d
walked upon since childhood, and when the tool re-emerged, rather than the expected clump
of potatoes, there dangling from the tines was a mysterious sprite of a woman crying out in the
centuries-old language of Aranese fairies: “Xurribina mia, xurrubina mia!”
Having gathered all the material, the potter commenced the meticulous, unhurried task of
piecing the bits back together. If the object was more or less intact, the first step was a deep
clean. Then, he filled in cracks, smoothed over chipped edges and, last of all, applied a new coat
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of paint. Every piece, whether a dig-site find or museum-made copy, required some form of care.
However immaculately preserved the artifact, there was always some touching up to be done.
Often all that was needed to restore the original piece was to glue in the broken shards, taking
care to conceal the cracks. The operation is quite different from that of a conventional restorer,
who not only doesn’t hide disparities between the original primitive amphora and the new added
bits, he accentuates them. Indeed, the potter/restorer, unlike the archeologist, is more interested
in the utility of the piece than its historical value. What was important about the restored pitcher,
irrespective of the fact it wasn’t exactly like the original, was that it once again provided fresh
water.

The bundle of clothing
Stories about witches are like those unearthed water pitchers. In my opinion, their value
exceeds the merely archeological. When the word bruixa [witch] came up in the course of a
conversation, the expression on the man or woman’s face changed. “That witch stuff is no tall
tale. I’ll tell you something now that really happened.” At which point the source would tell a
version of the yarn I called “the bundle of clothing,” one of the most provocative witch stories I’ve
come across yet. I’d heard it as a child from my father and, years later while compiling material
for Muntanyes maleïdes, I heard it again from Jovita in Gerri, from Benito of the Galta home in
Saurí, and from others still. Violant includes it in “De bruixeria pallaresa.” The story is worth a
moment of our time. It goes like this:
Rising early one morning to set out on a journey, a man notices a bundle of unknown contents
on the side of the road. Helping himself to a look, he finds women’s clothing inside. He suspects
a witch, and figures she has left the clothes while casting evil spells in some far-off location. The
man pulls rosary beads from his pocket. He places them atop the pile. Then, he hides behind
some bushes and he waits for the witch to return.

Let it not be lost on us: the story’s focal point is a person embarking on a journey. A fine start,
given, when all is said and done, every story involves a journey to some unknown destination.
And now, even though he has risen early, the man dallies about with the bundle. He might just
make off with it—after all, clothing was very valuable in the past. But instead, he forgets his
destination and plants himself on the side of the road. Would his actions be any different if the
clothing weren’t a woman’s? Is it a nose for gossip that makes him stay? Does he do it to prevent
an act of evildoing? Is he hoping to see a naked woman? Let’s continue:
By and by, he observes a black buzzard flying overhead. Eventually, the bird swoops down from
the clouds and, making its landing beside the bundle, transforms into a naked woman.

The man’s wait has been worth it, for in one fell swoop he witnesses two wonders: the bird’s
fantastic transformation and the woman’s complete state of undress. It is unclear which of the
two marvels surprises him more. We might also note that, unlike their urban counterparts or the
pointy-hatted figures of Disney films, Pyrenean witches don’t require broomsticks to move about.
If traveling close by, they take the form of black cats to enter homes through the holes that exist
to this effect; if more considerable distances oblige, they don bird wings and start their ride at the
base of the chimney.
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Fieldwork with the author in the town of Baiasca in 1991. Photo: Roser Trepat

The woman points to the rosary that lies in a cross over her clothes and cries, “Get that off
of there, you scoundrel!” “Not until you tell me where you’ve been off causing trouble,” he
responds. Though caught red-handed, the witch stoutly refuses to cop to her evildoing. Seeing as
the man won’t budge either, the stage seems set for a lengthy tug-of-war.

The Cross—official religion, a weapon controlled by men—is observed to be the most
effective defense against the wicked deeds of witches. The man in the tale isn’t always ready
with a rosary in his pocket. Sometimes the Cross is improvised out of two twigs from a bush.
The stand-off between a clothed and well-armed man and a bare-skinned woman is more than a
clash between Christianity and paganism. It is only too clear who in this unequal struggle—man/
woman, culture/nature, reason/instinct—will emerge victorious.
Left with no other choice, the witch owns up to her evil deeds: “I was at so-and-so’s farm in suchand-such town. I cast a spell on a basketful of eggs the family keeps hidden under the bed. When
they eat them they’ll fall victim to a strange, mysterious and deadly curse.”

Indeed, the woman is forced to own up to the misdeeds of the previous night. If they act
fast, the ill effects of her magical poison can still be reversed. The afflicted party in some versions
is a newborn child; in this one, owing to eggs kept under the bed, the entire family has been
affected. We are left to imagine that the witch entered the young couple’s alcove—the safest part
of the house—while the two slept. The survival of the family depends in part on those eggs.
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At this point the traveler removes the Cross and, leaving the witch to clothe herself, sets out to
warn the bewitched household of the danger lurking under their bed. At first they don’t believe
it. Truth be told, the idea of wasting so many dozens of eggs tears them apart. To test the man’s
claim, they feed one to the family dog and the poor animal expires at once.

None of the versions of the legend explain whether the early-rising traveler regains his
route after saving the family. Nor do we learn, for that matter, where he initially planned to go.
This isn’t discussed because, really, his destination was the side of the road, a stone’s throw from
his home. Thanks to the stop at the bundle of clothing, the man has now reached the end of his
journey, one which has served to familiarize him with the opposite sex, the secret origin of evil,
the fragility of alcoves and of eggs hidden under the bed and, ultimately, with the satisfaction of
saving a family from death and the selflessness of Rover—the story’s sacrificial lamb. At the end
of the day, the tale belongs to a lineage of stories charged with ancestral wisdom, which is why
it has been passed down orally and is still alive and well at the close of the twentieth century.

Child-friendly witches
As the twenty-first century begins, our orally transmitted legends—and stories of witches are
no exception—have reached the end of the line. Today they are replaced by written texts. At the
same time, inherent fantastical elements mean these stories are deemed a better fit for children
and adolescents than adult readers. We forget their origin (grown adults) and that at least some of
these stories enfold wisdom that is mythical, universal and timeless. In general, and with infrequent
exceptions like Verdaguer, Maragall and Sagarra, our writers have turned their backs on them. Presented
with an assortment of legends, the conventional publisher will first lump them into a collection for
children or youth. I can speak from experience. The fact that I’ve managed to get half a dozen of my
published selections of legends included in adult narrative collections is a testament to my good
fortune. Clearly, one of the functions of traditional beliefs today must also be to satisfy children and
teens’ thirst for fantasy, even if, in such cases, original texts require tweaking for particular age groups.
And here I mean legends, not fairy tales or children’s stories. The adaptation for the young adult novel
Què farem, què direm? of the Pyrenean myth of the *minairons is, in this regard, a particular success.
Published in 1992, it remains a common feature of school reading curricula today.
The fantastical imaginings of children and teens have also come to accommodate witches
and their hijinks. One of the most successful examples of this is Roald Dahl, the inventive
mind behind the children’s novel—and, later, big-screen production—The Witches. At the
encouragement of publishers, I’ve put out a couple of child-friendly narratives myself. The first,
La bruixa del pla de Beret (1991), is a novella imagined for children over ten. Based on material
from the valleys of the Pyrenees, the story charts, from cradle to grave, the life and adventures of
the witch Quelona. With fabulous illustrations by Joma, Les bruixes del pla de Negua (1995) is
another children’s book that brings to life *aquelarres in that corner of the Cardós valley.
The truth is, I’m not entirely satisfied with my child-friendly witches. Given where these
tales are set—a rural world existing now only in memory—it is difficult for today’s young readers
to get excited about characters and ways of life that, while not far removed from their own per se,
are still essentially exotic.
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Illustration by Joma for Les bruixes del pla de Negua (La Galera, Barcelona, 1995).

Knowing the real history of witches, it is still surprising that women who were disgraced,
persecuted and tortured to death should find themselves cast as the bogeymen of today’s tykes.
Certain scholars suggest that, before disappearing entirely, the worn-out old fears, beliefs and
illusions of adults undergo transformation, coming instead to serve as fuel for children’s fantasy.
One imagines kids in the future sat before storybooks, or more likely cartoons on pocket-sized
screens, taking in terrifying stories of children in striped pajamas facing off against soldiers in SS
Nazi uniforms. Whether we find it encouraging or disheartening that the terrors we endure today
might eventually become our children’s frightening specters is a question of perspective.
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Aran is a world of bruishes [witches] who take the form of beasts to avoid scrutiny, who
prefer night’s cover to daylight when travel is required. A world of black dogs that suddenly
become people. It’s a world where baskets stand in for riding saddles. Where cats have powers.
A world of mysterious sounds and strange, fantastical places. Of sumptuous valleys and shadowfilled woods where witches gather. Narrow alleys, wooden houses, barns heavy with cobwebs.
A ways out, where extraordinary events transpire. Where winters wear on, and there is time to
rehash the events of the passing year.
In Aran, everything we know about witchcraft we learned from our spoken lore, and we
recorded it in kind. People under forty have never heard witches talked about. Parents never
spoke about them, although some individuals recall the tales that older storytellers told. The
generational handing down of twenty or thirty centuries has been broken. Stories retraced in vivid
detail, youth sat fireside hanging on every word—television has replaced them both.
We believe this work would have been far more productive if it had been done some
years earlier. Our ancestors put far more faith in the stories and recalled the events more clearly,
accustomed as they were to transmitting knowledge by word of mouth the traditional way. Still,
we were fortunate to talk with members of a generation who were around to hear these tales,
and who can, by retelling them, help us recreate the world of witches. These ideas are ancestral.
They predate Christianization and, though targeted for erasure by Catholicism, have survived to
present day, albeit dressed in new clothes and obscured by saints and Virgins. They are alive and
intact. The individuals who shared with us the stories of their grandparents aren’t haunted by that
fear which, for years, others had exploited. We met sources who claimed that the priests had
been the ones to stoke the fear. According to one man in Bossòst, that very fear was what made
him preach.

Documentary sources
We were unable to find written record of witchcraft-related trials or witchcraft bans in Val
d’Aran. No references were turned up by searches of documentary holdings at Conselh Generau
(1316-1861) and records kept at Archiu Generau d’Aran (AGA) of accords from the town councils
and administrative divisions of the late sixteenth to early nineteenth centuries. Relevant material
among the legal documentation in these places was also elusive, though the onset of modernity
in the second half of the nineteenth century had made this outcome rather predictable. Perusing
the edicts issued by the different Aranese parishes in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
proved similarly unhelpful.
Frequent, however, are the interdictions and excommunications that were directed at lay
and clerical practitioners of spells and curses by the bishops of Comminges, a diocese to which
Aran belonged until its 1804 affiliation with the bishopric of Urgell. Chapter xxx of Hugues
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Fireside tales on cold winter nights set alight the imaginations of all those who listened. Ecomusèu çò de Joanchiquet,
Musèu dera Val d’Aran.

de Labatut’s 1641 Ordonnances is dedicated to “Superstitions, adjurations and spells.” In its
extensive detailing of illicit practices, the book offers a sense of how the line between exorcisms
and enchantments—some performed by churchmen and others by witches—was often blurred.
Serge Brunet, a scholar of religion in the central Pyrenees, notes that the cold, perilous
reaches of the high mountains were considered the devil’s territory. Hence, like the neighboring
French valleys of Comminges, Lavedan and Barèges, Aran had a high density of priests, wizards and
witches. Like his brother the shepherd, the priest boasted significant knowledge about herbs and
how to use them. Just as *bruishes and *bruishòts extricated “mau dat” [maleficent magic] from one
person so as to implant it in another, incantations and exorcisms functioned to protect towns, land,
livestock and people against imprecations. As Brunet points out, whereas in the second half of the
eighteenth century, such heterodox practices gradually died out among the clerics of Comminges,
a particular political and religious situation meant that in Val d’Aran they remained prevalent.
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Local records attest to the late use of exorcism, in particular at the Montgarri sanctuary,
near Uelh deth Garona (another attested Sabbat site located upstream on the plateau known
as Plan [Pla] de Beret). It was likely for this reason that in 1769 Monsignor Charles-AntoineGabriel d’Osmont handed down a specific set of statutes for the sanctuary. Article iv prohibits any
clergy from conducting exorcisms without written permission from the bishop and calls for the
suspension of transgressors. Even still, Brunet documents a large number of individuals from the
French valleys who traveled to Montgarri to undergo exorcisms.
We find confirmation that witchcraft was practiced—and the business was not always
easily distinguishable from rituals within the Church—in two manuals, extremely fashionable
in the seventeenth century, which are currently kept at AGA among the bibliographic holdings
of the historical Vilamòs home Çò de Joanchiquet. Father Girolamo Menghi’s Compendio
dell’arte essorcisticai (Compendium of the exorcist’s art) [AGA190-11-T1-937], first published
in Bologna in 1576, and three copies of Antonio Gascón’s seventeenth-century work Fasciculus
exorcismorum, conjuratorium, oraciorum… (Fascicule on exorcisms, conjurations, prayers...)
[AGA190-11-T1-836, AGA190-11-T1-975 and AGA190-11-T1-829, respectively]. The manuals
no doubt belonged to one of the many members of clergy within the distinguished Joanchiquet
family, for generations a conveyor belt of rectors and priests for the Santa Maria de Vilamòs
parish.
We share Brunet’s view that failure to uncover records of witch trials doesn’t mean witchcraft
wasn’t practiced, nor that it wasn’t believed in. Quite the contrary, we shall see; witches’ legacy
and that of certain beliefs about them persisted into the twenty-first century, if only thanks to
oral and living testimony. Various contemporary authors make mention of witch stories from
Val d’Aran. We can’t speak to their reliability, but have included the works in the bibliography.

How the work was conducted
Insofar as there are still people out there who take it seriously and fear it, witchcraft, as
a subject, falls outside the bounds of what is considered appropriate conversation. Therefore,
in seeking out sources, we had to be slow, deliberate and insistent. Considering the matter
continues to arouse fear, suspicion and some measure of shame, we went to great lengths to
ensure sources felt comfortable enough to discuss it. And we’ve found that the topic doesn’t
lend itself to discussion in groups. One-on-one arrangements—or in the company of a partner,
child or sibling—seemed to work best. The presence of neighbors or other family members made
informants uneasy.
It is a topic that some individuals had no desire to hear talked about. We presume that
had more to do with fear than lack of interest. Nonetheless, disinterest was at times apparent in
certain mocking retorts to questions about witches (i.e., “Do the ones that haunt kegs count?”).
Responses like these, almost invariably from men, aren’t uncommon in the Pyrenees. Pau Castell
dove deeper into the subject with his article “Wine vat witches suffocate children,” and speaks
of sources who, despite professing disbelief, are clearly connected to the cultural tradition of
witches (Castell 2014).
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Protection against hailstorms included manuals covering exorcisms and magic rituals of unclear origin. Among
them is the ritual of “cutting the storm” with a knife.
Fasciculus exorcismorum, conjuratorium, oraciorum… (Fascicule on exorcisms, conjurations, prayers...) (Antonio
Gascón, 1778). Çò de Joanchiquet holdings. Archiu Generau d’Aran. Musèu dera Val d’Aran.
Knife and prayer sheet. Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu, inv. nos. 1001 and 10795

Fear seemed to have been common, and constant, for some. “You’ll never catch me alone
in the woods”; “Grandma knew better than to go up to the attic alone”; “Mother wouldn’t go
outside alone after dark” . . . Expressions like these are all too familiar. We also met people who
believed they had been victims of maleficia, though they preferred not to discuss it. And, finally,
we met one source who self-identified as a “witch” and opened up about her world and the
eternal struggle between good and evil.
As is tradition, details of this hidden world came orally, from the informants and witness
accounts that we were able to find. To earn the trust of some of our sources—by and large, elderly
individuals leery of conversation that gets kid-glove treatment even in family—we would have
had to begin sooner, and dispose of more time. Prudence is advised when talking about witches,
since you never know who might be one, or what form they may take. To do otherwise would be
to risk finding oneself at the wrong end of a curse.
A particular type of rapport was crucial if informants were going to gradually let their guard
down. Rarely did confidences come on the first visit. Getting good stories meant returning on
numerous occasions. Certain details were fairly easy to coax, others will leave your hair standing
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on end even today. It came down to putting ourselves in the shoes of the people who really believe
the stories, who truly feel the fear, and to slowly tugging on that thread . . . while doing our best
to not break it. We didn’t push the people who preferred not to talk; respect was crucial, in our
estimation, to not betraying trust. In recounting other stories, informants began to wade into the
world of memories. There were those who had kept such tales tucked away, and not all were keen
to prod around those forgotten reaches. We had to look for other ways—a conversation about
uses of medicinal plants and ointments, for instance–to gain some kind of foothold.
And we are extremely lucky to have spoken with so many people. A total of fifty-nine
informants shared stories, if seemingly repeated ones, helping to illustrate just how widespread
the belief in witchcraft was, and to establish certain tales as universal. Of fifty-nine interviews,
twenty informants came from villages in Baish Aran, twenty-four from Mijaran and fifteen from
Naut Aran. There were, by sex, twenty-five men and thirty-four women aged between seventy
and ninety-two.
It is no stretch to say witches weren’t just talked about; that they were really out there.
Multiple sources told us as much, naming names, mentioning households and enabling us to find
our bearings in each individual town. Sources also spoke about witches’ rendezvous points—
implicit acknowledgement that witches indeed met.

Interview findings
In Aran and with few exceptions, the witness accounts we recorded came back to the same
themes:
1. Fear, hearing noises in attics or haylofts.
2. Witchcraft and animals, especially black cats.
3. Witchcraft and books.
4. Bruishes and bruishòts’ ability to appear anywhere.
5. Neighbors’ accusations of a witch causing their misfortune.
6. Gathering sites.
7. Other people’s business, rumors and witch reputations.
8. The difficult distinction between witches and folk healers.

Fear, hearing noises in attics or haylofts
Frightening noises in the attic, particularly the sound of chains, was the most recurring
discussion point in our informants’ accounts. Shared by many, this particular fear reached such
extremes as to drive individuals from their home and prompt relocation to France, far from the
feared object. Countless sources spoke of mysterious sounds coming from attics, staircases, barns
[*bòrdes], haylofts and stables. Sometimes blessing the place was all it took to put things right.
One family was so desperate for relief they burnt their house to the ground! In another story the
noises heard were those of chains dragged by a man as he made his way downstairs. And it wasn’t
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only occupants; neighbors claimed to hear the noises as well. In Montgarri, the round-the-clock
clamor drove a man mad; terror and inanition killed him. One informant explains that he heard
the key to the bedroom door turning every night, even after fastening the latch on the door to the
street. On some occasions it was a single individual who heard the noises; other times it was the
entire house. Occasionally, the reprieve came when a priest was brought in to undo the curse.

Witchcraft and animals, especially black cats
Often stories involved witches assuming the form of animals, black cats in particular, and
the fear these inspire still today. Many sources asserted that the mark of a blow dealt to a black
cat appeared the next day on a presumed witch. In other accounts, the cats were companions,
persecutors or helpers. Only on one occasion did an interviewee speak about white cats. Other
tales featured black dogs or cats that impeded people’s passage or attacked livestock. One source
described a black dog that transformed into a male witch.
As for other animals, one informant spoke of a witch who took the shape of a jackass.
Another described a male witch that was always accompanied on his night-time walks by an ass.
In Tredòs, we heard about a witch who changed into a mare and bit people as they went to the
river for water. One source in Mont told of a calf that disappeared before its owner’s very eyes.
Some witches—men and women—were said to possess special powers over the animals in
a home, effortlessly compelling them to move in one direction or another. Some animals undid
their chains unassisted.

Witchcraft and books
Certain stories suggest that books are best avoided—an idea perhaps spread by the Church.
According to other accounts, readers wishing to inflict harm on others would read something
backwards. Books were deemed intrinsically wicked; at times they were looked on as an
irreducible evil that not even fire could purge.
Sometimes a source thought about witches and spoke about books. The book in one
account belonged to a priest and chronicled the life of a saint, and reading it apparently triggered
noises in the attic. In another story misfortune and clamor are explained as the result of a person’s
unintended reading of a passage in a book that was found in another home. Yet another source
explained how one man was pegged for a witch and feared merely for being in the “bad habit”
of reading. One man told us of a book containing questions: answering them truthfully would lift
evil spells. Sources additionally described a woman who spent her days reading (neighbors saw
her through the windows). Since she did her reading by daylight, the woman had to perform her
household chores at night. One day she decided to get rid of the book in question, but neither the
waters of the Garonne nor fire were enough to do the job.
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Bruishes and bruishòts’ ability to appear anywhere
It is generally accepted that witches have the power to move about magically. Since time
immemorial, they have appeared flying astride a broomstick. Their power to transport people to
far-off places is nothing new either, nor is their surprising ability to operate under cover of night.
Scores of sources assert that witches travel by night. Oftentimes they are accompanied by an
animal—a mule, a donkey—or else appear in the guise of another creature (a cat or dog, mostly).
When a stable animal took sick or died, a watchful eye was kept in an effort to determine the
cause. Time and again a black cat had been spotted walking near the beast or jumping on its
neck. And lastly, one person considered a witch was seen in two different towns at the same time.

Neighbors’ accusations of a witch causing their misfortune
Dead livestock or harvest failures were often chalked up to the evil eye or the imprecations
of a neighbor. Illness among children and the elderly was viewed as the possible result of *mau
dat and had the potential to spark clashes with reputed witches.
Sources tell of a woman who slept beside a lavoir and was awakened by a man as he led his
cows to pasture. The cows refused to budge from where the woman lay. We also heard in Canejan
Aranese about how one winter, the cows of a family that would later be haunted by mysterious
noises spent an entire winter atop frozen roads without losing their balance. “They roamed about,
walked atop icy patches all the way to Casques and made it back home every time without so
much as a slip or scratch!” We also heard that witches had the power to kill cows near or far, even
those locked in stables. People spoke about witches in the form of black cats that would jump on
a mare’s neck to strangle it, and how one family’s heads of livestock perished one by one and that
later a child met the same fate.
In many stories newborn infants’
unwillingness to suckle is viewed as the
product of a witch’s curse. To defuse mau dat
had been placed on children, now and again
people enlisted a witch from France.

Chains, sacks, mice, etc. made sounds that seemed to some
like ghosts and spirits. Ecomusèu çò de Joanchiquet, Musèu
dera Val d’Aran.
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People say that witches met at Plan [Pla] de Beret for balls and Sabbats. Photo: S. Arjó

Gathering sites
The purported sites of witches’ Sabbats were very often common knowledge. If today these
sites are easily accessible, in the past they were not only remote but also tended to be set in high
mountain pastures—near shepherds’ cabins and sometimes amidst vertically arrayed rocks and
other prehistoric features which even herdsmen likely found mysterious. Often these places had
a uniquely advantageous geographical position and particular characteristics that lent them an air
of mystery: if they weren’t marked by thick fog, complex humidity conditions or natural springs,
they were flat, welcoming and sunny swaths smack dab in the middle of precipitous mountain
slopes. We gathered accounts pointing to multiple locations where witches were known or
purported to meet and dance:
— Plan [Pla] de Beret: an array of individuals told us witches met here to celebrate rituals
or dance. The spectacular plain sits at an altitude of between 1700 and 1800 meters. Vertical
monoliths and burial mounds figure among the site’s numerous prehistoric remnants. One site,
known as Maria-Casteràs, perhaps gets its name from the old goddess Mari. Another is Uelh deth
Garona—the source of the river Garonne.
— Downhill from Benós: one source tells us he heard witches danced here, but can no
longer recall the exact name.
— Plan des Bruishes: strange features distinguish this muddy stretch of land, not to mention
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an encompassing fog known to play tricks on visitors’ imaginations. En route to Còth de Varètja
[Col de Barèges], this spot on Bossòst mountain is a favorite for cows.
— Planhèt des Bruishes: not far from Vilamòs.
— Planhèt d’Arrea: on the riverbank in Tredòs.
— Pla de Salitó (Pallars): an elderly man from Bagergue said he witnessed a witches’ ball
here that made his blood run cold.
— Era Magina (Toran): one person heard the site was a witches’ rendezvous. The rumor was
possibly linked to the fact a witch was said to live nearby.

Other people’s business, rumors and witch reputations
One source had heard that witches used grains of millet and a linen sheet to give the evil
eye. A woman from Unha came across a small lock of hair in a pot. She considered it a malevolent
act. Sometimes just crossing the witch’s path was enough. That’s how it happened for one poor
man who took ill and went to bed after encountering a rumored witch in the street. One man
showed up to a fight accompanied by a black cat. The other didn’t dare touch him, reckoning
the cat offered his opponent protection. Rumor tells of a man who complicated loggers’ work by
positioning felled trees in such a way as to make removing them exceedingly difficult.
Salt kept on a plate or tossed by the handful in the fire, garlic, and burning candles were
used in countermagical measures. The odd piece of the victim’s clothing could be used, too. Or,
if an animal had been bewitched, a bit of hair would do.
Being out walking at night was its own justification for one’s being branded a witch. In
Aubèrt, a woman was spotted clutching a candle as she walked to the cemetery at one o’clock in
the morning. That, plus a neighbor’s suffering, earned her a reputation as a witch.

The difficult distinction between witches and folk healers
The witches in the stories we heard frequently had healing powers, but they were still
feared, for they also had the power to do harm. Like familiarity with herbs and their practical
applications, the power to heal is generally believed to be inherited from a relative.
One elderly woman in Aubèrt was labeled a witch because she healed minor ailments. A
man healed a mare simply by touching its stomach, though his hand turned black in the process.
We also heard from the great-granddaughter of a guaridor [healer] whom other sources had
referred to as a witch. People told us the man possessed a healing potion, but had been unwilling
to reveal the recipe because he had already given it to the apothecary.
Another healer supposedly traveled a great distance and lodged at one informant’s home,
which seems to indicate the man’s hosts trusted him completely. Consequently, in this case, the
source dismissed the notion the man might be a witch.
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The shapes formed by dead wood and fallen trees can be terrifying. Photo: E. Ros
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They were out there and they were talked about
Women who were self-reliant and lived alone—normally widows, occasionally with
children in their charge—fast became targets of suspicion. Male and female healers were also
prone to cataloging as witches for no better reason than they were familiar with herbs and their
properties. Straying from the path was frowned upon in societies where religion predominated
and inhabitants kept a close eye on each other’s actions. Ultimately, persecution was presided
over by a political and religious elite which had no interest in relinquishing their leadership over
the people and were ever fearful others might supplant their influence. But witches have been
present in society for so long, and their place in the collective consciousness is so entrenched,
that their legacy endures in the twenty-first century, even after two millennia of Christianization.
One curious point is perhaps worth highlighting: some of our sources in Aran insist on
a link between books—or reading—and witchcraft. Books inspired fear in simpler folk. While
universities in Aran have abounded since the modern age, the illiterate people, too, have their
place in society.
Winter gatherings around the fire, known as cauhades, were moments of connection and
exchange in Aranese homes; the opportunity to share ancestral and contemporary lore, rehash
recent occurrences, discuss fears, newly acquired skills, language and stories. Children were
ever-present, often not understanding fully, but learning and assimilating conversations which,
over the years, remained engraved in memory. We heard from people who experienced those
magical moments themselves: relatives and neighbors coming together around a roaring fire, eyes
fixed on the flames, bodies drawn to the hot blazing hearth—a contrast to the cold dark winter
nights that held people captive in their homes.
To the children, all the elders’ tales seemed possible. Their stories were often infused with
a fear that persisted even after the embers went cold. Secrecy, something children learned young,
filled in the gaps in a world otherwise full of uncertainty—of figures, legends, mysteries, magic
spells, manias, witchcraft and witches, all heaved into the same sack of veiled normalcy. A world
of scarcely hidden desires. A world where fear picked up whatever slack remained.
Elders made it all seem plausible by giving names to the people who had lived through it,
to the witches, to the places bristling with mystery and magic. The sites in question were usually
in the mountains, alongside cabins and corrals, plunged deep in winter’s slumber, where witches
met to stage their Sabbats. So much of it has disappeared today, many of those places have been
overtaken by forests, and, needless to say, witches too have faded away . . . most of them! There
are still people—we’ve met them—who believe in witches and their power, in magic spells,
in white witches who assist victims of wicked acts. And the believers aren’t necessarily older
individuals brought up on a centuries-old oral tradition passed down at cauhades. Even some
young people are convinced that, if good exists, then so too must evil. “Some people are good,”
they tell us, “and some are rotten and bent on causing hurt and destruction.”
Time was, travel in Aran was no easy affair: vast distances separated towns and pastures and
improbable heights meant access was not open to everyone. As the saying goes, “Que tà èster
aranés cau èster de casse!” [You’ve got to be oak to be Aranese]. Whoever hoped to reach pastures
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faced uncommonly thick and imposing, cold and dark forests—plus the manifold creatures that
called them home. Hulking trunks hid sinewy shadows, from the tip tops of the canopy drifted
the calls of barely visible birds. When the wind picked up it carried the panting and moaning of
angry beasts, or the songs of fairies as they primped over springs of cool water. Rustling came
from beneath the towering ferns that crosscut the mountain meadows. The sounds often hinted at
terrifying composites of other animals. Perched atop rocks, goats watched the impending invasion
in hostile anticipation. Circles of stones lay arrayed as enclosures to contain animals—only giants
could have placed them there. Other animal pens are so small that the mystery of their original
purpose remains intact.
The mountains are full of incomprehensible things. Monoliths, wedged upright into the
ground—fruit of immense collective toil—indicate roads, shortcuts, crosses and springs. Crowns
of spectacularly massive stone and tiny circles: some sit alone in one-off formations and others
appear in groups. Stones speckled with spots or pocked with dimples, the work of some unknown
soul. Uniquely magical hills offered protection and served as mainstays for livestock pens. Ancient
enclosures big and small, with an ever-present large vertical stone holding watch nearby. Old
foundations of circular huts. Small, rounded huts flanking long corrals. Tales of remarkably tall
men who shepherded vast herds of sheep. Miniature figures that made off with livestock and
everyday objects. Hidden caves holding secrets or treasures . . . All this magic, all these legends,
made the mountains an idyllic place that people would spend all winter pining for—alternately
romanticizing and fearing them at cauhades.
We were fortunate enough to speak with fifty-nine sources who kindly shared with us
what they knew or remembered about the witch tales of older generations. Some described
happenings that they themselves were party to—much more faithful approximations of reality.
What the interviews made clear isn’t just that people used to talk about these things, but that
people still talk about them, and that what was there in the past remains in the present!
We believe there is much work still to be done. Many areas to investigate, and sources to
press for more details. But that is for another day.
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3.2

Oriol Riart and Jordi Abella

“If it was an art, it was more
like the devil’s than God’s”
Ethnographic study of
witchcraft in Pallars
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Opposite:
Collection of handwritten prayers found in a nineteenthcentury ledger from Vall d’Àssua (Pallars Sobirà).
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When Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu added its name to Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de
Lleida i Aran’s Se’n parlave . . . i n’hi havie, an exploration of witchcraft in Pallars, we were aware
of the weight the subject continued to carry in the Pyrenees, and the substantial mark that it has
left on our collective memory here.
Pallars is a prime candidate for historical and ethnographic study of Catalan witchcraft.
Legal statutes produced in the Àneu Valleys in 1424 signaled more than just an unprecedented
impulse to legislate witchcraft; they marked its first-ever cataloging as a crime, and constitute the
earliest written record of European witch hunting. This fact places Pallars firmly in the thick of the
witchcraft phenomenon. Bountiful oral accounts from across the territory—memories and stories
about witches and mal donat [maleficent magic]—are equally compelling. We were remarkably
fortunate. Some sources even assured us that in their youth they had seen witches. The assembled
material holds out a poignant reminder that, in Pallars and the Pyrenees, *màgica and witchcraft
are still out there. And yet, the fast-approaching fade to black of a significant proportion of this
collective memory and rich cultural heritage is equally real. The inevitable mortality of generation
of eyewitnesses; the forward march of potent processes of cultural globalization; the mockery and
trivialization to which magic and witchcraft are increasingly subjected—all these factors conspire
to accelerate their passage to the scrap heap of memory. But, as luck would have it, ethnographic
studies and research initiatives like this one mean that some portion of this heritage can still be
salvaged.
We approached the witchcraft question by tapping into written sources that could help
recreate and bring to life nineteenth- and twentieth-century Pallars. From the standpoint of
ethnographic study, the descriptions left by travelers and other characters that traversed the
Pyrenees are immensely valuable. Of the many stories that emerged, some speak to beliefs and
religion; occasionally we got lucky and came across accounts of witchcraft—likely the most
noteworthy is from military engineer Juan Avilés, who scouted the Pyrenees for military defenses
in 1892. On a stop in Esterri d’Àneu, Avilés observes the Navarrese bell founders who, hired by
the Esterri council, try to cast bells for the town church before a large crowd of onlookers.1 The
endeavor is unsuccessful, for first the bell furnace, and then the surrounding pit, fall to ruin. The
botched project touches off deep indignation and an uproar in the community, and is pinned on
the evil wiles of a local witch (Avilés, 1993: 40):
. . . Notwithstanding widespread desperation and the townspeople’s prodigious efforts, the
furnace fell slowly to pieces and the casting of the bells proved futile. A group of the town’s most
fervent souls approached the mayor and announced their intention to burn a witch alive—and
an old helpless woman at that!—who, in all likelihood, had wielded her maleficia to doom the
bell-building effort. No amount of ingenuity on the part of the functionary could stop the latent
executioners in their bungling scheme.
1 Avilés, Juan, 1993 [1892]. El Pallars, Aran y Andorra: Notas e impresiones de un viaje, Tremp, Garsineu
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In the lives of the late-nineteenth-century inhabitants of Pallars, witchcraft clearly played an
important role. More than that, its hold on social relations and local conflict was to some extent
normalized. Witness accounts and other witchcraft-related references suggest the phenomenon
persisted at least until the nineteen-seventies. The search wasn’t without challenges, but we
managed to track down elderly individuals who still remembered these stories. But let it not go
unsaid, in all probability, this is the last generation to hear witches talked about as an everyday
occurrence, to hear tales passed down as spoken lore across generations.
The perception that ordinary people hold of witchcraft has clearly changed. Belief in it has
faded. As one source said:
The only thing I’d heard here was that the witches would fly over from Pla de Nècua [Pla de
Nègua] and come down the chimney into your house. People would tell you that stuff to scare
you; we stopped believing it when we got older, in witches and all of it.

As a historical and anthropological phenomenon, witchcraft is eminently complex.
Fascinating economic, social and ideological readings and interpretations are possible at both
the local and continental level. Moreover, the subject forces a collective reckoning with social
control and repression, the leading victims of which are women.
Ethnographic research is clear: beyond historical linkage to sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury witch prosecutions, witchcraft as it survives today is a sociological affair, and one closely
intertwined with the ideologies, symbols and beliefs that permeate contemporary Pallars. Often
this complexity has been watered down, as on folklore production lines in the late nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Sometimes it was written off as cultural callowness or superstition. Other
times, it was instrumentalized by local power holders eager to justify the imposition of new
economic, social and ideological models in the guise of modernity.
But historical musings about witchcraft as a social construct with functionalities and
ideological utility, though thrilling, are not the intent of the present article; that is to communicate
the ethnographic material gathered during these months of research across Pallars Sobirà.
Also presented are the fruits of research from 2016 and 2017, as well as previously
unpublished interviews with Pallars natives that were conducted in recent years by Ecomuseu de
les Valls d’Àneu and which offer both directly and indirectly relevant accounts.
We hope this article serves as a sincere expression of thanks for the collaboration and
willing disposition of the diverse group that gave their account of a matter that is often difficult
to speak about.
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Volume one of Arxiu de Tradicions Populars, 1928, among the earliest journals of Catalan
folklore, edited by Castellserà-born folklorist Valeri Serra i Boldú (1875-1938). Ecomuseu de
les Valls d’Àneu.
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The project
The goal was to locate informants in the district of Pallars Sobirà, particularly elderly
residents of the Àneu, Cardós and Ferrera Valleys. The endeavor entailed roughly a dozen
interviews, recorded on video whenever possible. Informants’ age dictated our focus: secondhand memories or stories that individuals had heard but not actually witnessed first hand, even if
some sources asserted that the latter was indeed the case. No one we spoke to self-identified as a
“bruixa” or “bruixot,” nor did anyone claim familiarity with the arts and rituals of witchcraft. We
did hear about specific individuals held to have performed *mal donat or, as witchcraft is often
also called in Pallars, màgica. None are alive today, and out of respect for privacy, their names
are withheld.
Taken together, the material constitutes a gripping ethnographic and descriptive corpus
which helps deepen our understanding of the modern and contemporary histories of Pallars
and the Pyrenees. Findings ranged from popular legends and beliefs to first- and second-hand
accounts of witchcraft episodes, with other insight speaking to the effects and consequences of
màgica on animals, property and people; to amulets, remedies and formulas for self-protection,
and to antidotes for malevolent curses.
In the interest of readability, it has been classed by category.

“The bruixa casts evil spells, the endevinaire divines” On remeieres,
endevinaires and bruixes
Given the difficulties inherent to oral research into witchcraft—the topic is a sensitive one
and willing informants are hard to come by—we ordinarily started by bringing up traditional
medicine in the hope that it might serve as an opening into further discussion. One of the
interesting figures that emerged as a result is the curandero—a specialist in healing animals and,
to a lesser extent, people.
—Curanderos were country types who knew which herbs could benefit animals. That was even
how people would address them: “Hey, curandero, come have a look at my cow or mare.” Or
whatever it was. They were curanderos.
—And how did they heal the animals?
—With herbs, always. If the animal had an infected leg that had been through the mudflats or
something, to prevent a pus spore, they would take hold of its leg, remove the horseshoe, dry
the leg as best they could and lead the animal back to its pen and make sure it stayed away
from anything wet. That would fix it right up. If something else needed looking after—a cut, for
instance—they’d have something for cuts. If the animal had a thorn, there would be a remedy
for that. If it’d eaten too much and was bloated, they’d give it a chamomile and that straightened
it right out. A curandero could get an animal thin in a hurry . . . Of course there were aigües
[decoctions, lit. “waters”]: from the leaves of a blackberry tree, rosemary, one called “aigua de
set sangries” [made with Lithodora fruticosa], and another that was made in the woods, too.
In Son there was a curandero named Saraís, and Rafel, too, a shepherd—he knew a good deal
about caring for livestock. And there was one named Perot in Estaron. Perot was a very old man
and high-class curandero. Animals or people, he’d heal them no problem.
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Another figure that occupied a position of prominence, particularly before doctors became
regular features of the townscape, was the *remeiera. There was a time when it was quite normal
to meet women or men who were attuned to plants and their therapeutic properties for people
and animals. This curative mettle is often equated with witchcraft when not conflated with it
outright. Prayer represented yet another commonly-used resource. M—— R—— explains that
before sheep were sent up the mountain in June, the animals were often subject to accidental
cuts during sheering. When the wounds became infested with maggots, shepherds would say the
“flyblown prayer” [oració dels cucats]:

I remember they’d tie the stem of
a wild rose [gavarnera] in a knot.
Getting one of those things into a
knot is hard work, thorny as they are.
You’d make a knot, and as the rose
shriveled up and stopped growing,
you’d say, “Gavarnera, gavarnera,
chase the worms away. By your
God-given virtue, drive them out
from this hole” [. . ., treu els cucs de
la cuquera, per la virtut que Déu t’ha
dat, trau els cucs d’aquest forat].
Then you’d recite three Our Fathers
and Ave Marias. Believe you me, as
that rose dried out, the worms made
themselves scarce.
Prayer books found during witchcraft research in Pallars Sobirà.

That same source says people believed the wild rose had the power to heal and protect.
The wild rose always protects. There were legends about it. Not all that different from the nativity
legend: the bull pushed straw close to Baby Jesus, to keep him warm, while the mule kicked it
aside. “Beneït sigui el bou i la terra que somou, i maleïda sigui la mula des del cap fins a la cua”
[Bless’d be the bull and the ground that beneath him shook, and damn’d be the mule from head
to tail]. Bulls are said to be graceful. Mules, meanwhile, may be female, but they’re condemned
to infertility: their curse for taking Baby Jesus’ straw. When Jesus fled, they hid under a wild
rose and Herod’s soldiers walked right by without seeing them. That’s why people today say, if
lightning comes, to take shelter beneath a wild rose.

The same source spoke about a couple of different prayers, and one in particular for when
the fields were being tilled. If the cow or bull’s harness hadn’t been fastened on right, a laceration
would form on the back part of the animal’s hind leg that usually involved a good deal of blood.
The tillerman must quickly kneel down, fling handfuls of dirt on the wound and recite a prayer to
stem the bleeding. The source remembers seeing it not long before her wedding, when she says
it worked.
The lines between witchcraft and areas of what is now considered occult science are
frequently blurred. In the past, witches and mal donat were part of a mosaic of coexisting realities—
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divinations, hypnosis, esotericism and other activities—that were easily mistaken. Though some
informants today use the terms interchangeably, most drew clear distinctions between them.
M—— S——, a woman of 99 from Àneu, associates màgica with esotericism. She took a
trip as a young girl to Guingueta d’Àneu, where a medium offered to put her in touch with her
recently deceased mother, detecting her presence in the movement of a chair as it rocked to and
fro. The chair also tapped against the ground by itself. The medium interpreted the movements
and explained their significance to the girl:
—[. . .] The chair was over there, and the lady right here. I told her I wanted to speak to my
mother. And sure enough, the chair came up to me. All by itself, nobody else touched it.
From about as far away as that door right there [indicates starting position of the chair]. It’d
move away and then come right back. Nobody touched it; no one else was there to touch it.
That’s when I said I wanted to speak with my mother. When she came up to me—I was sitting
as well—she touched me on the knee, enough to feel it, but not so hard it hurt. So I say, “I’d
like to speak to my mother. Can I speak to her? Can she hear me?” And the chair makes a
movement as if to speak to me [rocks back and forth]. That was the answer. I say, “What does
that mean?” with the medium here by my side. “It means to wait,” she replies. So I wait to see
what it does next, and it does it again. I speak to it again. I say, “Tell me, are you my mother?”
and there again, more movements. I couldn’t figure if it was trying to answer yes or no, but
the lady there by my side says, “Yes, it’s your mother, it’s your mother.” I say to her, “Do you
know my mother’s name?” and it responds with a [chair moves]. “What does that mean now?”
And then she says, “Carmen, Carmeta.” Her name was Carmen, people called her Carmeta
though.
—Did she say anything else?
—Anything else? Yes. I say to her, “Ai, mama, how are you?” And she says—if you can call what
she did saying—with her hands, she tells me she was alright where she was. Tells me she was
fine, just fine.
—It must have been very moving.
—It was. That’s when it ended, though, and when it was over, the chair taps me right here,
on the leg. “My goodness!” The medium says, “That there was her saying goodbye and you
didn’t answer.” “Ai,” I say, “I didn’t know!” “There she goes again,” says the woman. And I say,
“Goodbye, mama!” And then she touches me on the leg. You’d better believe I remember that! I
didn’t want for anything but just to talk to her. I was never the least bit scared, because the things
she said were true. According to the medium, when she touched me, she was talking to me about
things. I’ll tell you the truth, I myself had no idea what it meant. But the woman interpreted it for
me. “How does she know?” I wondered.
—And that was in Guingueta?
—That’s right. The Guingueta spiritualist . . .

In the town of Jou we learned of an *endevinaire, who, unlike witches, had had the benefit
of a more “officially-accredited” training:
I’d heard about a woman in Jou that was a spiritualist, wise woman and diviner, all in one. Not
a witch; a diviner. Witches are the ones that cast spells. The spiritualist tells fortunes. Spiritualists
and diviners are the same. A lot of people just happen to use the word esperitista [spiritualist].
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The way I’ve heard it told, the only way you can be a diviner is by being a spiritualist. They have
to be registered with a society.
Spiritualists are the fortunetelling ones. I reckon there’s no difference between a spiritualist and a
diviner, because every diviner I know of . . . or then again, maybe they are different. One travelled
to Barcelona, to a society of some sort, and came back prognosticating all kinds of things about
people. Apparently sometimes she would tell you to walk in circles around a basket; she’d set a
basket on a table or the ground—she had an odd way of speaking that not a soul understood—
and when you asked her something she’d answer, “No questions now; I’m communicating.”
People said she communicated with a strange spirit: “Don’t ask me anything because right now
I can’t answer. I’m communicating.”

When M—— R——, a 92-year-old woman from the Àneu Valleys spoke about magic,
she meant it in a positive sense. Hypnosis sessions that men conducted in public, for example,
could have a healing effect. Women, on the other hand, practiced it anonymously and in secret,
ordinarily in a home somewhere.
—What did it mean to practice màgica?
—Gosh, that’s not an easy one to answer. These days you find people that do it right there near
the council: take a boy up, lay him out flat on the ground, read him a spiel out of a book and
put him to sleep. They’ll keep on sleeping just as soundly as can be. Until he touches them again
to wake them up they’ll be stuck there sleeping. They’re in such a deep sleep they can’t wake
up. That’s another one that never changes. People used to keep a special book where it was all
written down. All the màgica. It was all written down in books, and each book had a name on it;
if it didn’t, you wouldn’t know what you had to do.
—Were the people who did it men or women?
—Men, mostly men. Women did it in secret, in someone’s house. They would explain things at
a particular person’s house and anything they said was to stay secret. [. . .]
—And why did people do it?
—People would say it was to heal people, but I couldn’t say if anyone was ever actually healed
that way.
—Because what exactly does it mean to practice màgica? What would you tell a person like me,
who has no idea?
—You take someone and you ask him if he’s in pain and where. And then you start asking him
all sorts of questions. Depending on the questions you ask, he’ll answer this way or that. You do
that until his head can’t possibly hold another question, and that’s when he’s hypnotized. Can’t
say whether he’s coming or going.

“They would all get together and go to Pla de Beret” Witchcraft sites
For our sources, witchcraft was above all associated with evil, and an interesting pattern
that cut across most interviews was the interviewee’s initial disavowal of any experience or
familiarity with it. In many cases, the witchcraft in question was described as having played out
in neighboring sites and valleys, not the informant’s own town:
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—How about people who perform incantations or màgica or things like that?
—No, I’d never heard about that before. People didn’t do màgica in Son. At Port de la Bonaigua
and Vielha and places out in Val d’Aran it was common. [. . .]
—Where did people in these parts gather? If people in Val d’Aran had Pla de Beret, where would
people in Àneu Valley meet?
—I never heard anything about where people met here.
—At Pla de Salito, maybe?
—No, I’d never heard that. Maybe they did do it there, but I’ve never heard about it. That was in
Val d’Aran, whereas here, in Esterri, people say there was a house where the witches would get
together. Folks like that would meet there, but I never have known which house it was, or where
exactly they did it, or anything.

Another source tells a similar tale:
—Who were the people casting harmful spells? Was it someone here in town? Who might have
done a thing like that?
—Oh, some said it was someone from one of the little towns nearby . . .
—But were there people with reputations as witches?
—Not from here though. That I knew of, not a one! I never heard a thing about the towns. Well
actually, I have heard folks talk about the odd case, but exactly who it was I can’t say. [. . .]
—And as a young girl? People also say that witches met at plains for something called an
*aquelarre. Have you ever heard about that?
—Rumor was, at Pla de Beret there is a circle of stones where people hold hands, like young
children playing a game. Folks said they were the witches.
—At Pla de Beret?
—That’s right, at Pla de Beret.

Sources confirm and describe gathering sites:
Witches were always visiting each other. Those from somewhere else came here and ours went
somewhere else. They supposedly got together on January 30, for St. Columba and St. Sylvester,
which has some kind of connection to witches. I don’t know how that talk got started. Folks said
that at midnight on St. Sylvester’s, the women would all be up there in the same place. That’s a
lie though, because sometimes snow was two meters deep, and that’d just be impossible, witch
or no witch. Of course, they could turn into cats, so they could run, too. People say they would
all get together and go to Pla de Beret.
They had a meeting and agreed that on the 30th, the day of the witches’ saint, everyone would
take a woven birch mat and go dance up on Pla de Beret. Apparently they’d oil it up, mount it
as you would a horse and ride it out the chimney. When they used to say “València [d’Àneu],
here we come!”, rumor was they would go out through the chimney on a mat and go dancing at
Beret. People say that’s where they met and did [. . .] their evil business. Apparently every witch
in Àneu Valley would be at the meeting here and that’s when they agreed where to meet.
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“If it was an art, it was more like the devil’s than God’s” Knowledge and use
of mal donat
Some women had expertise and qualities to treat particular ailments, others had the ability
to conjure abuse and misfortune. The following illustrates how reading and education are linked
to both good and evil. Indeed, to invoke evil, there are certain essential books that detail required
steps and readings:
They could also do harm. They knew all kinds of things, had read plenty, spoken with all sorts
of people and could cause all the hurt and destruction they wanted. Because sometimes, when
somebody who’d been in your home that same day cast a spell on you, and you finally figured
out it was evil he had in mind, and you’d say, “That one’s a witch. We’re done for.” Folks would
already know it. I don’t know how, but people could tell in a hurry people could tell in a hurry.

Único y verdadero tesoro de milagros y oraciones de la Santa Cruz de Caravaca (One
true dictionary of miracles and prayers of the Holy Cross of Caravaca) appears to be one of the
most commonly used books for performing witchcraft at homes. One of our sources explains
that since the book had to be read and used at the stroke of midnight, and since this was before
power plants and electricity in homes, people read by the light of a torch or lamp. As a result, and
particularly on summer nights, windows were aglow in homes where occupants were reading
and performing witchcraft. The town priest seized on this and took lengthy midnight strolls around
the town’s perimeter, noting which homes had lights on. He spotted two. The priest visited both
the homes and accused the occupants of having the Caravaca book and performing witchcraft in
their home. They denied the charge at first but eventually confessed. The priest claimed the book
would be its keepers’ damnation and made them hand it over so he could burn it. Sufficiently
frightened, the occupants of both homes acceded to the measure. After all, as the source put it,
“If it was an art, it was more like the devil’s than God’s.”
There are no shortage of accounts and stories about homes, families and individuals
subjected to the malign acts of witches. Several are given below:
I know of two cases. [. . .] There was one girl who was just as sharp as anything. Thin and pretty,
too. [. . .] It just so happened that in a nearby home an old witch’s daughter had given birth to
a baby boy who was a tad slow. The gifted girl and the simpleton were born the same week—
one to one home and the other to the other—and the old woman, the witch, seethed with envy
thinking about how two children the same age could be so different. At the age of three the girl
started to act goofy and her eyes went googly and everything. She got skinny, didn’t eat and
would pitch fits of the strangest kind. She’d get something in her head and there wasn’t anyone
that could tell her different. Evidently the doctors told her, “That’s no normal affliction of the
heart or anything else. It’s an evil spell.” The doctor himself said so. There was an elderly doctor
in València [d’Àneu] who had always served the whole district. He would ride his white horse
and bring along a servant to look after it. The doctor told them, “There’s nothing I can do for this
child; someone’s placed a curse on her.”
And the girl was taken to the Llavorre priest to get the Holy Gospel, and was cured. Though
I remember there was more to it than that. I remember the priest told her family to keep holy
water at home in case of emergencies. I know curing her likely took more than just the Holy
Gospel . . . There were times it got bad, because that evil was so deep inside. And since she didn’t
have much strength, probably because she was so young, it apparently got quite a tight grip on
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her, and it got to be there wasn’t anything normal about her. Everything she did was strange . . .
They were told to pour hot water in a basin and have her put her hands in it. Apparently spells
like that are just unbelievable. Can’t see anything, can’t hear anything. It was awful. And the poor
woman! People said they’d put her hands in that basin of holy water and, in an instant, she’d just
be calm as ever. I don’t know if the holy water came from that town or if they’d brought it over
from the church font.
There wasn’t anything the witch could do for her grandson. If there had been, I’m sure she would
have made him smart. She did the only thing she could [. . .], since the girl was just so quickwitted. I’m sure she could do evil and not good, such as her thinking was. Now, with victims of
evil magic that someone’s conjured, the spell is lifted when the families involved make peace.

Another source, aged roughly twenty-five in 1943, recalled hearing about a home whose
occupants kept sacks of flour hanging from the rafters. At night they would hear a noise as if
a brood of hens were pecking at it on the ground. The next day, there was neither flour on the
ground nor were hens anywhere to be found, and the sacks were still hanging from the rafters.
The people of the house claimed it had been magic and witches. In many cases, it took several
Masses to break the spells.

“Aquí te ho deixo” Performing mal donat: fear and apparitions
Some interesting descriptions came in response to the question “How did one inflict harm
and practice màgica?”:
Supposedly the witch would take a candle and trace crosses in the direction the evil was to be
sent, and recite a few of their prayers, though to which saint I couldn’t say. Whether it’s a saint
or the devil, I don’t know who they invoke. You’d sometimes hear that somebody had seen
them through the window of a house. People would spot them setting out at night with torches;
electric lights weren’t around yet. Holding a torch and a candle, they’d go right up to the door
where they intended to do harm. The torch was to light their way by night, I don’t know what
time it would’ve been. Maybe one o’clock or midnight. They went along just like a procession:
the witch, plus a member of the household to hold the torch. The wax candle was burned as a
symbol of what they were doing. Even with a torch to light their way, they needed the candle
too, and the smoke would apparently billow up as if it was herbs they were burning. I couldn’t
say which herbs, but they burned them and got that smoke going . . .
As I understand it, somebody else needed to be there with them because alone they couldn’t
carry the candle and the torch. Someone from the family, because if there was a witch in the
bunch, everybody in the family knew about it. Maybe the witch was the mother, or the motherin-law. Every one of them knew and must have condoned whatever kind of deeds were done,
because if they didn’t, the witch probably would’ve made life miserable for whoever it was.
Maybe it ran in their blood.
And they spoke, reciting some kind of prayer. One of their own, not any kind that was recognized
by the Church, nor the sort you’d say to a saint or whoever else; their own special kind. I couldn’t
tell you a single word. When they got to the end of the prayer, there at their victim’s door, they
said “Aquí te ho deixo” or “Aquí ho tens” [I leave it here with you]. When they’d finished the
prayer and the whole procession, they said “Aquí te ho deixo,” meaning, “The deed is done. The
evil wish has been made and carried out, and here you have it.”
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Pot-hooks (19th c). The kitchen is an
emblematic space in the witchcraft
imaginary. The hearth, historically seen
as a point of contact with the fantastical
world of the supernatural, was protected
with symbols and rituals. Ecomuseu de
les Valls d’Àneu, inv. no. 10311.

Drawing by Ramon Noè Hierro (1926-2007), illustrator and
painter who occasionally accompanied Ramon Violant i
Simorra in his work. Arxiu RVS-Ecomuseu.
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Occasionally, the baleful influences manifested as a moment of terror or a strange,
phantasmagorical apparition. One female informant told us about a Cerbi resident who had a
good scare:
—Haven’t you ever heard legends of witches or someone else turning into a cat, dog or other
animal? Have you ever heard stories of that sort?
—No, no . . . Just a story someone from the B—— family told me. He had traveled to Cerbi to
work in the fields during harvest time and, coming back that night, a woman in white appeared
in his path. He had his scythe with him and moved to the edge of the path, and she made for
the same direction. He moved to the other side, and she did, too. He swore it happened just like
that. We told him it must have been the shadow cast by the moon, but he said it was true. He
was adamant about it. It must’ve been witchery, or someone trying to spook him. I myself can’t
be sure, but he was certain. Said it really happened. “Scared me half to death!” he says. Folks
were more ignorant in the past; they wouldn’t believe that kind of stuff anymore. People used to
be more gullible with that sort of thing. This fellow was by no means ignorant, though; in fact, he
was pretty sharp. I have my doubts, but he insisted it was the truth . . . I’ve never had anything
like that happen to me. I couldn’t explain it, myself.

Strange noises and household objects that move all by themselves—both credited to
witches—are also frequent:
—When I was a little girl I used to hear that the witch . . . that spiritualists would do wicked
things to whichever household they had it in for. Things that would scare you silly, and people
in the house would get frightened and complain to the council and the law because they didn’t
know what to do with it there in their home. And nobody believed them.
—What sorts of things would happen?
—Things you’d never . . . things around the house. Plates. A pot. Someone would move things
around and they’d never be able to catch whoever was doing it! “The noises kept us all up last
night,” they’d tell people in town. “The noises, the banging . . .” And nobody believed a word
of it. “Come stay the night and you’ll hear it, too,” they’d say. The family heard the noises, but
none of the others who went to see for themselves ever saw anything out of the ordinary. To them
everything looked normal and there was no noise at all, but there was!

Religious flourishes colored a similar story from the town of Gavàs:
—My mother had told me that the M——s had a statue of the Virgin Mary in the dining room,
and I believe they sold it. Anyhow, after they did, neighbors said they’d hear noises day and
night. When they were downstairs, they heard noises up above; when they were upstairs, they’d
hear them down below. Finally they bought a new statue. In fact, I’d seen the statue in their
dining room. And until they bought another one, the noises didn’t stop. They’d go upstairs and
wouldn’t see a thing, and then the noises would start up again from down below, and when they
heard noises come from above, they’d look but wouldn’t see a thing.
—Had your mother actually seen it? Did she ever see it for herself? She lived there and heard the
noises up above?
—She sure did. They sold it and then, I don’t know if it was a punishment or what, but supposedly
the noises didn’t start up until they’d sold it. It was as if someone was walking around in there.
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1
Bell and collar (2), branding iron (1) and wooden key for collars (3) (19th20th c), objects employed to protect livestock. Ecomuseu de les Valls
d’Àneu, inv. nos. 1072, 10797 and 10796.
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“If someone had it in for a family he’d even kill their animals”
Witches attacking property, people and livestock
A malicious curse could affect an individual directly, causing sickness or physical pain.
It could also act indirectly, namely, by affecting the victim’s belongings or livelihood, like her
animals or crops. Witches were even able to provoke meteorological phenomena like hailstorms
and other natural disasters:
—The hailstorms, the cloudbursts, the rivers that overflowed their banks and flooded fields,
which people couldn’t clear for days. A lot of that was people doing màgica.
—Why did people do it?
—Beats me. I have no idea what would inspire someone to do that to a person. What could be
gained from putting màgica on them. I don’t understand it. I don’t believe it, nor have I ever
understood it.

Witchcraft charges against individuals previously suspected of harming livestock were quite
common. Animals, after all, accounted for a crucial part of a household’s earnings and were vital
to farm work:
—Where were curses typically directed? At homes?
—Homes first, and livestock after that. if someone had it in for
a family he’d even kill their animals. A calf, a colt, a cow . . .
People went after livestock because it was a way to bankrupt a
family. People did it out of envy of those in the family.

In Esterri, a calf became ill and straight away its owner
threatened a man in town that he didn’t get along with, ordering
him to lift the spell that had been cast on the animal:
—He says, “That calf we’ve got, it’s not sick, but it’s gone lanky
and something’s not right with its legs.” [Moves hands and arms
like legs.] These people were convinced it was true, too! They
believed witches were real. Anyhow, since they put stock in all
that and knew somebody had it in for them, the man confronts
the suspected wrongdoer: “Our calf has taken sick. If it’s not
better by tomorrow . . .” He pulls a big old knife out of his pocket
and opens it, says, “See this knife? When I catch you around
town, you’ll get it in the gut!”
—Gosh!
—What do you bet that calf got better and grew fat? He says,
“Next time it happens [threatening with his finger], don’t wait for
a warning. I know it’s you. You won’t even see it coming!”
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Escutcheon plate (19th-20th c)
fixed on doors to protect those
within. Ecomuseu de les Valls
d’Àneu, inv. no. 599.

“The Cross is a witch’s worst enemy” Warding off evil: Witchcraft prevention
and protection
Maleficia, once conjured, can only be lifted by a witch, and usually they weren’t much
bothered to help. Once a spell had been placed on a person, it could also be lifted with assistance
from a priest and large amounts of prayer:
—When someone puts a magic on you, there’s no invoking the name of the father or foretelling
a return of this or that. When they do it, they do it for real.
—Does that mean no one can undo it?
—Not unless it’s with blessings and prayers and the priest has some tailor-made paraphernalia
already at hand. For example, this prayer’s for this and that one’s for that. When the sheep get
goofy or the cows have been limping for such and such a time. Specific prayers for specific
things.

When a witch died, all harmful magic she had called forth disappeared and her victims, if
still living, were cleansed or freed from any curse.
And then there was this story:
There was a blessing the town priest could do to counteract a witch’s sinister meddling. You
visited the priest in another town, he had to be from another town and on the other side of the
river. You’d start here and head toward Burgo, Llavorre, Escalarre, across the river. You’d take the
ailing girl and set out for the other town. After carrying her nine days you’d arrive at the rectory,
where the priest lived. Apparently the priest recited the Holy Gospel. After that it was another
nine days of travel to the other town, to the priest’s house.
At every call to prayer and ringing of the Angelus bell, the girl had to kneel, arms folded in a
cross, facing town, because the spell had been cast towards her town. Now I can’t remember
if it was facing it or back turned to it. Back turned to it, maybe. That sounds right, because [.
. .] on the feast day of St. Anthony, when something’s been lost, you turn your back towards
wherever it was lost, or taken. Every call to prayer. They read from the Holy Gospel, and when a
few, and when a few days had gone by—three times nine, twenty-seven days reciting the Holy
Gospel thirty-six times a day—they went home cured. Smiling, singing and happy. And it was
the priest’s prayer that cured them. It had to be in sync with the Angelus bell, over and over. To
my knowledge there was no blessing with holy water. None of that.
The priest was never paid a thing. Supposedly if your family went to see him, you had to bring
your own food and pay for what had been eaten during the visit. You were eating and sleeping
there, after all. You couldn’t stay with anyone else. Whether you had family or not, you had to
stay there at the rectory. And the priest didn’t charge a thing. I’ve heard that when you asked the
priest if he wanted anything, he’d say that those who wanted to could leave a bit of wax for the
church. As long as it was for the church he’d take it, but he never charged a thing. I don’t know
if he couldn’t or if he didn’t want to.

Normal townsfolk had ways of preventing and defending against harm, too. To safeguard
against the evil eye and mal donat, amulets, prayers and other rites were key:
—What about amulets, necklaces, crosses or other protective objects?
—On Palm Sunday there was something [. . .] that people hung them up in their doorways to
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keep witches away, protect against evil spirits . . .
—How did all that work?
—Well, on Palm Sunday we would go have a branch of either laurel or rosemary blessed and
we’d hang it at the door, because that was said to protect against evil spirits, seeing as it was
blessed.
—How long was it left hanging?
—A while. Until it dried out. Till it was changed. The next year.
—And was that done at every house?
—For the most part.
—Is that like that dried plant that people place in their doorway even today?
—Thistle? No, that’s just a decoration. People put that up because they think those prickles
are pretty. The other one worked against evil spirits because it was blessed. It only works if it’s
blessed.
—So, basically, they had to be things blessed by the Church.
—Of course! The priest had to bless it, otherwise it wouldn’t work.

Similarities between these descriptions and those given by other sources are striking.
Sometimes the branch in the doorway is absent, sometimes it is placed there for the feast day of
St. Peter rather than Palm Sunday, sometimes holy water must be sprinkled about. Making crosses
of salt in doorways is yet another method of prevention that is fairly commonplace.
Apparently, rites related to Christianity and the Church didn’t go over all that well with
witches. One informant shared the following tale about two women who worked at a bakery:
When bread had been put in the oven and the oven door was ready to be shut, bakers would
always say “in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, may the Lord’s hand do more
than ours” [en el nom del Pare, del Fill i de l’Esperit Sant, Déu hi faci més que nantris], after
which they’d make the sign of the cross over the bread and oven door, because their part was
now complete. It was a way of asking for the batch to turn out well, by the grace of God... And
one day, when the one woman baker is making the sign of the cross, the other hustles out of
there—disappears into thin air—and doesn’t come back for a few hours. “Where did you get off
to?” the first one asks, “I had to take the bread out without you and didn’t know how you wanted
it baked.” And the one they claimed was a witch apparently says, “You and your precious sign
of the cross! I’m sick of your crosses!” And gets so angry that she gives herself away. Supposedly
crosses are a witch’s worst enemy. They hightail it as soon as somebody makes one.

The same source told us the following:
Another witch was at Mass along with both the rector and vicar. The vicar says the first Mass
and the rector the second. In those days the town was more populated. And there used to be a
lectern where you’d have a big old book called a missal on top. Rumor had it if the priest forgot
to close the book and the crosses inside were left showing, the witches would be stuck in the
church. So, most likely suspecting something, and making like he’s caught a chill and wants
to get warm, the priest walks to the sacristy, leaving the book open there on the lectern. And
seeing the priest make his exit, all the rest of them dash out behind him. The street outside is just
covered in snow and it’s very cold. The church empties out in a hurry, but when the old woman
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doesn’t make it back home, as cold as it is, her daughter-in-law starts to worry. Picturing a gust
of wind blowing through and carrying her away, the daughter-in-law snaps into action and leads
a group to the church, where the door is closed. They wonder aloud where the old lady [whom
people thought was a witch] might be and hear shouting coming from inside: “Tell that buffoon
to open this door! Make sure it’s him!” “We’ll ask for the key and come do it ourselves.” “No!
Get him to come!” They go off to find the rector. The woman says to him when he arrives, “Go
close that big awful book!” And the priest, with scarcely a word and without losing his temper,
answers, “Now, calm down,” and goes and closes the book. Folks claimed the priest had sensed
something was amiss and wanted to find out for certain. Turns out, if the priest is there in the
church and doesn’t close the missal, witches are frozen in their place. I saw that for myself. I was
at the same church as that woman...

Informants nevertheless all agree that the best protection against witches and their acts of
wickedness is simply not believing in them. To the strong-minded, witches could do nothing.

Handwritten healing prayer. Such
prayers had to be written out—
never spoken out loud—in order to
work. Casa Bellera de Surp (Pallars
Sobirà).
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In conclusion: oral tradition, heritage in need of protection
This has been a small cross-section of the rich witchcraft-related ethnographic and spoken
material that we were able to document, still today, in Pallars Sobirà. It is but a brief sampling
of the wealth of lore that can be found in the towns of Pallars and which constitutes part of our
intangible heritage.
Unfortunately, the combined effects of flatlining investment in research, inadequate policies,
and the challenges facing efforts to consolidate infrastructure (what tourism promoters deem valuable
and real cultural merits are not one and the same) mean it is increasingly likely that ethnological
inquiry—and its essential, strategic importance to our futures—finds itself relegated to the sidelines.
May this collection of texts serve a reminder: for a society to be intelligent, cohesive and
critically-minded, it must first be wise to its own cultural inheritance, and engage with it actively.
The current research initiative and the Se’n parlave . . . i n’hi havie exhibition are prime examples
of how, working together in coordination, quality cultural productions fusing past, present and
future become possible.
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From 2015 to 2017, researchers from an array of backgrounds came together to take part in
Se’n parlave... i n’hi havie, a project guided by the conviction that the conviction that Catalonia
and the western districts were ideal sites to study the phenomenon of persecution and the deep
roots, extending well into the twentieth century, of belief in witchcraft. Witch hunting after all
began in these parts. Untold cases played out here, and from here the phenomenon spread across
Catalonia, leaving three centuries’ worth of documentary record in its wake. The flood of trials
and executions are testament to the scale and severity of witchcraft prosecutions in the Catalan
principality. Alcoberro (2008: 501) writes that in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
one hundred fifty women were executed and nearly two hundred cases initiated. Several hundred
court cases, together with female defendants numbering in the thousands, are known to us today
(Castell 2013; 2017).

Fetters (18th-19th
c). Ecomuseu de les
Valls d’Àneu, inv.
no. 10310.

And so, our interdisciplinary team’s historical and ethnographic work was to pool oral
accounts of witchcraft beliefs from across the province (Pallars, Alt Urgell, Val d’Aran, El Solsonès,
La Noguera, Urgell, La Segarra and El Segrià), document social and cultural mechanisms left over
from the era of witch trials and point out the parallels and patterns between territories. This article
will highlight the results of fieldwork on the Lleida Plain and in La Noguera, Urgell, La Segarra
and El Segrià that focused initially on loosely structured interviews, though our scope grew to
include legends, historical documents, prayers and folk remedies.
Thirty-six interviewees fell into two distinct categories. Permeating our picture of the ideal
candidate—over eighty-five and living in a town—was the understanding that belief in witchcraft
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was still widespread, and in some places mainstream, even after the Spanish Civil War.1 So we
used techniques typical to oral history, asking questions about beliefs about witchcraft and “mal
donat” [maleficent magic] that respondents had witnessed in their youth. We wanted to chart this
particular belief in the past, though the profiles of interviewees ran the gamut: retired elderly wise
women [*curanderes]; active wise women aged fifty to sixty; healers [sanadores]; spiritualists
[espiritistes]. People also approached us with stories and anecdotes passed down in the family
or heard in villages. In some towns, family and personal contacts were key to tracking down
informants, which is why we used anthropologists’ “snowball sampling” technique (one contact,
or detail provided, leads to others). We also turned to district museums in La Segarra, Urgell and
La Noguera, where multiple calls for personal accounts—instrumental to our success—went out
in 2016 and 2017.2
And it was in striving to dig in, follow the social and cultural tracks of the great witch-craze
and plumb the depths of witchcraft that we came up against our earliest challenges. Finding
informants who were willing to talk about witchcraft was the first. Many sought to distance
themselves from the matter, whether for fear of being written off as ignorant or superstitious, or
quite simply because, to them, witchcraft signified old-fashioned and contemptible. Certain fault
lines—science vs. superstition; modernity and progress vs. backwardness and cultural ignorance
in the hinterland—run deep. And yet we are constantly told of a past in which beliefs in witchcraft
were widespread; of second-hand news and mysterious incidents involving strange individuals,
and strange women. We asked Pepita whether people in the past believed in the evil eye:
You bet. Everywhere you went. [. . .] Didn’t last long, though. The real healers, the doctors,
figured it out . . . Maybe something was happening to folks after childbirth to make them goofy.
You don’t get the dim ones like you used to. Maybe they were malnourished [. . .]. People
believed in witches. And they were scared, but no one ever said, “Look at her, she’s a witch.”
No one. It was something you thought. You never actually saw them (Pepita, 103, retired, Àger,
2017).

So evil magic was talked about, and, Pepita says, people visited healers in secret. She
answered this when queried on the well-known age of witches in the town of Àger.
Those were things you’d hear, but nobody could ever prove they were true. But you did have
people who were awfully rough around the edges. These were women who had always just kept
to themselves. They were gruff. Or skittish, more like it. None of that lasted for very long. And
then schools and schooling came along. But there are towns where people hold on to those same
ideas. You’ll still find people like that, with old-time ideas about witches. There’s one thing about
them: they go quiet just as soon someone tries to get them to talk. And there’s no prying those
mouths open! (Pepita, 103, retired, Àger, 2017).

1. Interviews were held in the municipalities of Anglesola, Albatàrrec, Alcoletge, Almacelles, Àger, Artesa de Segre,
Balaguer, Bellpuig, Biosca, Castellserà, Cervera, Ciutadilla, Claret, Guissona, Lleida, Montgai, Nalec, Preixana, Tàrrega,
Tornabous, Torà and Vallbona de les Monges.
2. Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de Lleida i Aran wishes not only to applaud but also to express appreciation for the
collaboration of all the people who shared their experiences and accounts with us, those who helped us locate participants
and those who, despite not knowing us, gave us their trust and time, and opened their homes to us, too. Additional
thanks are in order to the elderly care homes where we conducted various interviews and to the people who personally
collaborated to share contacts or documentary information.
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Our other challenge was in finding direct connections between specific families or locations
and milestones of the great witch-craze. We did come upon salient data about Àger, as well as
confirmation of certain sites’ historical association with witchcraft and of concern within the
Catholic church regarding superstitious beliefs and practices. In Libro de visita del Arciprestado
(Visitation register of the Archpriesthood; 1783-1784), clergyman Ambrosio Escudero flags Santa
Capella de la Creu as one possible site of indecent and illicit practices, as well as offerings before
sacred images. Suspicious conduct was to be reported to the diocese:
Any person or persons known to employ sorcery or enchantments, or [known] to be familiar with
or so bold as to perform maleficia, spells or any other prohibited charms, or who wear amulets
around the neck or elsewhere are called to appear before us for examination [and to determine]
whether superstitions [are involved] (Arxiu Capitular de Lleida, Libro de visita del Arciprestado,
1783-1784).

Historically, Àger is mentioned in Inquisition records as a town where witches were
prevalent. Castell (2017: 65-79) cites the 1548 trial of a Montblanc woman in which an inquisitor
indicates the accused had learned her trade in Àger. In 1627, the bailiff brought charges against
multiple women, one of whom was beaten to death in a meadow. We pinpointed family and
property names that correspond to the last names of women who stood trial, but found no presentday witch stories, nor talk of families believed to be witches.
And lastly, when telling certain stories and mentioning individuals who were either wellknown or identifiable, people across the entire area of study were prudent and cautious. In
itself, this is a clear sign that belief in witchcraft, its sociocultural corollaries and scapegoating
are still pervasive. Silences and terror characterized encounters with certain interviewees. Some
were believers in the evil eye and witchcraft, others feared becoming a target of scapegoating
themselves. The dominant argument among the healers and wise men and women that we
interviewed—something approximating “What do I know about witchcraft? I heal.”—might
be a window into the phenomenon’s social and cultural complexity as well as the ambiguity
surrounding and range of meanings attached to witches and wise women. Though the paths of
witchcraft and folk medicine have been known to cross, the gulf between the two is considerable.
In interviewing women acquainted with folk practices, or who used prayers and other measures
to cure ill health, we got a sense of the social acceptance enjoyed by healing and how it has
managed to elude associations with witchcraft. That said, to rely on means that were considered
unorthodox or somehow magical—an innate ability to counteract the evil eye, for instance—
meant practitioners became subjects of collective suspicion.
What follows is a first look at some of the stories we encountered, specifically those that deal
with witchcraft and the evil eye. The lead characters—witches—are both the social embodiment
of malice and the presumed perpetrators of injury and destruction, even upon their own families.
Though wise women frequently faced branding as witches, they escaped the malign connotations
and were spared ostracizing and scapegoating. As a distinct case study, folk medicine—its richness
and the links between it and witchcraft—deserves more specific analysis. At the close of the
article, I will propose theoretical analysis which, guided by symbolic and feminist anthropology,
must form the basis of broader and more intensely analytical work still to come.
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Libro de visita del Arciprestado. (Visitation register of the Archpriesthood).
Ref.: P6A_M1_P3_C03_L1_397, L1_397. Arxiu Capitular de Lleida.
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Machets
Machets lived in Balaguer in the nineteen-thirties and people believed she performed *mal
donat. Some interviewees over ninety remembered Machets because their parents had advised
them to cross their fingers whenever walking in front of her house, because as a witch, she could
cause bad things to happen [donar mals]. Three of our sources still remembered her. Bepeta, a
Balaguer woman of ninety-seven, remembered a spell cast on her cousin:
There was a woman who people used to call la bruixa. Her name was Machets. She lived on the
street and got by on charity, making do with what folks gave. An aunt of mine lived nearby, and
one day, back from harvesting grapes, she sees Machets, who comes up and helps herself to a fat
bunch from the basket. My aunt stops her:
—I’ll give you some I’ve got at home; these here have already been weighed, bought and sold.
Machets [murmuring something as if to call up an evil curse] says to her,
—Witch . . . Expect a visit!
And Machets leaves. Back home, scarcely does my aunt make it through the door but her eldest
daughter starts feeling sick, complaining, seeing things and hollering.
Perplexed, they visit an aunt of hers, who asks if anyone in the family has been involved in any
quarrels. My aunt replies,
—No, but my daughter was restless and strange the whole night through!
So they go see the doctor. The doctor comes in, takes a look at her and says,
—This girl looks just fine to me.
And that’s when it dawns on my aunt:
—That woman!
She starts remembering how she had refused Machets the grapes, and says,
—I just bet it was that nasty hussy of a . . .
Then a neighbor says,
—Go to Lleida and find yourself one of those diviners, a wise man. He’ll tell you if someone’s
put some kind of evil on her.
And sure as anything, they make the trip and the man does his business and tells them,
—Yep. Some woman who wants to see this girl hurt has performed mal donat on her.
He asks if there are any women in town who my aunt is sideways with.
—That’s it! There’s this neighbor of mine who people say is a witch.
The man tells my aunt to wait until the stroke of midnight, when she is to take her biggest scissors
and put them under the mattress with her girl’s back facing them.
She follows his instructions.
—Now, tell me: do you see this woman? the wise man asks.
—We sure do. She lives just across the way, she answers.
—When out of the house, then, pay close attention to what she does.
At twelve midnight they do as he said and keep watch. Looking out the window, they see her
pacing back and forth, grumbling, shaking her head and all upset.
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Drawings by the painter and Balaguer
native Francesc Borràs (1891-1968)
illustrating relations among townsfolk
in the first half of the 20th century.
Museu de la Noguera, inv. nos. MN
1998 and MN 2001.

—Harlot . . . It’s her! It’s got to be, my uncle says.
—I’d say so, too, my aunt says.
They leave those scissors under their daughter’s mattress and the woman doesn’t sleep a wink.
The next day, my uncle goes and talks to Machets,
—Well? You get any rest last night? You can expect every night to be just like that if you don’t take
off what you put on my daughter! She wails back at him,
—Wait . . . I didn’t do anything! Go see for yourself; your daughter’s just fine!
Back at home he finds his daughter as calm and fit as ever. After all, the doctor thought she was
fine. That for a case of nerves like that you couldn’t do a thing. And in the end it was the woman
(Brackets in the original) (Bepeta, 97, March 2016, Balaguer).

A witch, a victim and a person who performs a diagnostic countermeasure. Inasmuch as
these three things are present, the story can be seen as a witchcraft crisis. A curse is uttered, and
the victims use a ritual to identify, corner and confront the witch. The latter is faced with the
threat of action, and forced to undo the curse. The lineage of this process of resolution—namely,
the confrontation, the breaking of the spell and the return to normalcy afterwards—can be traced
back to measures that were applied to suspected witches. Machets’ neighbors resorted to just
such an “unmasking” technique in an effort to prove her guilt. The story came from sources
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outside Balaguer as well. One Guissona man told us the tactic was common in his corner of La
Segarra. People believed that the priest could expose a witch by leaving the sacrarium open after
the Eucharist. At the end of the liturgy, the witch lost her powers and remained frozen in place on
the bench, making her capture and identification possible:
Instead of getting up and leaving, she just sits there, motionless, in the back row. The priest picks
up on it, and goes to the sacristy to change clothes. On his way out, he says,
—Are you thinking of staying the night, Madam? It’s time to go! Everyone’s gone home!
The witch huffs and grumbles, and the priest says,
—Ah! So it’s true what they say!
And until he closes the sacrarium, she’s stuck there frozen in place. That’s how they found out
she was a witch. Or that she knew how to perform mal donat, anyway (Bepeta, 97, March 2016,
Balaguer).

Machets’ story isn’t just a case of the evil eye linked to a dispute between neighbors. The
cause is an injustice—refusing a poorer neighbor’s request for charity—and it will take the help of
an expert to set things right. The conflict is a moral one, between neighbors: one wants what the
other has. Settlement, moreover, requires interpersonal contact: only after an accusation is made
and the witch confronted will the spell be lifted.
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As this case of mal donat attests, immense significance is attributed to cause and effect and
neighborly interactions—a recurring theme in the witchcraft crises we studied. But before tackling
such questions as these, a closer look at Machets reveals the stereotyping and scapegoating
endured by those who were “different,” and illustrates how gendered and class-based social
constructions operate. A younger woman of seventy-five who knew Machets insists she wasn’t
a big woman, just a girl known for having very masculine features. This was no doubt behind
the name she was given: a thinly veiled reproach of the way she expressed gender or sexual
orientation. Both Machets and her mother—elderly, peculiar-looking and gaunt—came from the
south of Spain:
Machets was no witch! Machets was our name for a girl whose mother—a simple thing with
tiny little eyes like two sparrows’—went around town wearing an apron. She was short. People
called her daughter Machets because she was so manly. They came up from Andalusia after the
war. It never took much for the kids to get her worked up, and people were afraid of her (Isabel,
75, retired, February, Balaguer).

Maleficia, storms and attacks
Another focus of spells, maleficia and witchcraft crises in rural communities had roots in
the belief that there were people out there who could cause storms and hail and upset harvests,
triggering acute food shortages. We saw evidence of this belief throughout our research, a sign
it has held up across the centuries. In Montgai, for example, an eighty-five year old retired tailor
named Joan remembered a story his father had told him from the nineteen-twenties about two
women from town. Gilia and Taüssa had tied linens together near a relative’s house and, out of
the knot, a big, black bird supposedly emerged. That very night the town was apparently hit by a
hailstorm, and word got around that the two were to blame:
That woman who’d had him over went spreading the story around town. “I saw it with my
own eyes!” she said. I’ll tell you what, people in town were ready to kill them. It wiped out
everybody’s harvest! There was a big old moon out when they tied the sheets together, but then
they cast the spell and boy, did that hail come falling then! It just devastated everything. Now,
whether it was those witches or not . . . When the two of them died, the whole business just
stopped. Their husbands had already passed and neither had children (Joan, 85, retired tailor,
April 2016, Montgai).

The association of witchcraft with storms and the dread that both inspired in local
communities also became clear as we logged specific protective measures, traditionally tuned to
purge or undo intruding evil. Moreover, lore holds that fierce thunderstorms often arrived with a
witch flying at the front:
I saw it and heard it myself out on the field. When a thunderstorm approached and at the front
was a round cloud whiter than the rest, my father used to say, “Looks like a bad thunderstorm
coming. You can almost see the witch riding at the front!” [. . .] When a storm was brewing, my
grandmother would make nine crosses out of salt. Three, three and three [in a line], nice and
obvious, on the ground out on the field, facing the approaching storm. If she managed to catch
the storm unawares . . . Sometimes it’d break up (Brackets in the original). (Sisco, 82, retired,
February 2016, Balaguer).
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The notion that evil came from the outside, and that someone could send it, draws stock
from natural cycles of growth and death and an ample store of everyday rituals. Similarly, one
woman who was both the granddaughter of a trementinaire3 from Pallars and great-granddaughter
of a wise woman from Abella de la Conca described the practices she saw around the house
as a young girl and the feminine lore that her grandmother shared with her. She said that a
practice known as “cutting storms” was fairly widespread. To do it, a fire was built atop stones,
prayers were recited and, with knives, one sliced at the storm, metaphorically “cutting” it. The
knives were then placed in the fire and, when cinders and ash had covered them, the storm was
considered cut. She had also been taught that storms were the embodiment of envy from women
in other towns who wanted their harvests to fail:
Time was, out of envy, people would conjure up a curse or the evil eye. You’d hear accusations
of stuff like that. Years ago, in fights, people would say, “I hope a storm strikes you!” (Neus,
therapist, 34, April 2016, Balaguer).

In the logic of these local relationships, in which envy between families spurred conflict
and the evil eye, not all witchcraft crises could be put right with a trained expert who neutralized
the magic force with a countermeasure or, indeed, by confronting the witch. Popular memory
tells us that, at times, disputes culminated in violence. One illustrative example —a story out of
Vilanova de Meià4—tells of an illiterate shepherd with the purported ability to bend animals to her
will. According to townspeople’s favored storyline, the Coveta witch was angered at the injustice
of being made to pay the same levy twice by the town’s mayor and, possessed by the thirst for
revenge, cooked up a spell that brought a storm and ravaged harvests. A gang of local families
banded together and set out to capture and kill the woman, but the family of the presumed witch
tipped off local law enforcement, who arrested members of the paramilitary group and threw
them in jail, first in Balaguer and then Lleida.5

Baquiol, burned to death in La Segarra
A similar current of aggression ran through a case in Biosca, although the outcome was far
grislier. An eighty-four-year-old man from Torà maintains it was there the real tragedy took place:
“They were the last ones to kill a witch. It was just one bungle after the next. It was all folks talked
about.” Seventy-nine-year-old Montserrat, a resident in the village, mentioned it as well; her
grandfather had told her of a woman burned at a cross near a spring.
Biosca’s 1806 witchcraft crisis culminated in the brutal mob murder of a poor elderly
woman named Baquiol. Details come down to us in two written accounts from the nineteenth
3- Trementinaires were mountain workers who gathered medicinal plants, prepared healing pomades and ointments and
sold them, along with poisons and other products from their places of origin, in the towns of the plain.
4-The story comes to us from two sources: first, a spoken interview with a seventy-four-year-old informant from Artesa de
Segre; and again, a written account documented by Soler, Sánchez Agustí (2004).
5- Translator’s note: Known as somatents, such assemblages trace their origins to medieval times and were historically
involved in defending land and property. In the twentieth century, Catalan somatents coordinated with town an city
councils and were employed during the Franco dictatorship.
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Comunidor at Església de Santa Maria in Balaguer. Photo: Clara López. In Història de la ciutat de Balaguer, Pere Sanahuja
notes, “perched at the southwest corner of the church, in the direction of Albesa, stands an angular turret crowned by a
slight triangular dome and punctuated by small, elegant windows like arrow-slits. From this modest structure, which could
be reached from the church by a raised spiral staircase with stone handrail, the priest warded off dangerous storms. The
local treasurer paid an annual fee to the church for repelling such ominous weather . . .” (p. 197)

century, published in full by Garganté (2016). Aside from exemplifying how the stereotypes
underppinning the image of the prototypical witch were shaped, the case also lays bare the
violence endured by women who were seen as wicked.
The story of Baquiol presents clear parallels to those of Machets and the Vilanova de Meià
herdswoman. The earliest mention of Biosca’s witch crisis appeared in Serra i Boldú (1980: 59).6
In that version, recorded years after the events took place, Baquiol is described as a midwife.
Elsewhere she is variously described as poor, old and ugly, a witch, and a beggar. In one version,
Baquiol deems the alms she has received from the neighboring Fornet family to be insufficient,
and casts a spell on them. Baquiol’s ordeal apparently begins several days later, when the family’s
firstborn son takes sick and dies. A mob hunts her down, and she is tethered to a tree and beaten.
6. The author’s source in preparing the account was Father Xavier Bosch, Torà’s priest until 1936. Father Xavier Bosch
supplied the notebook in which Father Ramon Berengué, the rector of Biosca from 1884 to 1889, documents Baquiol’s
story.
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She later manages to escape, finding refuge in the home of the town priest, Father Gatuellas,
who presumedly looked after her recuperation. The night she returned to her house, Baquiol was
assaulted by a group of unidentified men. The individuals “dragged her off and carried her to
the cross that is near the waterside spring. The hapless woman was tossed atop a pile of burning
firewood that awaited her there. The spectacle was repeated twice; she escaped the first two
attempts but was finally reduced to ashes on the third” (Serra i Boldú, 1980: 59). Gatuellas set
out to denounce the affair in the days that followed, but the trial was placed on hold due to the
French invasion of 1808, resuming in 1814 to little fanfare.
The affair is also mentioned in correspondence that was published by Garganté (2016) and
which currently sits in the diocesan archives of Solsona. The rector Jorge Santander narrated the
events in a letter dated April 19, 1865 to Father Joan Riba, presbyter of Cardona. In fact, Serra i
Boldú’s version can be traced to the description in the same letter. That retelling has hints of bias,
and the ending is incomplete. The murder victim’s real name, a more detailed picture of the witch
stereotype (plus recourse to an “unwitching” expert) and an account from a relative of the victim
all make the letter ripe for fresh analysis, according to Garganté. Still, larger import lies in what
comes after the clergyman’s denouncement, when the story becomes one of conflict between the
priest and mayor. The focus of attention shifts and charges are brought against the priest, assuring
that the case of Baquiol’s murder is bumped into the periphery:
An attempt was made to try the perpetrators in 1814, prompting heated clashes between the
parish priest and the mayor. The priest landed the mayor a forceful smack after one such tussle,
and the latter dropped all efforts related to the witch and started in after the churchman, taking
his case to the ranking authority.
Ecclesiastical authorities ordered the priest to appear in Solsona. He refused, and an armed
detail was dispatched to apprehend him. On his violent removal from the rectory, he was heard
shouting, “My parishioners, help me!” The mutineering townsfolk arrived and, ignoring mayor
and armed forces alike, scooped up the priest and returned him home. Though a number of
men stood nearby ready to use firepower to quell any renewed attempts to oust the cleric, he
ultimately capitulated. He was taken to Solsona and, subsequently, Barcelona, where he died
(Arxiu Diocesà de Solsona, “Carta del rector Jorge Santander a Mn. Joan Riba,” [Letter from
rector Jorge Santander to Monsignor Joan Riba, April 19, 1865]).

Infanticide, mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law
Cases in which the victims of alleged witchcraft are children not only fit neatly with the
belief that witches were child killers; they are consistent with the preponderance of wide-ranging
protective measures. One sixty-six-year-old woman from Almenar spoke to us about her husband’s
aunt—a reputed witch, upon whom suspicion fell when the source’s mother-in-law lost a baby
just hours after childbirth some fifty years back:
They told my mother-in-law when she had her baby, “Whatever happens, don’t let your sisterin-law in; something bad will happen if you do.” Only when she was all alone did she hear the
sister-in-law coming up the stairs . . . She went in, touched the boy and within five hours he was
dead. [. . .] You used to always hear talk about witches. That so-and-so had done this or that. For
years, they’d been there, lying in waiting, just like the evil eye (Pilar, 66, April 2016, Alcoletge).
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View of the village of Biosca, between 1925 and 1936. Photo: Francesc Blasi i Espinosa. Photographic archives of Centre
Excursionista de Catalunya.

Similar events in Balaguer show how attempts to establish causation in attacks by witchcraft
could expose fraught close-knit relationships between family members. Typically the actors in
conflict were women, and the part of the aggressor or witch was played by the mother-in-law,
who gets to the daughter-in-law, or so goes the thinking, by afflicting a weaker being under her
care. Ninety-seven-year-old Balaguer native Bepeta told us of a young newly-wed whose motherin-law couldn’t stand her. The new bride had had a first son who died shortly after birth, and later
gave birth to a girl. In the story, the daughter-in-law makes a quick trip back to the family home
on a day she had planned to spend in the vegetable garden. Arriving at the house, she catches
her mother-in-law casting a spell on her daughter and singing, “Pretty little thing, pity you have
to die . . .” Still reeling from the recent loss of her son, the woman tells her husband to confront
his mother and stop her:
That boy had just died so suddenly—hadn’t even been ill—so they were of course suspicious.
Apparently the husband comes home and says,
—Mother, who taught you that song?
—You’re going to believe her? she replies defensively.
—If this child dies, you’ll be the next to go, he answers.
(Bepeta, 97, March 2016, Balaguer)
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Amulets and other protective objects.
(1) Replica of a jet amulet (first half of 14th c) found in the Jewish quarter of Tàrrega. Museu Comarcal de l’Urgell.
(2) Amulet (19th c) made from the left paw of a badger, used to protect children. Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu, inv.
no. 10793. (3) Protective medal (17th-18th c) bearing the figure of the archangel Gabriel slaying the devil. Ecomuseu
de les Valls d’Àneu. (4) Reliquary (18th c) used to protect the hearth. Casa Bellera, Caregue (Pallars Sobirà).
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In La Segarra we learn of Pepa Maca, whose story dates to approximately 1912. The name
of the town has been withheld to protect the anonymity of those involved; some in the family
are still believed to be witches and there is fear about reprisals—tell-tale signs that beliefs in
witchcraft and mal donat live on.
The source’s father-in-law often spoke of seeing a captivatingly beautiful woman in the
woods where he looked after goats. People called her Pepa Maca and pegged her for a witch. “No
one knew what she’d done,” the source admitted, “but they kept on calling her a witch just the
same.” The story also involves a high-stakes clash between mother- and daughter-in-law:
The son married a woman who was evidently pretty fancy-looking for her day and the mother-inlaw didn’t much care for her. And every chance she gets she tells her son that the boy he thinks
is his is not.
—Oh, and why is that? he replies.
—Because he’s not.
This apparently continues all throughout the pregnancy. When the baby comes, his hair is a
different color than his father’s.
—See? I told you he wasn’t yours!
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And, having suffered his mother’s remarks the whole pregnancy, the two of them snatch up the
man’s wife and baby, wrap them up and throw them in a bog (Pilar, 70, homemaker and poetess,
March 2016, La Segarra).

Having drowned the mother and newborn, Pepa Maca and her son are arrested on their
farm and taken to the Solsona courthouse. The informant’s father-in-law was nine or ten at the
time, and remembered seeing the prisoners led away. He also insisted nothing more was ever
heard of the two.
As for the mark of mal donat on the home and neighborly relations, in Balaguer, a variety
of protective amulets—rabbits feet, for instance—are customarily placed on newborn babies. In
Pallars, windows were coated with washing blue to obstruct witches’ spells and, when mothers
gave birth, protective measures were conducted, all part of an attempt to keep evil out. In La
Segarra, traces of practices of this kind could still be found in municipalities like Claret. The
*salispàs consisted in blessing homes with water and salt. A priest and acolytes went from house
to house reciting prayers and sprinkling a mixture of holy water and salt on the doors, intended
to keep evil and witches from entering. Some stone doors of over two-hundred-year-old buildings
still bear signs of corrosion caused by the salt.

Tia Llarga, Calamandra and other strange women
An April 2016 call for stories in Artesa de Segre was our occasion to learn about the Petera
witch of Agramunt. One woman aged roughly sixty said that, as children, she and others were
instructed to keep away from the woman’s house, for it was supposedly haunted. Other details
came to us from the witch’s niece. Anna, also of the Petera family, is fifty-six years old and lives
in Balaguer. She says that when children used to be fussy about eating, one threat in particular—
“Tia Llarga will come get you if you don’t!”—was used to frighten them. “Aunt Stringbean” was
the unmarried aunt of the informant’s grandfather. Apart from the scapegoating she faced as a
“spinster,” Tia Llarga’s towering stature meant she was physically different to boot. Anna noted
that Tia Llarga knew a great deal about the natural world and herbs, “She was very tuned in,
and had a reputation as the town witch.” Faced with the prospect of living out her days alone in
the countryside, she embarked on a new life in a far-off land. Across the Atlantic, in Argentina,
the unusual appearance which here had been the source of social barriers became a rather
unorthodox means of subsistence: “Being so tall, she teamed up with a fairly short fellow and
they hired on with a circus. She was tall, he was short, so she’d hoist him up and lower him down
again. They made it their act.” According to the source’s calculations—her grandfather was born
in 1902 and Tia Llarga (real name Teresa Cortés) was his aunt—the story would have taken place
in approximately 1870. Bowing to the pressure of stigma and social exclusion, she elected to
leave town:
Who wouldn’t! She was just so tall! In her family they called her Tia Llarga, but then came the
stigma that she was a witch, and it got so bad that people crossed the street to avoid walking in
front of her house. And this woman wouldn’t have hurt a fly. She was just a single woman who
lived alone—gathering herbs, selling them, cooking up home remedies—but she wasn’t a bad
person. I reckon she was somewhat ahead of the rest at the time, because she wasn’t afraid to
pack up and ship off to Argentina (Anna, 56, April 2016, Balaguer).
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Sharing stories in Artesa de Segre (La Noguera), April 2016. Biblioteca Joan Maluquer i Viladot.

Tia Llarga may be gone, but she lived on in the memories of people in town for decades,
and the clouds of stigma surrounding her home lingered for years. Our source said her own
mother was in line to inherit the property, but no one in the family wanted it. “Don’t ask me
why, but nobody was interested, so the town council recouped it. There’s a park there today; the
house was torn to the ground. Back in the day nobody wanted to take it! It sat there empty, walls
crumbling. A few years ago my mother looked into it and saw it was going to be hers.”
The same person who gave an account of the bewitched child in Almenar spoke to us about
a woman who transformed into a cat and visited homes by night to damage property. The visits
supposedly took place in the nineteen-forties, when the source’s father-in-law worked at a wellto-do home in a town in El Segrià. Every time the animals were let out of their pens, a black cat
would appear nearby. The father-in-law called her the Calamandra witch and figured she was out
to spook the animals, but there was a lot that didn’t seem to add up. The motive of the cat’s visits,
for instance. The source figured the townspeople’s envy of the woman was to blame. One day, the
cat got stuck in the doorway and the father-in-law managed to trap it:
He grabbed hold of a stick, and just at the right moment, shut the door. When it didn’t quite close
the cat made a run for it, but got stuck and . . . bam! The father-in-law walloped it with a stick and
broke its leg. The next day, Calamandra had her arm in a sling! (Pilar, 66, April 2016, Alcoletge)

The anecdote reflects how widespread belief in witches is. Women who take the form of
cats in order to enter homes by night and harm those inside are a remarkably prominent feature
of the cumulative concept of witchcraft. But an additional detail helps thicken the story’s texture.
Third parties indicate the woman in question, a Barcelona native, was romantically involved with
a well-heeled man from Almenar. Whether their relationship was closer to a courtship or marriage
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isn’t clear, but rumor has it the man cast the woman aside on learning she was a prostitute. In this
version, revenge was the impulse when the woman began to work maleficent magic on townsfolk
and take the form of a cat. We don’t know who Calamandra really was, but the story points to a
forbidden bond and subsequent rejection—more fuel for the popular belief in witches who are
driven by lust for revenge—and Calamandra’s work in prostitution explains her status as not just
malign, but liminal, transgressive and offensive.
Over the course of research, we repeatedly heard about people, especially women, whose
unconventional behavior, unpleasant markers or difference meant they were attributed evil
powers and tagged as mysterious, strange and off limits. People in Anglesola pinned the witch
reputation of a woman named Concha on the fact she was “different.” Concha came from one of
the wealthiest families in town, rode horse, was well-educated, kept to herself and led a lifestyle
which was considered unique. Townsfolk claimed she “did strange things” and an aura of mystery
was seen to envelop her figure. An uncommonly pretty left-wing militant in Alcarràs constituted
a similar case. During the Spanish Civil War she professed ideals diverging from the mainstream
and had a well-known distaste for priests. She did not have a reputation as a witch per se, but her
conflict with the Church and the persecution she sustained were well known.
The meanings and polysemy of the Catalan word bruixa are reminders that informants’
association of witchcraft with strange, socially disruptive people is significant. Some of the
individuals in question were women whom others had labelled “different.” Then again, some
weren’t associated with magic at all; they were simply feared and deemed bad people.

Conclusions
There is a clear correlation between these stories and the crimes—causing death and
disease; murdering children; conjuring up storms; sabotaging harvests; entering homes to inflict
harm—for which accused witches in the early modern period were persecuted and condemned.
Such crimes’ social and cultural legacy lives on in the collective imagination, and this speaks
volumes about the longevity of the witchcraft belief in the mid-twentieth century.
Three analytical axes appear before us. The first has roots in symbolic anthropology and
the framework that governs how the meaning of the witch is defined and redefined, and it
operates in a belief system which is collectively shared in contexts of contemporary patriarchy.
Our task involves accounting for the negative symbolism of the witch, specifically as regards
her sociocultural signification as an individual who knowingly and malevolently uses deceptive
means to inflict harm on people, animals and interests. They are incarnations of evil, disease and
death, and their acts constitute the polar opposite of ideal conduct.
The second axis was highlighted by the first anthropologists to study African witchcraft in
the early twentieth century. It gives cultural context to witchcraft belief and reads it as a search for
explanations. In this light, maladies and misfortune are the work of specific individuals operating
in a social system where witchcraft plays a social function by regulating relationships and conflicts.
Earlier we heard about a range of witchcraft crises and along with them, measures to protect
homes and individuals, mechanisms for unmasking witches and local solutions to the crises—a
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patchwork serving to establish the presence of witchcraft beliefs on the Lleida Plain. These crises,
accusations, rumors, attacks, murders and processes of exclusion mirror the complexity of dayto-day conflicts between neighbors and families with different social positions in rural areas.
Anthropologist Carmelo Lisón affirmed as much when he described small-town neighborhoods
as a cultural matrix. From the standpoint of shared living spaces and material, emotive and moral
transactions, interdependence across such spaces is inevitable. Lisón described a “complex
and intense moral space” in which the evil eye served to channel tensions and rationalize the
exclusion of some neighbors (Lisón 2004 [1979]: 293).
The third and final axis addresses the question of why the overwhelming majority of witches
are women. It also puts forward a gendered analysis informed by feminist anthropology. In this
reading, the construction of stigmatizing categories and their integration into contemporary
systems of sex and gender become the analytical focal point. The cases highlight a fusion of
categories related to gender and present the witch as a malevolent being diametrically opposite
to the ideal of feminine perfection. To contemplate and contrast these individuals and cases not
only gives us clues as to how misogyny has functioned in our society; it is an invitation to assess
its legacy today.
Two stories involve poor, old and ugly women who perform evil magic in retribution for a
neighbor’s refusal to lend them a helping hand. Other tales of revenge include the shepherdess
who is made to pay an unfair levy and the supposed prostitute, rebuffed by her well-off fiancé.
Three attacks on children and two provoked storms have been chronicled as well. Two cases of
mob aggression are documented, too. In one the outcome is cruel and dramatic; we are clearly
in the presence of a patriarchy that is capable of killing. In the other, the patriarchy protects its
own. Victims are rendered invisible by both. Sometimes the females in the stories are victims of
injustice, sometimes they are simply poor women doomed to social exclusion. Domestic conflicts
between mother- and daughter-in-law—authority lies with the former, the latter’s attacker—speak
to female roles and rivalries. As a woman who is also elderly, the aggressor is labelled malevolent,
assumed to have the power to inflict harm and branded as a witch.
And then there are the witchcraft crises and stories where the witch resists neat and tidy
classification. Here, she subverts the socially accepted order—on the basis of not only what
she signifies, but also the challenge to normalcy that she represents. Whether the women are
poor, old, ugly, “butch,” prostitutes, jealous or “spinsters,” their stories project the malefic, lifedestroying meaning the witch has for centuries embodied, though these qualities also make new
meanings possible and appeal to expand on the objects and subjects of our research.
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Procés a la bruixa (Witch trial), by Eduard Alcoy (ca. 1973). Museu de la Noguera, inv. no. MN-1923.
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From the faded record:
Witch stories in El Solsonès
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Opposite:
Bird talon nailed to the door of a farm in El Solsonès.
Photo: Marcel·lí Corominas
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The research proposal behind Se’n parlave... i n’hi havie arrived with the following
particulars:
Catalonia offers formidable terrain for the study of medieval and modern witchcraft and witch
hunting. Recent historical inquiry has pointed to the territory’s western districts in particular as
the late medieval birthplace of a lasting belief in evil witches.

The challenge was to track down sources who could either speak to long-held popular
beliefs about the malevolent dealings of witches, or attest to customs and rituals that were
geared towards countering such individuals’ supposed evil. But the prospect of finding actual
witches—or even learning of their existence—was certainly wishful thinking. And yet, even still,
the proposition was tantalizing. Indeed, the area boasts many of the conditions necessary to
preserve, if not witchcraft itself, then at least traces and memories of it, not to mention witness
accounts concerning its influence in the recent past.

Pig hooves protecting a farm on Pla de Busa. Photo: Marcel·lí Corominas.
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The territory of El Solsonès is rural and conservative. Here, the Catholic church maintains
a presence and influence which go back centuries and are plain as day. The town of Solsona
is home to the see of El Solsonès diocese, and it also accommodates the seat of El Solsonès
the district, one whose inhabitants are highly scattered across far-flung corners of the territory
(incidentally, this complicated universally accessible health care until only recently). Rurality and
conservatism are key pieces of the story; they help explain why sorceresses [fetilleres], remedyhawking *remeieres and midwives were to flourish, but also why they were later to become the
subject of disparaging characterizations as witches and poisoners.
North of the district and tucked behind the Port del Comte ridge in Vall de la Vansa is
Tuixent. It is a small town, and it famously spawned the *trementinaire—females who passed
on a healing lore rooted in local herbs, oils and pine pitch (the trementina that gave the women
their name). Tuixent is not technically in El Solsonès. But, in the minds of the elderly residents of
these lands drained by the rivers Cardener and Salada, trementinaires remain influential figures.
Despite being familiar faces on farms in El Solsonès, they typically hailed from Vall de la Vansa,
and were at the center of the area’s few known witchcraft trials.
Historians say that, on the district’s other slope, Teresa Guardia (1806?) aka Baquiola was
the last person to be burned at the stake (https://lafontdebiscarri.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/
es-deia-teresa-aproximacio-a-la-veritable-historia-de-la-bruixa-de-biosca/). Guardia was from
Biosca, a small town that lies outside the limits of El Solsonès. But borders are as irrelevant in
this hinterland as they are in the relationships between its inhabitants. Biosca is cosy with the
remotest El Solsonès farms and belongs to the same diocese. Oddly, in the expanse between
Tuixent and Biosca—territory which is part of El Solsonès proper—personal accounts of
witchcraft are scarce and fading. Odèn and Lladurs on the western slope and Navès and Vall
de Lord to the east are where we found the most credible and direct accounts of incidents
attributable to magic and witchcraft.

Polished stone axe (4800-4200 BP). Such objects were known as “lightning stones”
(pedres de llamp) for their shape. They were often used as protection against storms.
Museu Diocesà i Comarcal de Solsona, inv. no. MDCS 2661.
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Documented cases
If documentary traces of the rise of witchcraft-related phenomena aren’t easy to come by in
El Solsonès, future scholars will surely demonstrate this to be a consequence of the communityspecific hunts and ecclesiastical restraint that typified witch persecution in Catalonia (http://
bruixes.mhcat.net/index.php/la-construccio-intelmlectual-de-la-bruixeria-moderna).
Recent work has pointed to a number of witchcraft cases here. The farthest back is
documented by Castell (2013: 55-92). It involves a Solsona bailiff who searched for witches near
Odèn, and features the 1548 testimony of one witness who affirmed “a man learned in that art
waved his left hand as a signal to another, who traced a cross on the ground, then wiped it clear
with his left foot.” The same author references the 1547 Odèn trial of Joan Orrit, presided over by
the Solsona bailiff.
An interesting addition to work on the witch hunts comes from Pladevall (1974), who offers
indications of their professionalization as well as the abuse that attended this particular shift. One
example is the case of the so-called Tarragó, which Serra (1994: 19) recounts splendidly:
Between 1619 and 1627 the districts of El Lluçanès, El Solsonès, El Berguedà and El Bages were
crisscrossed by a witch finder named Cosme Soler. He was also known by the nickname Tarragó.
From the Soler farm in Tarragona, part of Rialb Barony, Tarragó was an expert at catching witches
and organizing inspections. He found witches wherever he went, and court proceedings and
convictions were never far behind.
It was believed that every witch had a mark that only became visible once scrubbed with holy
water, and Tarragó the witch finder had a special penchant for locating them. Antoni Pladevall
notes that the practice of searching for evidence on the accused’s body, besides being an indignity
that opened the door to all manner of abuses, was very arbitrary, for the tiniest imperfection,
wart, “*desig” or scar could be interpreted as a mark of the devil.
Diabolic markings were found on virtually all witches. Whose body has none? Thus, Rafaela
Puigcercós was determined to have [. . .] “a single hair under one arm and two or three under
the other,” and Joana la Negra conceded the devil “has marked my back and, I believe, inserted
something in me between flesh and skin whose trace my hands cannot cleanse nor was I aware
was visible.”

Like a spark, this master witch finder lit fires of fanaticism, intolerance and violence
everywhere he went. The appearance of witches was so clearly linked to Tarragó’s arrival
on the scene that even Solsona bishop Joan Alvaro stepped in and expelled him from the
diocese. The cleric sent a complete account of the episode to the government of Philip III
(Reglà 1991: 64):
In a small town under Your Majesty’s jurisdiction, a man by the name of Tarragó went about
identifying women as witches and undressing them to locate a mark on their backs. According
to some women, this was done quite exclusively for the pleasure of Tarragó and his companions.
When news of this reached my mountain cathedral, I took diligent steps to capture the man and
convey him to Your Majesty. [. . .]. The matter of witches is extremely difficult, and so say all who
have written about it. One inquisitor dealt with a woman who had already confessed to being
a witch, and much of the story proved false. Lies and deceit carry the day, part of the devil’s bid
to claim more souls for hell. For that he preys mostly upon the weak: women, and usually old
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ones. Lay judges often delude themselves in their zeal for legal resolution, for the only thing
established by confessions is the accused’s fear of torture. Many die blameless.

According to Oliver, charges were also brought in La Seu d’Urgell as part of a 1623 case in
Cambrils against several women from Vall de la Vansa (2003: 96-97):
In a statement, twenty-year-old Magdalena Barber said she fell prey to witches while working as
a “servant in the Cambrils home of Gili Spuga,” which she “left and wishes not to return.” In her
testimony, Barber asserted, “While in bed there and in the company of Hieronyma, a widow and
the elderly mother of Spuga, I was visited by Galina and Plateua, both of Fòrnols, and by Antònia
Martina, of Collbataller, located in the parish of La Vansa. They had in their possession an infant’s
arm and middle finger that glowed with a dim blue light, and urged me to join their craft. As I
understand, this was one of witches and poisoners, for once the women carried a paper dabbed
with poison and a toad, and instructed me to kill the masters of the house. They held out the
poisons for me to see, saying some caused a fast death while with others the victim would first
agonize four hours. With still others, nine hours. As I did not abide their request, they repeatedly
caned and hurled themselves upon me, such that I was unable to speak, pronounce Jesus’s name,
or so much as cross myself. Five evenings this occurred, or more exactly, four evenings and one
they did not come.”

Barber goes on to detail how, after a period of relative quiet, Galina of Fórnols threatened
her life anew in retribution for Barber having called her a witch. The threat missed its mark, for
both Galina and her fellow nocturnal adventuresses of the La Vansa and Cambrils mountains

Pla de les Bruixes. Photo: Marcel·lí Corominas.
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were sentenced to death in 1627. This incident is quite likely the very same that Ramon Vilaginés
recalled having read among the diocesan archives of La Seu d’Urgell:
There were three women: one was from Alinyà, and another Vall de la Vansa; the other I can’t
recall. They were accused of witchcraft, of performing abortions and having pacts with the devil,
and gathering at night and desiring to find new converts. All three were burned (E14_SOL. Audio
II. 0:14.20).

Fading memory
The research in El Solsonès is significant because it shows there are still individuals out
there who remember cases of purported witchcraft.
Jaume Serra, aka Jaume de Poses, explains the most open-and-shut case of witchcraft he
ever knew: mal donat [maleficent magic] performed on livestock. The perpetrator, a woman from
Torrent de Pià who ultimately moved to the Parera farm in Navès, was later buried in a funeral
which Serra himself attended:
Lady witches, man witches, there was a good deal of talk about that. There was one woman from
the Pareras farm, [. . .] there had been a quarrel [. . .] though I don’t know if it’s a story we ought
to trust. These people had a herd of sheep and lambs. And when the lambs started to get a little
bigger, damned if they didn’t up and die! The owner cut them up to see why they were dying
just as they’d started to fatten up. A month later, when it was the sheep’s turn, they had a look
and there on the sheep’s livers were two slits. Their livers had been cut. “Goddamit,” the man
said, “the only person can do that is a witch.” Because that was just impossible, it couldn’t have
been anybody but her. That sickness they had—it had to have been a sickness, and incantations,
that affected those lambs’ insides [. . .]. Now there ain’t a soul in town that’d refuse that woman
a “hello,” but [. . .] she’s a witch. Who’s to say if she’s got some of those awful incantations and
goes uttering them and that’s how those lambs turn up dead like they did. There’s one thing I
remember: I’d seen her, that woman, I myself went to the burial [. . .]. Yes, they’d been in Torrent
de Pià. From Torrent de Pià she went to Parera, and there in Parera is where she died. Quick as
anything. She had a daughter, a married woman, that she’d gone to see. Took sick and died.

An engrossing account comes to us from Maria Irla Guix, who deserves applause for
indulging our curiosity. She was born to the Nova family in Lladurs and today lives in Cavallera
Baixa d’Odèn. With a bit of effort and the help of her son Joan, Irla told us quite a few stories that
blend magic, folk medicine and witchcraft memories.
—The one I’d heard was about pigs. And a woman who turned up at a house asking, “Can you
show me this? Can you show me that?” And the little piglets caught sight of her and dropped
dead, all of them. That’s another one I used to hear (E10_SOL. Audio I. 0:13.50).
—Did you ever hear of a witch leading the front of a storm as it comes?”
—No.
—They’re inside rocks, comes a reminder from Joan.
—Inside every stone is a black speck that used to be a witch.
—That’s one you hear. Whether it’s true or not, I don’t know.
—You heard that from someone?
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—That’s right. And you know what they’d do? I saw this myself at home. When they used to see
a storm or a big thunderstorm coming, we’d see my uncle go out to fire shots and make crosses
like so over windows with a knife, to keep the thunderstorm away. And the storm would pick
up and move in the other direction! (E10_SOL. Audio I. 0:15.50) I remember some things my
grandfather had explained, my mother’s father . . . He’s been dead for fifty years. Grandparents
today don’t tell stories to their grandchildren.

There was also the story about a spring called Font de la Canadella:
Muleteers came through with their mules. To hear my grandfather tell it, one used to come
passing through and he’d holler for Maria, so she’d come hand him something. The day came
when he showed up and she didn’t bring him anything, and he had to take off in a hurry with that
mule because she came up behind chasing him . . . Maria was a snake! That’s one I heard from
my grandfather, and he’s as honest as there is (E10_SOL. Audio I. 0:29.00).

Young Pilar Muntada of Rial de Busa in Navès shares with us stories and customs that she
heard around the house or watched her uncle practice:
—Of the old-time stuff, I still remember the custom on the feast day of St. Peter Martyr. They’d
gather up fir tree branches, have them blessed in Besora, and then fashion crosses out of them
and put them in doorways and all of the windows, and at the four corners of Pla de Busa.
That’s one my uncle would do, and he’s been gone for twenty-six years now (E13_SOL. Video I.
0:00.01).
—Did he ever say the reason behind it?
—Same as before: to drive storms and other bad things away. It was for protection.
—Have you ever heard people talk about unusual phenomena?
—In Cases de Posades and Cases Altes, the story was that strange things would happen to their
animals’ legs. They didn’t know what it came from, but their sheeps’ legs would be broken.
Things like that. They’d go out to the pen and find sheep with broken legs, or that’d taken sick,
or strange things. That’s what people said. Never did find out what that was (E13_SOL. Video II.
0:10.00).

A member of the Pixarada family in Solsona, Ramon Vilaginés was born further north in the
district. He gave the following insight when queried on protective measures that older folk used
against storms and the witches they blamed for causing them:
—[. . .] They’d go out with a candle and a knife, and with the knife they’d make these cuts. They
traced crosses and cut the storm—that’s how they described it. Then, they would hang the knife
in a window and I recall seeing rosaries hung there with it too.
—Where was that?
—That’s something I saw here. Here, at home. All my grandparents were from Cambrils, from
the highlands of Cambrils. Understand, we’re talking a couple generations ago, they would have
been born in the eighteen-eighties. My grandmother must have learned it watching someone else
do it, because she never learned to read or write.
—They thought there was a connection between storms and witches?
—Yes. Well, because, sometimes . . . Let me think about this one, when a storm forms . . . Today
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you don’t even get those kinds anymore. There’d be an offshoot, they’d call it a “bouquet,” where
the cloud became whiter, and they’d say, “When the witch goes this way or that . . .” I think that
was when there was hail coming. There would be a haze hovering above the rest. The cloud
down below, that one moved a bit faster, and it was more whitish. That’s what they associated it
with. That’s what they said [. . .]. The thing about all the witch stuff was, when they didn’t have
anything else to protect them, they had to believe in something. The thing about witches making
crosses with branches from yew trees and putting them in doorways old-timers did that years ago
and I saw it here too, just the other day. There are a handful of other places where people started
doing it too. Sometimes I’ve seen that replaced with the salispàs (E14_SOL. Audio I. 0:07.50).

Another intriguing memory is the one shared by Maria Carme Solà of the Vilà de Freixenet
home in Riner. Her account covers not just her grandmother’s description of the witches’ aplecs
[gatherings], but the image of the witch as she herself has retained it:
——When I was a young girl, my grandma would tell us about Collet de Sentor. It was a little hill
that was flat at the top. There were stones and bigger rocks as well. She said that’s where witches
gathered on full-moon nights at midnight. And on the eve of St. John’s Day they made a bonfire
and danced around it. On a hill, just before Bolsegura, right at the turnoff that leads to Miracle
and down under the ridge, more or less. We’d always watch out for witches as we went by there.
We never did see any witches dancing, not once, and I don’t reckon my grandma ever saw any
either. That’s what we know about the witches, the story of the witches of Collet de Sentor. That’s
how my grandma told it.
—Did she believe it?
—She said it was a story from ages ago. In other words, she’d never seen a witch there herself.
And I wonder now if she even really believed it. But I suppose she’d heard the same story that
they told us. They told us about that as we walked out to Miracle. As we got close, she’d say,
“See this? Right here, Collet de Sentor, is where the witches would dance” (E01_SOL. Video I.
0:00.01).
—Have you ever heard about anyone believed to be a witch?
—[. . .] when the trementinaires would come down once or twice a year, people would say,
“Think of these women as witches. That’s essentially what they are.” Which is to say, our idea of a
witch. People used to tell us things like, “With hair like that somebody’d think you were a witch.”
We’d imagine a woman with long, unruly hair, wearing a long dress and holding a broom. [. . .]
When they talked about Collet de Sentor, and we went by there, we’d imagine somebody like
that (E01_SOL. Video I. 0:10.18).

Measures to fend off evil and witches’ spells gradually bled into the rituals and traditions
that priests in rural parishes would later record in custumals. These included customs like the
*salpàs or salispàs; blessing thyme and branches of fir and yew trees to protect one’s home and
harvest; blessing bread to ward off misfortune and hailstorms; and, in a similar spirit of protection,
hanging Caravaca crosses. Customs such as these, some still in use, have almost certainly replaced
more profane iterations.
Other indications of those pagan beginnings are the hooves and claws nailed beside doors
(the practice reportedly extends to eagles, storks and wild boars). “Cutting” storms with scissors or
knives, or even firing a rifle into the storm’s eye, is another. Most likely these are the subconscious
reminders of how to protect oneself against evil women and men who brought evil and bad luck
on people and property.
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Oración contra piedras y centellas (Prayer against hail and lightning). Ecomuseu de les Valls
d’Àneu, inv. no. 10795.
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Rituals, prayers, practices and ceremonies to defend people
and property against spells and sorcery
In 1878, Serafí Corominas published Epitome: Ritualis Ecclesiae et Diocesis Celsonensis
(Epitome: Ecclesiastic rituals of the Solsona diocese). No doubt still found in the home of any
priest, the collection of rites and prayers details a ceremony to bless one’s home and protect family,
livestock and land from calamity, diseases, storms and evil spirits. Another passage describes one
for warding off storms.
Printed in Rome, a publication by one S. Salviani presents itself unambiguously as a
“Thesaurus of virtuous and effective prayers for curing all manner of ailments of the body and soul,
plus an endless list of measures to deflect curses and spells with blessings and exorcisms, etc.” It
belonged to Ramon Vilaginés. A lone hand-written annotation dates the booklet April 18, 1924.
The most recent piece of documentary evidence comes to us in the notebook of a woman
from Solsona. Out of respect for the privacy of its owner’s family, the woman’s identity cannot be
revealed. An “Incantation against duendes and witches” is noted within, as well as the following:
“En nombre del Señor sea nuestra ayuda. Quien hizo el cielo y la tierra. El Señor con nosotros y
con tu espíritu.” Nothing more.
One final and fairly exceptional document lays down the delightful tales of the so-called
dones de fum i aigua. Possibly our most enduring legend, the “smoke and water ladies” may even
predate witches’ stigmatizing as servants of the devil. Kept among Father Sarri’s manuscripts in
the archives of the Solsona diocese, the Sisquer vicar’s mention of the women gives no indication
of how or why these particular tales succeeded in weathering the passage of time (ADS, Mn. Sarri
bundles, MS. fol. 141). Invaluable artifacts of cultural heritage, the invariably female creatures
(Sarri casts them somewhere between nymphs and witches) are imbued with magical powers.
They take husbands in the area, and ask only for the freedom to practice their unique customs
and that the name “smoke and water lady” never be spoken in their presence. When these
wishes are not respected, the incensed women are known to exact harsh punishments. But Sarri
is unable to avoid saccharine language when describing them, even considering they are witches.
For example, in El serrat de les bruixes d’Altés (The hill of the Altés witches; ADS, Mn. Sarri
bundles, MS. fol. 141):
As night falls on the eve ofthe feast day of St. Sylvester’s, they dance on the hill that overlooks
the Poltrony rectory. One year a pair of revelers start a roaring fire. Townsfolk are unconcerned,
believing it to be the handiwork of some shepherd. The flames endure, embers glowing through
the night, and a wailing can be heard—the revelers, strangling away at a violin. In the silence
of the night, eyes peer through windows; they spy the faint glows, and hear the plaintive howls.
Windows swing shut, gaping holes are stuffed and, at morning Mass, the pews sit empty [. . .]. A
fog hangs low across the parish and not a soul risks the braving the outdoors.

Within the Catholic church, belief in the devil’s ability to operate through figures like
witches is still widespread. The words of the Solsona bishop in “Vigileu,” a note included in a
diocesan register from 2015, are a prime example.1 He warned of “the rising tide of witches,
1 See http://www.naciodigital.cat/lleida/noticia/14350/bisbe/solsona/alerta/practiques/esoteriques/vidents.
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soothsayers and card readers coming to rattle the celebrations in our cities and towns.” In the
text this danger is presented in terms evocative of Thomas Aquinas’ eighteenth-century assertions
about the creeping insidiousness of demons (Summa Theologiae [Summa of Theology], part i,
question 114, article 2):
Years have passed since you last heard mention of the machinations of the Evil One, or of
practices that leave our souls helpless to influence and invasion. Reality of late has forced my
eyes to see it, and I must tell you: “Take caution.”

It appears that at the bedrock of some beliefs, witchcraft and the devil are constants, and of
acute concern well into the twenty-first century.
Times have changed, though not everywhere the same. From the faded record, tales of
witches emerge. Even today, you might still hear whispers. Not often, but the fact remains: they
were talked about, and they were out there.
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“I’d heard stories like these
before”
Witchcraft in Andorran oral
literature: between memory
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Years ago, that màgica stuff really existed.
Apparently folks worked it on you, hurt you . . .
ANA/AE interview F3

Abans, això de la màgica existie.
Es veu que els feien màgica, els feien mal…
ANA/AE entrevista F3

“*Mal donat” and “*màgica” are terms which, even today, older generations of Andorrans
use when referring to certain erstwhile occurrences of mystery, or damage done, in homes and
towns. They permeate personal accounts and spoken lore, and evoke magical spells, poisons and
curses, even the sickening and killing of people and animals. To hear these stories, one tends to
associate the terms with antiquated beliefs about “witchcraft.” But, while the storytellers speak
of witchcraft, maleficia and màgica as though the three were interchangeable, the origins and
meanings of the events they describe are not. Stories about màgica are a case in point. Their
essential focus is strange behavior is strange behavior and events and not acts of maliciousness
committed by witches, no matter that in informant accounts overlap between the distinct genres
is common. The following is an attempt to marshal the lore of older Andorrans to gauge the
degree to which associated beliefs hold up in the country today.
This work is part of a broader effort to study witchcraft on the Lleida Plain and in the
Pyrenees which has highlighted its survival until very recent times. Historian Pau Castell is the
director of the historical and ethnographic exploration of witchcraft in the lands of Lleida known
as Se’n parlave . . . i n’hi havie (2015).1 Castell has stressed the Pyrenees’ crucial role as the
European cradle of the infinitely complex phenomenon of witch hunting.2

Witchcraft and witch hunting in Andorra
Valles Andorre purgentur a tam pesimis mulieribus.
ANA, Tribunal de Corts, doc. 5090

Historians trace the emergence of the witchcraft phenomenon to the Late Middle Ages,
and agree that its legacy endured until the scarcely distant past. Two initiatives in Andorra have
generated enormous interest in beliefs about the devil and the more than three-hundred-year
history of witchcraft trials. Roughly one hundred local cases flagged by Robert Pastor (2004)
offer a well-spring of insight into prosecutions that took place in the fifteenth century. They are a
window into the world of the day, one of fervent belief in the reality of witchcraft and satanic pacts.
Plumbing the archives of Andorra’s penal court and those of its foremost political institution, both
of which are kept at the Arxiu Nacional d’Andorra (ANA), Pastor highlights the cases, heard across
four trials, of some twenty women, including Joana Call, Maria Guida, Antònia Martina, Rosellà
de Sornàs, Maria Arenya, Maria Naudina, Jaumina Fustera, Joana Martí, Miquela Llumeneres
and others still. The prosecuted women, whom wagging tongues had billed as witches, were
1 Project promoted by Xarxa de Museus de les Terres de Lleida and Institut Ramon Muntaner, AP21/15.
2 The Àneu Valleys of Pallars Sobirà saw Europe’s first documented witchcraft trials and antiwitch legislation in 1424
(castell 2013).
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View of Andorra la Vella from the now vanished roc de les Bruixes, or “Witches’ rock”
(1885). Ref.: Arxiu Nacional d’Andorra/FCR 1349. Photo: Jean-Auguste Brutails.

sentenced to leave the valleys in the more lenient sentences, and to die by hanging in the cruelest
of them. Trial records show how a “rumor” was all it took to make the witch label stick, and to
substantiate charges a woman had worked malign influences to stunt harvests or kill people and
animals. The condemnatory system no doubt explains much about the society and beliefs of the
day, not to mention the connections between the Church and established power.
The other crucial piece of work on witchcraft comes from Castell (2013). With penetrating
historical analysis, Castell establishes the Pyrenees of the fifteenth century as the fountainhead
of the hunt for witches, before exploring how persecution evolved and spread across the Catalan
territories over the century that followed. Calling forth troves of previously unreviewed materials,
largely from manorial domains in the Urgell diocese, the author traces the emergence of the
enterprise to the valleys of Pallars and Andorra. In the process, he touches on three considerations—
the concept of the heretical and diabolical sect, the tradition of criminally prosecuting evil magic
and poisons, and the influence of myths about nocturnal spirits—that give key context. Bolstered
by exhaustive review of specialist literature on witchcraft suppression in Europe, Castell puts to
work religion in the Christian West as he lays out new reflections on the medieval origins of the
Catalan hunts.
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The Castell (2013) material provides insight that is vital to understanding how Catalonia
became ground zero for witch persecution, as well as the course it took thereafter. And it raises fresh
questions about witchcraft beliefs, how they are passed down and how they change. The prospect
of a more profound reckoning with these questions is the impulse behind a new, multimediapowered historical project and Cebrià Baraut grant-recipient, this time centered on witch trials
in the valleys of Andorra: Per purgar les valls de tan pèssimes dones. In phase one of the project,
Castell will broaden the scope of work on trials to account for materials recently made available
at ANA, and contemplate the results through the prism of current events in Europe. In phase two,
research findings will be shared across a digital platform offering an interactive map of the valleys
that is equipped to receive comprehensive data about the Andorran hunts, including birthplaces
of accused women, *aquelarre sites and trial records. As a tool, the site has enormous potential.
It also promises to help deepen understanding around this chapter of history by improving access
to information for specialists and the larger public.
Another question arises as well: how long after witchcraft trials were outlawed did belief
in witchcraft persist in mountain communities? Based on contemporary ethnographic efforts to
document the enduring association of particular homes and families in the valleys of Pallars
with witchcraft, Castell suggests the belief was commonplace in rural areas until not long ago.
Targeted study will be needed to determine whether any of the mechanisms that drive witchcraft
reputations remain intact in Andorra as they do in neighboring valleys. The lore on record at the
Ethnography Archive (AE) speaks to beliefs in màgica and mal donat. Now the task is to determine
whether people were as convinced about the existence of witches, and, likewise, if any witnesses
to their deeds are still out there.

Màgica and mal donat in Andorran oral literature
N’havie sentit a parlar. La meva mare sap una història.
ANA/AE entrevista F3
I’d heard people talk about it. My mother knows a story.
ANA/AE interview F3

Historians and ethnographers in the Pyrenees have documented beliefs about malevolent
powers as well as measures that existed to counter such powers (Galinier 1990, Violant 1985).
They are both a common feature in Andorran oral literature and compelling proof that such
beliefs occupied a central place in rural mountain society. For individuals who feared malign
forces, protection was crucial. Amulets, prayers, crosses and scapulars were looked to for their
protective and healing properties, though the blending of ecclesiastical dogma and popular beliefs
saw to it that these weren’t the only such measures. Prayer books, for instance, are still kept in
many homes. Amulets, too, continue to hold watch outside rooms and near fields. And Andorran
toponymy offers potent testimony to the past prominence of belief in witchcraft. Two boulders—el
roc de les Bruixes de Prats and el roc de les Bruixes d’Andorra la Vella; one, whose coordinates are
still remembered, the other, whose exact location has faded from memory—hold out examples
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Witchcraft trial of Maria Tomassa of Encamp
(1489). Arxiu Nacional d’Andorra, TC, doc.
5973.

Cover of the judicial inquest concerning witchcraft in
Canillo and Encamp parishes (1551) bearing the words
bruxes i metzineras (“witches and poisoners”). Arxiu
Nacional d’Andorra, TC, doc. 6053.
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of places witches were said to consort with the devil and terrorize surrounding communities.
The Prats rock inspired one particularly popular legend which holds that the scratches on the
rock, said to imbue the site with supernatural power, were left by the devil. Such tales are often
set in places with singular characteristics. Lake Engolasters is another site widely associated with
magic, orbited by its own constellation of stories, legends and tales of màgica.
In Andorra and other Pyrenean valleys, the conviction that witches and supernatural powers
exist draws from a substratum of beliefs linked to the mountainous agrarian and livestock-rearing
modes of life which dominated the country until the early twentieth century. Rural Andorra today
has been swept by far-reaching change and many of those beliefs have disappeared, but, as a
documentary source, spoken lore can be an incredibly useful way of bridging this particular
gap. Popular legends are proof. In particular, narratives that involve “mal donat” reflect the
continued currency of belief in evil powers and diabolical practices among older Andorrans.
The stories depict a society, hardly remote in time from our own, in which certain individuals
willfully wrought misfortune on families in the community. The narratives additionally show that,
frequently, the suspicion vis-à-vis who had authored the hurt or destruction fell on women. And
the prime motive was cast as envy: as one AE source put it, “These were women that no one loved;
everyone was afraid of them.”3 Stories of mal donat underscore the prominence this sort of belief
came to achieve in the valleys.Today such narratives have mostly grown imprecise, and there is
often uncertainty as to when action occurs—both signs that their vitality and relevance are in
decline. Alongside chronicles of mal donat sit anecdotes involving màgica. As a subject, the latter
is often brought up during discussions of anomalous situations like apparitions, mysterious noises,
abnormal behavior and other mystifying incidents around the home. These are chalked up to third
parties (common culprits are priests and the neighbors of victims) who perform the deeds with the
help of spells or books. As strange occurrences provoked by occult means, màgica and maleficia
are conflated, even though the beliefs sustaining the two are different. Belief in mal donat rests on
assumed acts of malevolence—causing illness or death, or destroying crops, for example—acts
which are ascribed to women who may fit the witch profile. Older sources habitually blur the
distinction between the two types of lore, in part because they are both seemingly destined for
the scrapheap of memory.
“Màgica used to be common” and “there were women out there who performed mal
donat” are just some of the assertions that appeared in narratives in two projects on record at the
AE. The first was a folklore study aimed at uncovering the fables, legends and stories of the past.4
The second was an ethnographic project to document care remedies for people and animals,
part of a broader exploration into the lives of women.5 Neither initiative was concerned with
documenting witchcraft beliefs per se, although both ultimately helped unearth stories that move
in that direction, such as tales of màgica and mal donat:
This story came straight from the mouth of the woman it happened to [. . .]. On her way home—
to fetch something or other, I believe—a woman spots a scarf lying on the ground. With her boy
in her arms, she scoops it up, wraps it around the boy’s neck and the two carry on towards the
hog slaughter. All day long they’re at the house helping the woman’s sister make sausage [. . .].
3 Part of ANA, the AE is the management tool for ethnological and intangible heritage. Its function is to document the
central themes—and transformation—of Andorran culture and identity.
4 Interviews about folklore (F) were conducted between 1994 and 1995.
5 Interviews about the lives of women were conducted between 2011 and 2013.
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At about ten or eleven that night, the mother and her boy set off and head home. As she opens
the front door, the racket inside is so tremendous that she wonders if there isn’t a storm inside, or
people. The house shakes as the woman climbs the stairs, but anxious as she is to get in bed, she
keeps going. Then all of a sudden it hits her: she found the scarf in the road before going to her
sister’s house. Convinced she’s found the cause of the trouble, she picks the scarf up and throws
it out the window to the street down below. And she goes to bed. But once again, that mighty
trembling takes hold over what seems is just the house, and it’s coming from the scarf. She grabs
it, folds it into a bundle, and tosses it back out the window, to the street, and the spell is broken.
[. . .] That really happened. It was the neighbor; he’d worked màgica on her. Genuine màgica
(ANA/AE interview F3).

This story was recorded in 1994 as part of ethnographic work on the vitality of Andorran
folklore. From a contextual perspective, the study emphasized considerations like who had
passed on a given class of folklore, as well as how, when and to whom. A considerable portion of
the recorded material involves màgica that is performed by a particular, spell-casting individual.
Bite-sized, set in the past and light on details, tales like these reflect a society in upheaval, where
individuals do more than just pass along stories; they reinterpret and reformulate the message
for a different context. Stories like the cursed scarf are told at family gatherings or evening gettogethers, and, though only rarely is the culprit named, often it is a neighbor.
Statements like “rumor has it a neighbor was to blame . . . but only so-and-so knows for
sure” introduce key action in these stories. In addition to details about who, what and where,
listeners are treated to a display of perplexity courtesy of the narrator as well as a barely plausible
explanation at each story’s end. In the saga of the magical scarf, the tale-teller suggests that the
curse, conjured by the scarf’s true owner, was a legitimate attempt to hurt the person believed to
have stolen it. Tales about magical spells almost seem to grasp at plausibility in the contemporary
belief system. An identical storytelling scheme is used by the source as she invokes an anecdote
said to have happened in a tiny village in Ordino:
I’d heard stories like these before. Years ago, that màgica stuff really existed. Apparently people
worked it on you, hurt you. [. . .] People used to talk about a priest, and he was related to
someone in the family. One of their bunch was planning to marry this one woman, and no one
in the family liked her. The priest didn’t much care for her. As I understand the woman had given
birth early, six or seven months along, and they’d taken her into the home. And the priest goes
and works màgica on her. It’s a true story, too (ANA/AE interview F3).

On this occasion, it is a priest who does harm to a young wife. Màgica in the Pyrenees
frequently involves priests and spells. The narrator typically leaves out relevant details that might
make things easier to understand, although facts are nevertheless presented with certainty and
conviction. The story continues:
A woman who is dead now told this story to me on a trip I took up to Serrat to buy cows and
horses [. . .]. She’d tell me these things. She was in her seventies [. . .]. Told me that màgica was
real. [. . .] A woman had recently married into a family that didn’t care for her—the priest didn’t
get along with her, see, and the couple had married because they basically had to—and she had
started to get on everyone’s nerves [. . .]. Rumor has it that the priest called forth màgica on her,
with the four- or five-month-old baby by her side, making her jump from her balcony down to
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the ground below. She’d jump right over the railing and land on her feet in the square below,
without a scratch. He’d have her come up again and go onto the balcony, and over the railing
again. Three or four times it happened, evidently [. . .]. She had the baby in her arms, but it sure
didn’t stop her from jumping any. Three times it happened. She wasn’t injured, mind, but after a
while, it left her goofy in the head (ANA/AE interview F3).

The story is much longer, and an effort is made to portray the priest’s actions as punishment
for the young woman having been pregnant when wed. This particular informant seizes the chance
to deride the power that clergymen of the day held over towns, and expresses disapproval at the
idea of harm being wrought on a young wife with a family in her charge. Such stories highlight
social inequality and confrontations with de facto power holders, and show that certain beliefs
have held steady.
Stories about spells—the stolen scarf and the woman who leaps from the balcony with
her young son—are evidence of beliefs that attempt to supply explanations for the mysterious
behavior of people and things. Perhaps because life today is so radically different than it was for
our ancestors, many of these tales—fueled and sustained by a particular belief system and passed
down from generation to generation—now appear destined for the forgotten recesses of memory.
As one source quipped, “Màgica doesn’t exist anymore, nobody believes in it.”
Something similar occurs with stories about mal donat, in which people are assumed to
possess both the means and the will to hurt others. Today, the impulse to keep such tales to
oneself seems obvious: to do otherwise would mean acknowledging the existence of evil powers
and diabolic pacts. And yet, one participant in recent research about the lives of women—an
interviewee born in the nineteen-twenties—shared the story of how her daughter’s eyes were left
sealed shut at the hands of a hostile townswoman. In the forties, the mother enlisted a male witch
in Fontaneda to heal the afflicted child. The witch told her to refuse entry to one female neighbor
in particular if she wanted her daughter to get better.
[. . .] in Fontaneda there’s a man known as lo Bruixot, but he isn’t a witch. He’s someone who
heals all kinds of people. They called him the Bruixot because he used to heal people [. . .].
—Is this woman always at your house? the Bruixot asks. She’s not to pass through your doorway.
The woman pleads with him to tell her what’s going on.
—All I can say is that she’s not to cross your threshold. And should you leave your house for
whatever reason, she’ll kill you in a second. She’s evil [. . .].
—I said I wouldn’t let her up again and I never did, says the woman.
Ah! He told me something else, too:
—Feed your baby girl with a bottle. If she takes to the bottle, she’s saved. If she doesn’t, she’s
done for [. . .]. Go to the fire, heat milk and try giving her some.
And the baby was saved, because the fire was on the ground (ANA/AE 27 Vides de dones).

The same woman shares other stories in which the line between màgica and mal donat is
blurred. And she insists that the intended target must be in the conjurer’s presence for harm to be
caused:
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Doing màgica is different. I’ll tell you why. You need two people for it to work; the first, who’s got
an idea in mind, and then the second, who’s got to be within sight of the first [. . .]. That’s why
there’s no more màgica now; folks learned their lesson [. . .]. The person’s got to be right in front
of you. It won’t work if you can’t see where you’re sending it. A few people figured that out and
went after the folks who were doing it. It took an awful lot of firewood, but they took care of that
màgica and killed them outright. And since those who’d been doing it got killed by a taste of their
own medicine, the màgica stopped. The women who had dished it out were the ones taking it
(ANA/AE 27 Vides de dones).

She remembered other similar episodes, too. Some happened when she was a young girl in
her hometown in Vall de Tuixent:
My grandfather raised piglets. They were pretty big, too. There was a pen near the house and,
in between, a path that they took to go to Mass. And a big old stretch between the pen and the
house. Grandpa comes down one day and asks, “What’s keeping these pigs from eating? They
won’t even look at the feed.” He puts some feed out for them . . . and he knew that woman—his
aunt—was trouble . . . The pigs turn their backs, refusing to eat a thing. He turns to his aunt and
says, “If these pigs don’t eat, I’ll strangle you.” He places his hands around her neck. “Stop,” she
says. “The pigs will eat and never again will they give you trouble.” It had been her all along.
When she saw he was ready to strangle her and put his hands around her neck, she changed her
tune: “Stop, I promise they’ll eat.” (ANA/AE 27 Vides de dones)
One home in Cornellana kept cows down below in a corral. They’d give the animals scraps from
a basket they kept nearby. And somebody apparently comes along one day and tries to work
màgica on the people living there, but they find out. Or how did it happen? He cuts the strap off
the basket and they cut off his arm in return. Cutting that handle cost him his arm. Màgica is evil
. . . (ANA/AE 27 Vides de dones).

The source asserts with conviction that there were those in the past with the power to
inflict harm, but—since people today are more informed and “those that dished it out” (here
the speaker refers to females) “had it dealt back to them,”—that the end of that kind of business
is fast approaching. The woman’s daughter, also present during the interview, adds, “It might
still happen today, but we don’t hear about it.” It rings like an invitation to deeper ethnographic
inquiry into the currency of such beliefs today.
In closing, it bears remarking that the accounts preserved at the AE are a first attempt to
measure the survival of the belief in witches. They point to a more thorough review of witchcraft
in oral literature as a pertinent addition to historical studies. The premise of Pau Castell’s thesis
is that the rumor-fueled witch reputations haunting women across three centuries of persecution
have quite possibly held up through the generations. We must let oral accounts do the talking
as we try to assess whether witchcraft rumors still weigh on the homes, towns and sites where
written accounts placed witchcraft episodes in the past.
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Aplec: Gathering (as in aplec de bruxes, or “witches’ gathering,”); i.e. the witches’ Sabbat.
Aquelarre: The witches’ Sabbat. Basque term (literally “the he-goat’s prairie”) appearing in
seventeenth-century trial records from Navarre, subsequently entering Spanish and then
Catalan.
Banut: Literally “horned.” One of the names employed in Catalonia to designate the Devil.
Boc de Biterna: Literally translatable as “he-goat of Biterna.” Once popularly employed in
Catalonia and Languedoc, this term for the Devil came to designate, from the fifteenth
century onwards, the one who presided over the Sabbat and even the diabolical gathering
itself, with idioms such as “anar al boc de Biterna” conveying “going to the Sabbat.”
Borda: Construction common in the Pyrenees combining elements of barns, stables and living
quarters.
Bruixa (Catalan) or bruisha (Aranese): Female witch.
Bruixo, bruixot (Catalan) or bruishòt (Aranese): Male witch.
Bruixonada: Term—related to the Catalan word for witch (bruixa)—used in some Catalan-speaking
areas to refer to hailstorms. The terms bruixó and calabruix are also found as synonims for
hail (calamarsa).
Comarca: Modern territorial division translated in this work as “district.” Among the comarques
referenced in this work are Val d’Aran, Alta Ribagorça, Pallars Sobirà, Pallars Jussà,
Ribagorça, El Solsonès, La Segarra, La Noguera, El Segrià, Alt Urgell, Urgell and El Vallès
(today two separate districts).
Comunidor or conjurador: Small square outbuildings often found next to churches or at elevations
and characterized by apertures in the walls at the four cardinal points. “Conjuratories” were
traditionally employed by Pyrenean priests to comunir (i.e. to conjure, exorcize, protect or
bless), particularly in the face of hailstorms and other meteorological phenomena. Also
known as excomunidors or exconjuradors.
Curandera (f) or curandero (m): Folk healer or cunning man/woman.
Desig: Literally “desire.” Birthmark popularly held to be the result of a person’s mother having
craved for a particular food during pregnancy.
Encantària or encantada: Fairy woman (lit. “enchanted woman.”).
Encortador de llops: Wolf charmer.
Endevinaire: Title (literally “diviner”) often applied to a varied range of magical practitioners,
especially those allegedly capable of identifying witches (i.e. witch finders).
Espiritista: Spiritualist.
Fada: Fairy.
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Faies or falles: Burning trunk or torch, part of a Pyrenean tradition related to summer solstice
festivities.
Figa: Literally “fig.” In Catalonia, “to do the fig” (fer la figa) was to perform an ancient apotropaic
or protective hand gesture consisting in making a fist and then sticking the thumb between
the index and middle fingers—a gesture often employed to counteract an evil spell and also
used to express derision.
Màgica: Term—essentially a synonym for màgia (magic)—typically used in reference to noises,
apparitions and other supernatural or inexplicable occurrences which were ostensibly
performed by certain individuals (often local priests) by means of hypnosis, books or
grimoires.
Mal donat (Catalan) or mau dat (Aranese): Harmful or maleficent magic. Term (literally “given
harm”) sharing lineage with the popular expression donar mal, i.e. to perform an act of
maleficium.
Metziner (m) or metzinera (f): Poisoner. During the Catalan witch hunts, the word frequently
appears alongside, and even becomes a synonym for, witch.
Minairons or menairons: Literally “mine-workers.” Pyrenean version of the mythological archetype
of the “little people,” close to the Basque zaingorriak and Germanic dwarfs.
Moros: Literally “moors.” Term often referring to a series of mythical beings regarded as the creators
of certain medieval and ancient constructions and even some megalithic monuments.
Novena: Literally “ninth,” a period of nine consecutive days dedicated to a specific set of prayers
or to a healing practice. It can also designate the book that contains the prayers that are
recited during a novena.
Remeier (m) or remeiera (f): Folk healer or cunning man/woman.
Salpàs or salispàs: Protective ritual involving aspersion of holy water and blessed salt over a
home, its inhabitants or its cattle. Also designates the salted water itself.
Trementinaires: Female turpentine makers. Often used to designate nineteenth- and earlytwentieth-century Pyrenean women who travelled to the central and coastal regions of
Catalonia to sell turpentine, herbs and other remedies, sometimes additionally acting as
folk healers.
Tocar a trons: Literally “ringing [the bells] for thunder.” Technique used in many Catalan towns
and villages to disperse approaching hailstorms and prevent their devastating effects. Some
believed the method acted directly on clouds, while others held that it targeted the witches
and evil spirits who supposedly rode atop them.
Xana: Fairy present in Pyrenean mythology, attested from Asturias to Catalonia. Also known as
Jana or Anxana (from Late Latin “Dyana”).
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